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TO, •••••• LIPttR~S

SANDOR'S second speech should read:
Yet>~ Sir
P;.GE

95
Speech froc:1 L!PiRUS CAPTAIN should read:

LIPld.'J S CA PTA IN

Yes, Sir
PAGE

98
,.
LIP.AR US CAP·rA IN

Yes, Sir

_P_A_G_E_6N5___s_c_~E_:_r~_~_1_6___
3 sh~uld ~ead
EXT

SEA

SARDHUA

DAY

A pcwerful ~o~or launch travelling fast.
A STRO!-i:E: ?.'1 ::E..''.•:.n1' is at the wheel, with
9, 2~ ➔ ,:~;~·•:,·:~:, ~eside n1.~.

------

PAGE 6G
The la~t paragraph should re3d:

The CR:::·.'.:-s:r rev up the en.~ine and the launch
m"~es a~3y gathering speed.

SCENES 165 2 lb7, t6a ~ 170 (ctm~encing page 66)
Please n•te tho t the T'.''0 CREWitEN are also
in these scene~

••••••••••••

1

EXT.

UNDF.RWATER

1

DAY

SF.A

Dark, menacing water. After a few moments, the nose of t he
British nu c lear subm:irine , H.M.S. RANGER , emerges from th e
gloom. It approache s CAMERA at an angle 2nd glides silently
past, leaving darkness behind it.
2
(
I.

INT.

CREW'S QUARTERS

H.M . S. RANGER

DAY

2

Around the walls are bunks, plentifully decorated with pinups. Centrally, a long table , with one end against a
serving hatch through to the galley ..
OPEN on a RATING lying on his bunk reading a girlie magazi ne.
His hat hangs on a hook on the bunk-pos t, so tha t we can reac.
''H.ll. SUB:,IARINES" on the ribbon. The RATING reacts to a
picture in the magazine with a "Cor! !! and scratches his leg.
Two more RATINGS lie asleep on their bunks.

At the table 1 two ratings - JONES and FRASER - are playing

chess. JONES moves a piece. FRASER studies the board
frowningly, then relaxes with a gesture of defeated disgust.
-With a grin, JO~ES picks up a piece o f chalk and turns to a
slate on the wall beside the serving hatch. On it is
chalked - "JO:fES 148, FRASER 3". JONES licks ·a finger and
alters "148" to "149".

JONES
Don't worry. You got another whole
month to find out the Bishop moves _
diagonally.

A tray of mugs of tea is pushed through the serving hatch
and a voice comes from the galley.
VOJC.E

(overlaiu)
T ea up.

JONES starts to collect the chess-men. and put them in a
box..
FRASER takes a mug from the tray, puts it in front o f
JOXES, tak ~s one for hi~self, then pus hes the tr~y a l o r. ~ t~ e
table. One of the other R~TINGS cli~bs out of his bun k and

comes to the table.

'

JONES, collecting the chess-men, suddenly stops and looks
at his mug of tea.

1.

In 'a CLOSE SHOT we see the surface of the tea in the mug has
started to shimmer.
It increases and tea slops on to the
table. The chess-men start to roll across the board.

t

JONES and FRASER look at each other, puzzled, suddenly alert.
Continued

2
2

Continu~d

2

The lights flicker, the whole room starts to shudder.
The other RATI~GS hurri<.'dly roll out of their bun?ts,
clutching at anything handy to support them. A highpitched whine starts up, getting rapidly louder. The spoons
rattle in the mugs, then the mugs and the chess-men slide
across the table and crash to the floor. The vibrations
increase, the RATINGS st.:..rt trying to get .. ·to the door.
(

3

I

INT.

CORRIDOR

H.M.S. RANGER

DAY

3

As JONES and FRASER come from their quarters, CO~tMANDER
TALBOT comes striding along the corridor. He pushes his
way past their.. The noise ~nd vibration builds up.
4

INT.

CONTROL ROOM

H.M.S. RANGER

DAY

4

The EXECUTIVE OFFICER., RADAR OPERATOR, SONAR OPERATOR and
other TEC~ICIA~S are holding on to any available fixtu1·e
to steady themselves. TALBOT comes stumbling into the room.

TALBOT

(to Executive Officer)

What's happening?
EXECUTIVE OFFICER
We don't know, sir.
A violent sht!dder nearly throws the;n all off their feet.
The lights go out for a moment, then come on again, but
less brightly. The CHIEF ENGINEER'S VOICE comes through the
P.A. speaker.
CHIEF m{GINEER'S VOICE
(overlaid)
Power station to control room.
Emergenqr, sir. We';;,:e losing power.
We can't locate the trouble.

.

l
I

Behind TALBOT, the RADAR MAN speaks.
RADAR MAN

Radar's inoperative, sir.

SONAR .MAN

Sonar's up the spout, sir.
TALBOT flicks a switch and speaks into his microphone.
TALBOT

Radio operator - contact base.
Continued

Continued ·
\

4

RADIO OPERATOR'S VOICE
{from P.A. speaker - overlaid)
We're being jammed, sir.
TALBOT and his team look at each other in growing alarm and
bewildement. The lights are dimmer and flickering badly.
TALBOT
(into microphone, tensely)
Take her up!
·

CHIEF ENGINEER'S VOICE
(over P.A. speaker)
We'll try, sir.
I·

5

EXT.

H.. lf.S. RANGER

UNDERWATER

SEA

DAY

5

The submarine, travelling slowly, tilts and starts to
move upwards.
G

INT.

CONTROL ROOM H.M.S.

RANGER

The lights are very low now.

..

DAY

6

TALBOT moves to the periscope •

TALBOT

Let•s take a look.
He manoeuvres the periscope into its viewing position and
looks into it. After a moment, he swings it rcund through
-180 degrees. He stops moving. The others are all watching
him, still and silent. He gives a sudden sharp gasp of
incredulity.
TALBOT
My God!

7

INT.

BASE COM)IANDER' S OFFICE

SUBMARINE BASE

DAY

A long room, with big windows, giving an extensive view
over the estuary.
CAPTAIN BENSON, Base Commander, is standing at a desk,
boldicg the phone receiver.

BENSON
No, First Sea Lord - I'm a!raid
there's still no contact with
Racger ••• No, sir.
Continued
,.

I
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4

Contim1cd
Ho? listens. Behind hif:l, a door opens, a 1',;,\V .-\L C~\PT,.\lN
enters ~no co.:1es f orw:1rd to ;; ...:,\SC~.
B~SCi,
( on pho;1~)
No, sir. ~o si;htin;a - no
distress s i;;na.ls •••

The C.-.i'T.\L:~ looks nt .l:~~:;so:•; witn a frown of anxiety.

J

t

BC:i'lSOZ~
(on phone)
Yes - it looks very r.mch 1 ike it,
sir ••• - Of course, sir.
He han;s u~ ancl looks at the C,\f/f Air! ~rim ly.
BSt\SCN

We've lo8t one of our nuclear
submarines ..
Tha CJ.PTA Ii·; rec.cts ..

NIGHT

s

The mass of the r~e~lin is silhouatted aguin5t the ni~~t
sky. The C..:..:-.:~;c"'. ~.:C'i:,::s Ii\ to a ·.v inucw ~<:h ich 3low3 ye 1 low
on the othe~.ise dark buildin~.
9

INT.

GOGOL'S UFVIC~

GOGuL, i2:.-s., = ••
on the phune.

NIGHT

-•::-u-=r,e a U.S.S.rl. general is listenins

he frouns.

.

1

GOGOL

(on phor:e)

I,
,)

i,
i.

(

( .,

The subr.iarine Pote::i.r,k in? Disa~Yreared
,·:it!10ut trac~? •.. £.ut \~-h~t a
c~t:istro~; ~:c, co -·~ r2:]:! C:1:--~ir:.::.1~ ~ ..
Yes, of cours~. I shall assi~n our
best agcn~ im::!ediately.

He hangs up, fllos a key down and SD~aks into on interco~.

GCCeL
Rubelvitch - ,~h.?rc i.s Ag-~nt Tripla X?

a

5

10

INT.

I'I.UBELVITCII 1 S OFFICE

K.G.B. CENTRE

MOSCOW

NIGHT 10

RUBELVITCH - a Russinn Moneypenny - is in army uniform.
She speaks into the intercom;.

RUBELVITCH
On leave, Gener::il. At a '· People's
Rest and !?<Jcupcr!"-t~on Centre.

t

t (
f

11

INT.

ANYA'S BEDROOM

RUSSIA

NIGHT

11

In the dim light filtering into the room from the tall
windows, we see the shadowy outlines of handsome furnitur~.
The CAMERA PA~S to an ornate double bed. Beneath the
sheets there is movement and we hear small sounds of enjoyment. A handsome man - SERGEI - very much a Russian
version of James Bond, is making love to a beautiful young
woman - ANYA. In a CLOSE SHOT we see him kissing her eyes
and her ears. After a few moments he rolls aside with a
sigh of c~ntentment. ANYA turns her head to leek at him,
smiling.

SERGEI
It's been a wonderful week.
never forget it.
Nor will!.

)

'I
I

I'll

ANYA
When can we meet again?

SERGEI
As soon as my mission's over.
(he loo~s at his

wrist watch and
sighs)
I must go. I have to be in Austria
tonight.
A~"YA puts an arm around his neck •
. ANYA

Five more minutes.

C

She kisses him. S~d<lP.nly, a VOICE speaks sharply f~om a
small radio tra~s~eiver on the bedside table.

VOICE
(o·.. ~rla:f.d)
Agent Triple X. Calling Agent ~riple X.
ANYA lies ba=k with~ lit~le groan of irritation.

VOICE
(overlaid)
You will report to headquarters immediately.

Continued

6

11

Continued

11

With a muttered curse, SERGEI sits up, swinging his legs .~

to the floor.

I.'

1,

VOICE
(overlaid - insistently)
Agent Triple X - acknowledge and
verify.

r,

(

With a sudden movement, ANYA gets up on one elbow, leans
across and flicks a switch on the transceiver. She speaks
into it with cold precision •

(

.

'

~

ANYA

This is Triple X.
and understood.
•

rj
jl

Message received

12

DELETED

13

EXT.

12

BIG BEN

LONDON

DAY

13

As Big Ben starts to strike, PAN AWAY and CUT TO •••
14

INT.

M'S OFFICE

LONDON

DAY

14

Mis sitting at his desk, speaking on·the phQne.
M

1.

Yes, Prime Minister •.• Yes, I
quite understand the gravity of the
situation. I'll put our best man
on it at once ••• Yes, sir.
He hangs up, flips the key of the intercom.
M

(into intercom)

Moneypenny - where's Double-0-Seven?

15

INT.

MONEYPENNY•S OFFICE

DAY

15

MONEYPENNY, sitting at her desk, speaks into the intercom.
MONEYPENNY
Be's on a mission sir - in Austria.
16

INT.

M'S OFFICE

DAY

16

M speaks into the intercom.

Continued

7

16

16

Continued
M

Well, tell ~im to pull out
immediately!
17

INT.

LOG CABIN

17

ALPS

The shutters are closed, so that although it is full
daylight outside, the hut itself is in a romantic seQidarkness, lit only by the flickering flames of a log fire
off-camera.
OPEN on a CLOSE SHOT of a great pile of furs,
in the midsc of which BOND is in action with a beautiful
GIRL. She speaks with a slight foreign accent.
GIRL
(ecstatically)
0-o-oh, James! I cannot find
the words.

BOND lifts himself over her.
BOND

Let me try and enlarge your vocabulary.
His arms are around her neck. She cl~ses her eyes in
anticipation.
But at once BOND's wrist watch emits a tiny
bleep. He looks· at it. A thread of ticker tape emerges
from the watch. He reads it.
_
In CLOSE SHOT we read the tape - "007 to REPORT H.Q.
immediate.

M. 11

BOND reacts, swings off the furs out of camera. The GIRL
opens her eyes and sits up, taken aback. She holds a
fur in front of her obv!ously naked body. She looks at
BOND off camera with bewilderment.

GIRL
What's happened? Where are you going?
The CAlIERA P:\~S to reveal BOND zipping up the front of a

skin-tight ski suit.
Behind him, we see the fl~mes of
the log fire which have been illuminating the hut.

Sorry.

BOND
Another time.

Be pulls a pack on to his back and clips the straps across
bis chest.

GIRL
(plaintively)
But, James - I ·need you.
Continued

s
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Continued

17

BOND turns, pulls open the door and stands 5ilhouett~d
against a distant dramatic Alpine landscape.
BOND
So does England.

He steps out of the hut, closing the door behind him.
As soon as it has shut, the GIRL reaches over to the bedside table, opens her handbag and takes out a miniature

walkie-talkie.
She switches it on. From it, a distorted
voice says "Patrol". She switches over and speaks clearly:

GIRL
He has just left. He has just left.
Over and out.
17A EXT.

ALPS

DAY

17A

High on a snow-covered slope, in the shelter of some
trees, four SKIERS stand in a group. · All are armed with
rifles. One of them is SERGEI.
He is holding a
miniature walkie-talkie. He speaks into it.

SERGEI
Message received. We are waiting.
Over and out.
He clicks the switch, pockets the walkie-talkie and nods
at the other SKIERS. They all look across the slope
expectantly, poised to ski off.

18

EXT.

PISTE

ALPS

DAY

18

BOND stamps his feet into his skis, then skate-skis to
build up momentum before dropping into the schuss position.
18A EXT.

C

ALPS

DAY

18,\

BOND, travelling fast, ski~ down a long slope.

18B EXT.

ALPS

DAY

18B

SERGEI and the three SKIERS are poised. Suddenly they
tense. Fron SERGEI'S VIEWPOINT we see, distantly, the

speeding figure of BOND.

Now!
He skis cff.

SERGEI
The three SKIERS 'follow him.

9
19

EXT.

ALPS

19

DAY

BOND1 _travellin g fast, skis down a long slope. Suddenly ,
there is the crack of a rifle shot and the snow spurts up
jus~ ahead of him.

In a CLOSE SHOT we see BOND's startled face.
and looks over his shoulder up behind him • .

He zig-zags

From BOND'S VIEWPOINT, we see SERGEI on the crest of a
slope, levelling his rifle. ·

j,

'

19A EXT.

HILL CREST

ALPS

19A

DAY

A CLOSE SnOT of SERGEI as he fires.
19B EXT. •

ALPS

19B

DAY

The bullet hits the snow six inches from one of BOND's
skis. He skate-skis away fast.

19C EXT.

HILL CREST

ALPS

19C

DAY

SERGEI beckons behind him and skis away down the slope.
The three SKIERS appear over the crest of the hill and
follow him.

19D EXT.

ALPS

19D

DAY

BOND twists and turns as he skis, trying to elude his
pursuers. There are more shots from above and be hind
him. He looks over his shoulder, steadies himself,
then lifts his right ski stick, aiming its point up at
tbe SKIERS.

IN A CLOSE SHOT we see his thumb a press a button on the
grip of th e st ick . The re is a crack of a s hot and a slim
rocket is f . :. ..•~d from the stic·k.

t

19E EXT.

ALPS

DAY

19E

SERGEI swerves suddenly and falls in a greet
s~nw.

flurry of

In a CLOSE SHOT we see him lying still, his head in profile
against the snow, his eyes wide and blank. A thin trickle
of blood runs from the corner of his mouth, staining the
snow.

•

10

ALPS

19F EXT.

DAY

l9F

As BOND skis on, swerving fast, there ara n,01·e shots and
the snow spurts around him. The three SKIERS are spread

now, coming down fast, gaining on BOND and trying to outflank him. They stop, fire, then ski on.
In a CLOSE SHOT we see BOND's face, desperate as he
forces the pace. We hear more shots.
A CLOSE SHOT of a SKIER. He smiles with triumph.
From the SKIER'S VIENPOINT, above and behind BOND, we
see BOND swerve and head down a steep slope towards what
appears to be a sheer drop.
In a CLOSE SHOT we see BOND's face, tense and conc~ntrated, as he now hugs the egg position and prepares
to leao.
From ANOTHER ANGLE we look down on the awesome tl:.ree~
thousand feet drop towards which BOND is racing.
With the THREE SKIERS spread above and behind hirn, BO~D
reaches the brink and takes off into space. We hold the
shot as he soars, then starts to somersault. He turns
over and over, then, spreading his arms, he steadies into
a spread-eagled free-fall position.
In a CLOSE SHOT we see him grasp the rip-cord of his
parachute and pull.
The parachute opens into a great Union Jack as BOND drifts
downwards.

t
j;

TITLES:
20
I

I

INT.

GOGOL 1 S OFFICE K.G.B. CENTRE

GOGOL is seated behind his desk.
speaks into a mike.

MOSCOW

DAY

He flicks a switch and

GOGOL
Send in Agent Triple X.
Be flicks the switch and sits back. After a moment, the
door opens and a RUSSIAN OFFICER appears and salutes.

RUSSIAN' OFFICER
Agent Triple X reporting, Comrade
General.
He stands aside. After a moment, ANYA walks briskly into
the room, comes forward to the desk and salutes smartly.
She is dressed in the ~niform of a Major in the Russian
~rmy. The RUSSIAN OFFICER goes out, closing the door.
ANYA

You sent for me, Comrade Gen~ral,

GOGOL
Yes.

20

Sit down, Major.
Continued

11

20
\

I
1··
,·

I

ANYA sits in a ch2ir, facing GOGOL.
GOGOL
Major Amasova - we are faced with
a most delicate situation.
Our
nuclear submarine Potempkin has
disappeared.

,,
I'

Continued

(

'

ANYA

Sabot~ge,, Comrade General?
GOGOL
That's what you have to find out.
We have one lead.
A connection
in Cairo. You leate tonight. :
•
A moment's pause.

Then •••

ANYA

Will that be all, Comrade General?
GOGOL looks at ANYA with an expression of sudden frowning
concern. Then .••

GOGOL
There is one thing more, Major .••
I regret to have to inform you •••
that Agent Sergei Borzov ••. has
been killed.
ANYA sits unmoving, her face freezes.

GOGOL
On a mission ••• at Berngarten, in the
Austrian Alps.
A long silence.

Then ANYA speaks, her voice flat, amoticnle:
ANYA

A tragic occurrence, Comrade General.
GO'AlL

It had not escaped our 3ttention,
Major, that for some time now you
and Agent Borzov had been •.• more
than friends ••• I'm very sorry.
Silence for a moment.

Then ••.
ANYA

Bow did he die? -

Continued

Co.itiuuccJ

GOGOL
~ie h~vcn t all the cJetails yet. .
But it•~ th<.rn ~ht llc l;tJc:-:::i~ involved
in G ~ritL:,t1·.::Jcret '.:;("!rvice oo~r.:iticn.
1

_.:, ,.·

I'
l

~
'l

~

A~:Y :\

Please ke~p me infur~~d, Co~radc

...

General ..

--

...I

should very r..uch li!.:e.

21

.., 1

'l'he helic0:,t<?r is at a distance, e.?JJroachin:.:;- the C/1:.:~~:i...:i..
As i t d a.! s s o , .~,-. 'I A ' S V JI C2 c on t in u-: :; ;; p ~ D. :..: i n ~ ..

Ii

Ai\YA' S VOIC2

i\

(ov~rlaid)
••• \"~hoever

I

'.HJ.3

re~!HHl.5ible for his

death.
The Cs,.,.2.!..\ p_:,.~,S ;·,ith t~e h~lico~,t..2r- and estnc.li.3hes t:1at
it is flyi:1; t<r;a:-ds U!e 3Ub7.i.!.rinc t;:13~ •)n the loc:1:.=:i~~,

drop~in; do~n over t~e hills surrouadin~ t~e loch.
22

The buil<lin!!;:; of the Bn.se are s~r~:1d nlon:; :be q :..--iy o:i
the sid~ of the cst!..!:1ry of ~ loc:~. which is O!:•en to U:G
sea. x~~r the b~ildin~s is a helicopte~ landin~ ~ad. ~
sub'.':'!arin:? is bcrt:1ed be5id~ t:1e cuay, flyin·.; th1= ;~ritis:-1
fla~. A ~or~ ~artv is on d~c~, ~Pkin~ rc~dy to ~~t under
1

wav.

7h2v look i...:;~ :c:.:; ti1<? helicoi1tar :1"'."l ~-ro::iche.; and t,-.r··.3 ..
;;/\'.\:D c11·,..·
,:,_ \JV
.i,...,._
. 1·,..,
..,ar"l·•t'"'
~-;.,y"l
•1n1·
,,, ....
,..
..,L...:)
, tl1'
, . , ..
-...A....._. ..,. 1·n .,
.... u - ·""'\JV ·. . ~ .···>n,j,~-·~
. ........ , .......
~ -...
t.lJIO

.... , .. 1.

He c:1rr-ies a hri~fcas3. !le w:::i.l:~s r?uickly 1:0 t·ie door
·L· .,- e ,--... - .,.,,;,,, ... , s o•' -1· C-"
~r.,:nc"·
- --.~ +-_._..,~
Of t 'n"
~
~
l.
"'
«-··
.. -·~1 e"-~·-.'.:!
., - _"=aln.,__,,_
....

..... . . , ., . . . . - · • - - - - - -

.l,,

of th~ s~~try and enters the buildin 5 •

1

At one end of t:1e rec.TI ar~ :5tundin; V ICZ-.,.L..,I.~.\L
rU~iG.C.~1/2:5 and Ca~Vi'.-i.L, ..:.~:.~0:·;, in naval unifurr:1 1 and
,;-i~.i.J~~.1c~..: G_-U,i', ;I rniddle-a.:;cd ::i.:lrl in .:i. d~rk suit.
\" is .st~ndln·; :1t t.:.c ac.!H?r enc o.f tn~ !'Go:::, ndar th2 door.

It o~a~s unc

~~~J

enters.
. Cor. t inu-2 cl

13

.

(~

Ah.

'tiorniw1;, Couble-0-Scven~
DCND

He 11.o, (~.

"'

~as the mission succes3ful?
bC~.u
(laconically)

On and off.
Q

•-\s

lead~ the way ac ross the room to~ards the group •
ttH?,Y

a~nro~ch, EZ.\~c:...; cones for•,•;.u.r:l a step or two.
E1~·su~

•~orning, Cora~antler.
ECXD

(formally)

Sir.

B~:':SCX

Co~~ander Sona, sir.
(to Bond)

"

~.:.r. Frede!"ic~, :}ray, :;finister-

or _

Defence.
G.\.~l holds out llis hand to ;:;C;:\D.

G~t:\~l

How d'you do?
BC:'\D

Good r.1or11in~, ~.;inister.

o.!'..\SCX

(to Bo~d)
Yo:, '.rnow Ad".'lirc:Jl Hn.:. ~!"<?r?ves, I think
4

~1 1• -i f1,

u~:\!:> and

.turns to ,; ·, , ~· -t·,,·
V-•

.:") '

. l •

,,,..• (!tr·

• . ..,

~

o~

l C•

~

-,,'-._

-·

..,')
":' ... u · . .l • l !1 '.:? ;:,
•

G:t\Y

...,.,....,

Continued
G:-?!\ y

,'ie 11,

1

UCJ'.'i

• • •

[;.~:\SC:\ !en~s t l1e 1;·ay 0Cross to so::e close(! cm·t:'!ir.s .:inc! •mlls
!h~r.i ;-i:5idc, !"~Ve,1lin::: •.•.h1.t ;1:vi-?::1r2 to b-:? ::i l:1r ,.•·~ s.:1f~ ~boi,t
six fe e t. '.1i-:-::1· st:!::,'iw~ ci·~:tinst tt1~ wn l t. It has t·.~·o r~ol')rs,
el!ch wit:1 .:i .::i~culJr c o:::b ination lockin-?; device. ;~:-:~·:S '.:·:;
on.grates t~t-~ cn:,:hi!latior.s , seiz:?s th~ bir;_i; hand.l~s on th:?.
doors 31.!d ~ull.s t!l~:1 o r,en . The ir.terior of the s~fe consi.:its

prionr ily of a frosted ~las s screen with,do~n on~ sid~ of
it, four scpc.!r:ne i:- u:1.soles co:1nri2ir:::: u nu!'ilber of dials,
switches and buttons.
11 ..,.,.tUtuw
;.; " : ; : ;, ...'\
i 11
1

[

11 .,_._.
u ,. -.:.: l- • rw,:...,
,; _;• 11

,..

nd

'-4•

'fhe console5
11

, ,.'

.a.i.-

c 1-.;J_
:.• ~.:: " •

i:!I'~

lab~lled '' :!.-E.' ;~C-D",

L,-

...

~2~50~ flicks a switch a~d th~ sc re~n li~hts u~, displnvin~
a chGrt co'le r ia; tl•~ north eus tern d.t l ;:nt ic are n and the
we~t co~st ~l ~cotland. ~a preases u button on the co~sole
labelled 11 :-:.-.:,-:i.L<", .::l!ld on t~ic c~111rt an: Ji!rS an ~ lectro:1ic
line z l,::za:!_;.•_; iI!?; t!1ro:1;i1 ,J. nu:nb.e r of co-ordinates to the
edJe of ac ou~lia3d s~unr~ box area. 3CXD ste~s forward
and, with a fin ~er, follows the zigza~ line.
0

bO~D
This, I t a !~e it, is :?~~g;~ r ' ..s crearrau::ec: coui·s~ to h~r- ,.,atrol a.r-,Ja
·-

o ••

(he points to 1:h::? boxed area)

.... her~.

BP:'-iD
Uow ~nny peop!~ knew the course?

a::---:~-s:x
~dmiral H~rgr2 ~ves, myself and, of course,
TAlbot, tbe C<l!Hain of t!1e sub:narineo
b0\;) n,)d.s, turn.5 .:i s id~, rest~::; his brief-c.:1s~ on a nu~1·by
table, o:Jcn.::; it :iad tai.:~~ uut a rolled-up tr·c.rn.3•.i ~tr~nc. tr,!c.:..n
'
• , \ <.: ,._. •
r. ;.l , . ••
• '. , .
t ,
.tt
•
•
•
I',, . ~s o.!..,.;;i...,i\ an ... ....~1.:..1i :.:.:.,,v.:..:, wa en w1. .~ ;rowin:; cur1osLt.V, - ~.:--;.;
~

'\

..

unrolls tna tracin ~ ar.d holds it un against the scr~en.

As

he cJu~:s so, •.;e .3~•.: t:i~t it i$ .::i c:13 rt with a zL:;z:i-:; line ~:1r
on it. He :-:-:c.,V(?S th~ t1· ,1 ci:,:-; over t :1e scr-~en until ti'.~ two
zi-::.;n•; li.n•.:!::; '.'.i..!tc:: ~nc ~1 ot'.1~r ~:x:~ c1:l~·.
Cn the tr.'1cir::-, the
cor, tinu.? :S il,to t i: :! ::;uuare •Jutrol ~r-e ;:1 to a stoll'~ir.·~ point:~ ;!
,dth a cr0s::: .
'~ stc!1S for~-.-m·d .:i.ml !Hil!):1 L,C:'-n hold the tr11ci
in µ03 it ion. E.:::,;::~:, an-.1 i.~UG.:Ln: :.::3 stare at it ir. n.,:1zc·--en t

I

.'

I

14
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Goo~ God!

I

il

e ;•;\~C~
(to Bond)
\th'!t'c clirl th:1t cn::1c fro::,'!
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(ttcvision of yollo~•: p~i·.::~ l·lth ~cptc:11bcr l!JiG)

23

Continued
GiU.Y

(quickly)
Sorry, Benson~ For the mum~nt, that's
top secret.

~
~
t

~
~

I

f
~

'~

Oh, I s~e.

HARG!~~V2S steps forward and puts a fin~er on the cross
marked in the patrol area.

t

,

fL\RG!UAVSS

t:bat does t hnt s i :~n ify?
DCXD

It's !:lY tl.'uess that's ~\·here the subr.iarine
was ·lost.
Bf!:NSON

Coi,mander - ara you sny in~ the
Russi~ns can tr~ck our nuclear
sub:narines unc}er watar - and sink
them?
BOi'iD

Yes~
HARG?-:::~w SS

But how could they track them?
impossible.

It's

Q

(smugly)
No, it's ~uite si~nle renllyo

Heat
signnture recognition, most likely.

C

What?

'--

Q
h' i th

(enjoyin~ hims~lf)
your permi~s ion t :,iin istcr • • •

GJAY ~estures his assent.
I.J

'l'hank you •• ~ You s~c, we alre .1dy know
that satellit~s with infrn-rc ~ he~t
sen~ors can d~tcct a nuclanr ~issile
in fli~ht by its ~nil fire~
\le 11?

Rcvisl.?d 19th ~ovl•mb 1..?r UJ76
(flevision of yellow pa:;c l •ltli Sept,cmt.Jer l97G)

23
\

Wel 1, it sce'.'\S th~t ••• sor.teone •••
can now loc.itc a sulmeq;ed nuclc;.1r
subnnrine in ·the snne way - by its
wake.

~l

1

l

Continued
Q

I

ril

15,\

q's bri~ht scientist s~ile contrasts with th~ ;lu~ exnrc~sion;
l'ound the t!3blc.

r
'

U.\rcG::.2.\V ~~
But that means t!t~_v can totally uncl er-

"·

mine our western def~nce strategy.

GHAY

:,

It looks like it - yes.

)

23A

~

l

D..,Y

23A

The sub~arin~ is moving away from her berth, watched
by a group of CFlIC::.~~s on e1e quay. BC?\D and GJ.-\Y

Continuec

--

'-

1-
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Continued
~re walking slowly along the auav,
..
the rolled-up ~up tracing.

GP.AY is holdin,;-

B.OXD
~'/here, in f:1ct, did we get thnt

t

I.

tracin~, FreddieV-G!lAY

Cairo. ~iplo~atic bag. So~ebody's
got hold of the ~lans of that tracking
syste~ and is tryin; to sell them.
(he taps the rolled-u9 t~acin~)

They've sent us thi.s as proof that it's
genuine.

He stops walkin; and looks at the dtipartin~ sub~arine.
BOND stands besiCe hi~.
23B

EXT.

LOC:-i

DAY

From G.:"<.;Y 1 S YIE'.'iPCI:.\1'T, we see the submarine heading-

for the open sea.
BOND'S VOICE
(overlaid)
If there's a deal to be made, the
price will be higho

GRAY'S VOIC8
(overlaid)
High?

f

Astrono~ical.

23C

LAY

23C

GR..4.Y turns from \\·.:itching the submarine.
GH.c\Y

(to Bond)

That ~issin; subnarine had sixteen Polaris
::1issile.5 abonrdo
They walk an.

I

I
I
I
I

801\-0

I take it we have a contact in ~~
~- .,t?
.
GR.:\Y
~.! will !!;iv~ vou the d~tails.

You

leave toni~ht.
As he sn~a!~s the scene has be ~un to GISSf'LVZ in a sh i-:-: :· r
which bccc:r.c3 the shir:,n;.:r . of h~~t haze.

I.

Conti.nued.
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29

EXT .

28

I

·'

•I

2

. DESERT

EGYPT

DAY

2

Tile heat haze shimmer gradually becomes less until we
establish TWO AP.ABS riding camels along a ridge of sand,
outlined against the blue Egypti::in sky. In a CLOSE SHOT
we see that the rider of the first camel is BOND, in full

'

f,·

2

(

"Lawrence of Arabia!' garb.

An ARAB GUIDE is on the second

camel behind him.

~

BCND
(in Arabic)

How much further?

t

The ARAB GUIDE points.

1-

ARAB GUIDE
(in Arabic-)

The oasis lies yonder, iffendi.
30

EXT. OASIS A..'ID ENCAMPMENT

DESERT

~GYPT

DAY

3

There are palm trees, tethered ca.tr.els, rough tents - and
one handsome tent with AR.~BS guarding it. BOND and the
ARAB GUIDE ride up and dismount. The ARAB GUIDE leads
the way towards the main tent.
31
I

INT.

HOSEIN'S TENT

EGYPT

DAY

3

The scene is straight out of the Arabian Nights. Rugs,
cushions, a hubble-bubble, bowls of dat~s and sweetmeats,
GUARDS with scimitars. Sprawled on a pile of rugs is
SHEIK HOSEIN, a swar~hy, handsome Arab in romantic
costumP,. Behind him are ranged FOUR ARAB BEAUTIES in
fliosy robes an~ yoshm~ks.

BOND enters.

(_

HOSEIN eyes him with brooding intensity.

BOND bows low and sp~aks formally.
BOND

May the wisdom ot Allah descend upon
this magnificent abode and allow a
poor traveller to enter.

HOSEIN
(equally formal)
May the hospitality of these miserable
quarters be sufficient to your needs,
kind sir.

Continued
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31
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31

He holds out a hand.

As BOND steps forward, HOSEIN smiles
and . speaks now with easy informality in a ~very c~mp, British

accent.
HOSEIN
James Bond! What a delightful
surprise after all these years.

I:

r

Continued

(

They shake hands.

HOSEIN gestures to a pile of cuohions

beside him.

HOSEIN
Do sit down, my dear fellow.
As BOND sits, one of the ARAB BEAUTIES prostrates herself
before him.

I·

I

,,

HOSEIN
I always wondered what you were
going to do when you came down from
Cambridge.

The ARAB BZAUTY, with adoring eyes, offers BOND a bowl of
sweetmeats. He takes one politely as he answers HOSEIN.
BOND

. ( to Hosein - drily)
I never had any problem. knowing
what you were going to do, Hosein.

HOSEIN
We don't all have oil, you know.
What can I offer you? Sheeps'
eyes, dates - or Vodka Ma.rtini?
BOND
Information.

Who's putting the

submarine tracking system oc the
market?

HOSEIN

I
I_

I

(pained)

What a pity you persist in being
so businesslike.

He waves a dismissive hand and the FOUR ARAB BEAUTIES
retire gracefully, HOSEIN adopts a down-to-business manner.
HOSEIN
The gentleman you will eventually
be dealing wit~ is a certain Max
Kalba.
Continued
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31

Continued

31

BOND
Eventually?
HOSEIN

II

To reach Kalba you will first have to
contact a man called Fekkesh. Aziz
Fekkesh. I'll give you the address of
his apartment in Cairo.
(he glances at his .
gold wrist watch)
But it's too late to meet him today .
Can't I persuade you to accept a bed
for the night?

(

He claps his hands and a beautiful ARAB GIRL enters demurel y
through a curtain. She holds a rose in. her hands . She
kneels before BOND, gazes up at him with innocent, wide-open
eyes, raising the rose so that it rests between her breasts.
BOND eyes her appreciatively.

BOND
If one comes to Egypt, one should
delve deeply into its treasures.

The CAMERA moves in to a CLOSE SHOT of the rose between the
ARAB GIRL's breasts.

32

INT.

BOARD ROOM

ATLANTIS

32

DAY

The large room is elegantly appointed with antique !urniture
and paint ings. Seated at the head of the long tab l e is
STROMBERG. At the other end of the table is his ASSISTANT,
a slim~ beautiful girl. In front of each of them , the t a ble
is laid for a meal ~ with shining cutlery, expensive crys tal
glasses, Georgian si 1ver cruets , etc . STRO~.tBERG is ea t i ng
a lobster, diss6cting a huge claw with delica t e precision.
Beside him on th e table, within easy reach of his hand , is
a consol e compri 3ing a number of s witches, pus h buttons a ~d

lights, and a s ma l l tele vision · scree n .

From the other end of the room, NAOMI comes forward.

She is
beautiful, dark, typically Grecian, wearing diaphano us white
robes swathed about her. Behind her come two elderly
studious-looking men - DR. BECHMA?-t"N and PROFESSOR :'iIARKOVITZ.

NAOMI
(to Stromberg )
Dr. Bechmann and Professor Markovitz.

Thank you.

STROMBERG
Continued

20
32

Continued

32

He gestures to NAOMI and she retires.
BECHMANN and MARKOVITZ
stand side by side in attentive servilit~ STROMBERG takes

a sip of his wine and addresses them with frigid politeness.

STRO?IIDERG
Well, gentlemen - now that the moment
has come to bid you farewell, I have to
congratulate both you, Doctor, and you,
Professor, on your brilliant work in
the development of the submarine tracking
system.
BECHMANN and MARKOVITZ smile and bow their appreciation.
STRO}IBERG

Thanks primttrily to you, I am hnppy t9
say that the first phase of the operation
has met with conc!derab:5 ~uc~ess.
BECHMANN and MARKOVITZ smile and bow again.
STROMBERG
Now - regarding the financial aspect
of your contract .~.
BECHMANN's and MARKOVITZ's eyes light up.
STRO?t1BERG

••• I have instructed my Assistant

.. .

He indicates he~ at the other end of the table.
her head graciously,

She incline3

STROMBERG

••• to have paid into your numbered
Swiss bank accounts forthwith the sum
of ten million dollars each.

L

BECHMANN
(with heartfelt gratitude)
Thank you, sir.
MARKOVITZ
(equally overwhelmed)
Thank you indeed.
STROMBERG
And that, I think, concludes our
business.
They are acout to move when STltO:\rBERG lifts a hand.

voice becomes even colder.

His

STR0:\1BERG

Before you go,however •~•
BECHMANN and MARKOVITZ look apprehensive. STROMBERG'S voice
becomes even colder.
c ti
d
on nue
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Continued

STROMBERG
•.. I v~ry much regret to inform you
th~t a dangerous development has
recently been brought to my notice ..•
Someone - has been attempting ~o sell
the plans of our tracking system to
competing world powers.

BECHMANN and lIARKOVITZ tense with alarm.
STROMBERG
Someone, obviously, intimately associated
with the project.
He looks from one to the other of them.

STROMBERG
You, Dr Bechmann - and you, Professor
llarkovitz - will, I'm sure, appreciate
what that means.
BECHMANN licks his lips apprehensively. :MARKOVITZ '...!Sc?s a
finger tc loosen his collar. A drop of perspirati~~
trickles down his forehead. With a thin smile, STR0: 3ESG
looks along t~e length of the table at the ASSISTA:;r,

STROMBERG
My dear - it would, perhaps, be more_
seemly if you were to leave us.

Wi~h a small, charming smile and a polite bow of the :.e~d,

the ASSISTANT moves with sinuous grace to the doors of an

elevator at the end of the room. She touches a bu~ton
beside the doors and they open. She steps in and ~he doors

I

· close.

In a CLOSE SHOT~ STROMBERG presses a button on the co~sole.
As -he does so, his hnnd stretches, revealing a web o: s~i~
between his third ~~d little fin~ers.

j

.I
i

l

32A

INT.

ELEVATOR

ATLANTIS

DAY

32A

For a moment the ASSISTANT stands, waiting for the elev:ito:r
to move. Then, suddenly, the floor til'ts. With a cry of
fear, she throws herself against the wall, vainly cl~-;,ing at
it. Then she falls and slides out of sight.

32B- INT.

CHUTE

ATLA?\'TIS

DAY .

32B

A transparent, perspex chute down which the ASSISTA~T comes
sliding, het" face distorted wi t.h fear.

22
32C

INT.

SHARK TA1'1(

ATLANTIS .

32C

DAY

The ASSISTANT comes sliding down the chute and into the tank.
She thres hes about in a frenzy of pan'ic, fighting her ~:ay to
the surf nee of the water. As she reaches it, STRO~IBERG' s

voice is heard througb a speaker.

STROMBERG'S VOICE
(overlaid)
It was you who betrayed me. You had
access to all the information •••

C

33

DELETED
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INT.

33

BOARD ROO~l

ATLANTIS

DAY

34

The CAMERA PULLS BACK from the last shot of the previous
scene to reveal that it is being shown on a big television
screen on a side wall of the room. BECH.MANN and )l.\RKO\"I':'Z
are watching. STRO~BERG sits at the table speaking into a
microphone in the console.
STROMRERG
Now you will pay the penalty.

On the screen, the ASSISTANT scr~ams in terror as a s hark
swims into view . It turns, belly up, teeth bared for the
kill. The ASSISTANT threshes wildly, her face distorted
as she screams. The water froths and foams and becomes
streaked with red.
BECHlL\NN and ~lARKOVITZ watch, shocked and horrified.
STR01!BERG watches with cold eyes, his face a mask. A:ter
a moment, he presses a button on the console and a~ oil
painting by Romney of two delicate, pretty children at play
slides across the television screen, obliterating the
watery carnage.

STROMBERG
(calmly)
Now •.. there is one more act of
retribution.
BECH~,fANN and ~IARKOVITZ react with renewed :i.larm.

C

STROlffiERG

Fear not, gentlemen - it does not concern

you.

Be leans back in his chair.

STROMBERG
You are at liberty to leave. Your
transport awaits you - to take you
back to your respective countries.
Continued
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34

They stumble hurriedly to their feet.

I

.•

One last word

...

S·TROMBERG

They stand tense and anxious.

I t"·

..

STROMBERG
All your work here - and all you have
learned of my plans - you will now forget.

( "
!

~

Of course, sir.

BECHMANN

MARKOVITZ agrees with an eager nod. STROMBERG presses a
button on the console. The walls of the room slide away,
revealing on all sides glass walls with water behind them.
We are in fact in the depths of the ocean. A great variety
of fish swim about among the waving strands.of multicoloured seaweeds and other aquatic plants growing from
the sea-bed.

Now STROllBERG presses another button and the waving plants
move down out of sight as the e~tire room begins to rise .•.
35

EXT.

SEA

DAY

3S

The CAMERA looks down on a calm, unruffled expanse of
ocean. After a few moments there is a movement in the
middle of the area - ripples moving outwards from a central
point. Then, drrunatically, the dome of ATLANTIS breaks
surface as the entire, huge structure rises from the sea.
The dome is pierced by !our wide curved openings, through
which can be seen the upper deck. Beneath two of the
openings, opposite each other, are transparent circular
"bubbles'', each housing a Bell Ranger Helicopter. Beneath
one of the other openings is a swimming pool, which, as the
structure rises, remains filled with sea water. On the
other side of the deck is a superstructure in which ar6 ~t~

doors of an elevator.
The giant structure comes to rest with the upper deck well
abcve sea-level, supported by four massive pillars.

c.
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INT.

36

BOARD ROOM

ATLANTIS

DAY

36A

STROMBERG has remained sitting in his chair ~t the head of
the table. Now he turns his head slightly and speaks, his
voice slightly raised.

Jaws ...

STROMBERG .

Continued

24
36A

3c...;

Continued

From the darkness of the back of the room behind STRC:~:~~ .
the huge figure of JAWS takes shape ns he moves si l e~ ::~
:forward until he stand.; beside STRO~,:I3ERG.
STRO~ffiERG .:: _:.: ..;.~
a switch on the console becide the T.V. screen.

)

r

STROMBERG
Sandor
The T.V. screen lights up with, on it, the ugly, s~art~~

face of SANDOR.

His voice comes from a speaker on tte

console.
SANDOR

Yes, sir?
STROMBERG

I am assigning to Jaws the task of
recovering the microfilm copy of the
plans of thA ~racking system. You
will report to him at once. Go with
him.
Yes,

Obey him.

~r

SANDOR
Ont!-:~

STROMBERG flicks the switch and the T.V. screen goes~~=~-

He looks up at JAWS.
STROMBERG
Every person who even comes into
contact with that microfilm is to be
eliminated.

Is that understood?

A CLOSE SHOT of the huge and hideous face of •JAWS a~ ~e :::.ccs
and smiles, revealing two rows of gleaning, sharp, sLeel
teeth.
36B

EXT.

UPPER DECK

ATLANTIS

DAY

Armed GUARDS stand at strategic points.
One of :.::,2
transparent bubbles housing a helicopter has now ope~ec
and the pilot is in his seat.
BECIDL.\~2'l" and :'llARKO\"I7Z -:.· 2 : : :
across from the elevator and climb into the helicopter.
The blades start to revolve and in a few seconds i t :~~~s
off. As it rises into the air, the bubble closes.

3~,: DELETED
38
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INT.

37
38

SITTING ROOM

A'I'LANTIS

DAY

OPEN on a SHOT of the elevator .doors opening.
steps out and moves across the room.

39

25
39

39

Continued

The room is furnished with the utmost luxury, with big
pieces of modern sculpturer and large modern pain:ings.
All around the room are brilliantly illuminated t~~ks in
which swim all kinds of fish and underwater crea -c·.i::-es.
both beautiful and repulsive - brightly coloured :::-o~ic~l
fish, octopi, huge crabs, e~ls, moving among structures
of pink coral and vari-hucd vegetation.

STRO~ffiERG sinks into a deep armchair and sits watc~ing the
tank in front of hio, his hands moving in curious ~aving
gestures, not unlike the motions of a fish's fi~s. The
~har~ appears and swims forward to the front of ~~e t3nk,
grey and menacing, teeth bared. We see, lying o~ ~~e floor
of the tank, some identifiable remnants of the A5SISTA~T's
clothing.

I

40

EXT.

CAIRO

40

DAY

OPEN on a SHOT of the MtJEZZIN on the top of a rni~a~et
calling the faithful to prayer. The CAMERA ~IOYZS :C~';;;
to the hubbub of the crowded streets - stalls, ;~~:3~S,
tourists, etc. We see BOND in a beautifully-cu~ ~ig~t-

weight suit pLcking his way through the burnouses, iooking
about him as he walks.

40A

EXT.

RESIDENTIAL STREET

CAIRO

40A

DAY

BOND crosses the street ar1d goes through tall e::,.:rance

gates into the courtyard of a building.
40B

EXT.

COURTYARD

APART~IENT BUILDI~G

CAIRO

DAY

40.6

A spacious courtyard surrounded by three or four storeys
of apartments. Enclosed stairways l~ad to lon; ~~~c~nies
runni!lg round the sides o:i:' the courty:ird. T:-.2 :-..;:-:.:--::-·.:::ncs
open on to these balconies. BOND enters, looK5 ~~~~~d hin,

then walks towards an open door in a corner oi :~~ CJ~r~In a (;LOSE SHOT we see an ornate wrought-iro:i grill
high in the wall overlooking the courtyard. Through the
grill an eye is watching unblinkingly.
BOND reaches the open door and goes in.
y~rd.

40C

INT.

STAIRWAY

APART~IENT BUILDING

CAIRO

DAY

BOND comes up the stairs and out through an open door.

40C

~

r
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EXT.

APARTMENT BUILDING

BALCPNY

CAIRO

·100

BOND comes through the open doorway on to the balcony.
It is on the second floor. He pauses a moment, then moves
along the balcony . There are doors at intervals, opening
into the apartments.
I

APARTMENT BtTILDING

COURTYARD

1i

EXT.

10

A CLOSE SHOT of the wrought-iron grill.

CAIRO

DAY

40E

The eye moves

slowly, unblinkingly, obviously following BOND's progress
along the balcony .

I
'

r
40?

EXT.

BALCONY

APARTMENT BUILDING

CAIRO

DAY

40F

BOND moves along the balcony, past two or three doors, e~ch
with a number on a plate beside it. He stops at a door

numbered 14.

'

\.

41/
47

DELETED
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INT.

The door is open.

He looks in.
41/
47

SI'ITING ROOlI

FEKKESH APARTMENT

CAIRO

DAY

43

A big room, elegantly furnished in Egyptian style.
BOND enters from the balcony and looks about nim. He
notes a wide divan against one wall, with many cushions:
A piece of grotesque statuary leers menacingly at him.
He moves to a handsome table desk and picks up from it an
enlarged sna~shot.
In a CLOSE SHOT we see a picture of a man with his arm
around a girl.
BOND is looking at the snap when FELICCA'S VOICE comes
from behind him.
FELICCA'S VOICE
Good evening, Mr Bond.

10

BOND turns qui~kl y . FELICCA i s s tanding across the room
beside an alcove from which she has stepped. She i s the
girl in the snap. She is an ~nticing Egyptian beauty,
wearing a long silk dress which reveals most of her
generously endowed body above the waist. She smiles
seductively at BOND as she comes to him.

BOND
I was expecting to meet Mr Fekkesh.
I phoned him.

FELICCA
He aske.d me to give you a message.
He will be a little late.

Continued
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BOND gestures ,\'i th the snapshot.

·BOND
Is this him?

FELICCA
(nods)

Yes.
(

BOND puts the snapshot down on the desk.
. BOND

Where is he?
FELICCA moves across the room towards a drin.ks table.
Mr Fekkesh asked

FELICCA
me to look af~er

•

you.
As she passes the divan, she casually pats a cushion.

FELICCA
If there is anything you would lik~ ... ?
She reaches the drinks table and turns.

FELICCA
Anything at all?
BOND moves across the room, taking his gun fro::i his shoulder
holster as he goes. He pushes aside a bead curtain coveri~~
an opening and looks through. Satisfied, he turns back in~o

the room.

FELICCA
You are very suspicious, Mr Bond.
BOND

I find I live longer . that way.

l

He crosses to.FELICCA.
at him enticingly.
Satisfied·?

Not quite.

She steps close to him, smiling up

FELICCA

BOND

He pulls her to him, kissing her deeply.

She moans sensuallr,

then exclaims with sudden alarm as she feels BO!\'"D' s gun

pressed hard against her jaw.
Continued
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BOND
Where's Fekkesh?
FELICCA struggles to free herself.

BOND
Come on - where is he?
someone?

BOND holds her tighter.

Is he meeting

FELICCA
I'm sorry, Mr Bond. I
answer that question.

cannot

BOND

I'm sorry - but I think you may have
to.
As she looks over BOND's shoulder, we see FELICCA's eyes
widen with sudden fear.
From FELICCA'S VIEW'POINT we see, reflected in a mirror
on the wall, a hand holding a gun in the doorway leading
to the balcony.

FELICCA
(in sudden terror)
No!

The gun is fired. BOND, holding FELICCA, flings her and
himself on to the floor beside the divan. H~ turns her
over. She is dead - a red stain spreading across the back
of her dress.
BOND gets to his feet and, gun in hand, runs across to the
door on to the balcony .

...
48A

EXT.
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48A

BOND, gun in hand, comes out on to the balcony, looks
quickly around bim, then runs along the balcony to the
doorway leading to the insj1e stairway.
48B

INT.

STAIRWAY

APARTMENT BUILDING

CAIRO

DAY

BOND comes in from the balcony and st~nds, listening.
The stairway comes up from below and goes on up to the
upper floors. BOND hears a sudden sound above him. He
starts up the stairs. fast.

48B
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DAY
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BOND runs up the stairs on to the lancing. A closed door
faces him. Gun at the re~dy, he pushes it open.

48D

EXT.

FLAT ROOF
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DAY

48D

The door opens slowly and BOND appears, gun in hand. As
he takes a step fbrward, an arm comes down and his gun is
knocked flying out of his haod. He throws the door wide
and leaps on SA~"'DOR, who is behi r.d 1 t .
For a moment , they
struggle fiercely, then BOND kicks SANDOR's gun out of his

C
i

hand and sends him flying ·acres~ the roof.

SANDOR comes

back at him and a vicious fight ensues, with sometimes BOND,
sometimes SANDOR, sometimes both of them coming perilously
near falling off the roof, which has no guard rails.
Finally BOXD, lying on his back, swings SA}IDQR over his
head and SA~H)OR goes over the edge of the roof. He saves
himself from actually falling, but is left hanging by his
fingers from the guttering.
BOND crouches on the roof above him, reaches down and
grasps the sleeve of SANDOR's jacket.

BOND
Where's Fekkesh?
SA~OR stares up at him, mouth open, eyes staring.
The
fingers of his other hand slip from the guttering, so that
now he is holding on only by the hand in the sleeve that
BOND is grasping.
BOND
Fekkesh. Where is he?
SANDOR's fingers slip from the guttering. Now he is held
only by BO~"D' s grasp of his sleeve.
He looks up at BOND
imploringly.

The sleeve starts to rip away from the jacket

at the S!l.OUlder.

BOND
Your life's hanging by a thread.

Come on - where is he?
SANDOR

(__

(gasping)

Pyramids ... the Pyramids.
The sleeve rips away from the jacket and SANDOR, with a
scream of fe3T, falls into space.
BOND looks at the empty sleeve he is still holding, then
with a shrug he tosses it over ~he edge of the roof.
BOND ·
Not a tailor I'd recommend.
With a shrug, he tosses the sleeve over the edge of the roof.
49/
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EXT. PYRAMIDS

-GIZAH
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I

11
1

NARRATOR'S VOICE
(overlaid)

11

'

'
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The music of the Overture to "Son et Lumiere" runs for
55 seconds. As the musip swells, the Pyr2.mid of Khcops
becomes slowly f loaded wi t:n light. As the CAMERA TRACKS
IN, the voice of the NARRATOR is heard,

I
j

)

NIGHT

You have come tonight to the most

C

fabulous and celebrated place in ·

the world. (5 seconds)
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The CAMERA PANS slowly to bring in the serried rows of
the audience.
behind.

The NARRATOR continues, now with music

NARRATOR'S VOICE
(overlaid)
Here. on the plateau of Gizah, stands
fer ever the mightiest of human
achievements. (5 seconds)
I

I

A CLOSER SHOT of the audience, gazing up with awe at the
Pyramid.

NARRATOR'S VOICE

,I

(overlaid)

No traveller - emperor, merchant or
poet - has trodden on these sands
and not gasped in awe.
(10 seconds)

Ir

j
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NIGHT
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A shot from behind the audience, so that they are silhcuetteci
against the liGhted Pyramid. The lightin~ changes, thro~i~;
the Pyramid itself into silhouette.
(_

I

EXT. PYRAMIDS

NARRATOR'S VOICE

(overlaid)
The curtain of night is about to rise
and disclose the stage on which the
drama of a civilisation took place.
(10 seconds)

As the music swells, the face of the Sphinx is slowly
illuminated, as if coloured by the light of dawn. After
15 seconds, as the light grows stronger, the SPHINX VOICE
is heard over tb.e mu•sic.
Continued
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SPHINX VOICE
(overlaid)
With each new dawn I see the Sun-god
rise on the banks of the Nile. His
first ray is for my face , which is
turned towards him. (15 seconds)

( .
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As the SPHINX VOICE continues, we see BOND standing in the
shadows at the side of the auditorium, surveying the audie~cf
obviously s~arching. for FEKKESH.
SPHINX VOICE
(overlaid)

And for five thousand years I have

I'

seen all ti.1e suns men can remember
(10 seconds)
come up in the sky.
BOND'S searching eyes are suddenly still, focussed on a
point in the audience.
From BOND'S VIEWPOIN'l' wo see FEKKESH sitting among the
audience a few s e ats in from the side away from BOND.
Beside him is ANYA. Their heads ai·e close together as

they talk quietiy and urgently.
in the background.

The SPHINX VOICE cont inues

We see BOND's eyes narrow as he watches FEKKESH and
ANYA.

A CLOSE SHOT of FEKKESli and ANYA. Or- FEKKESH's face , as
he looks past ANYA, we see a sudden look of terror. He
speaks quickly to ANYA.
FEKKESH
I must go, Major . We'll conclude
our negotiations later.

(.

He gets up and hurriedly push.es his way along the row cf

auJience towards the side of the auditorium away from BO~iD.

The "Son et Lumiere" narration continues as a muted background to the following action.

As FEKKESH disappears into the shadows at the side of the
auditorium , moving towards the front of the audience, we
see BOND moving similarly down his side. As he goes, the
SPHINX becomes brilliantly lit.

I
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(NOTE:
From this point , the usan et Lumi c re" per f orma.nc e
provides only a background to the action of the picture
and so can be planned in detail at a later stage of the
production; lighting, music and words being arra.n~ed to
provide the most effective accompaniment to the drama).
BOND !s moving around in the shadows among the ruins, eerily
lit by the reflected lights of the performance.

For a moment he sees FEKKESH among the ruins, but loses
him again.

I

Suddenly the Sphinx is brilliantly illuminated from behind,
so that the audience would be seeing it in silhouette.
BOND whips round and his face registers shock.
We see, brilliantly spotlit against the mass of the Sphinx,
the figure of JAWS as he stands looking about him menacingly,
his huge hands held ready and tensed, his mouth open,
revealing the two rows of vicious metallic-gleaming teeth.

A quick shot of FEKKESH staring with horror at JAWS. JAWS
starts forward. BOND steps forward, too, and for a moment
he and JAWS are in each other's sight. They stare at e~ch
other. Then, suddenly the lights of the Sphin.""C are switched
off. In the shadows, BOND gropes his way among the ruins,
trying to locate FEKKESH and JAWS.
1
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Among the ruins, FEKKESH tries desperately to elude the
gri~!y. following JAWS, with BOND keeping track of them.
Then, from a vantage point, BOND sees FEKKESH scramble along
a wall and reach the entrance to a tomb.
65
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The entrance to the tomb is through an iron-barred grille
now fastened by a heavy, padlocked chain. FEKKESH takes a
key from his pocket, unlocks the padlock and releases the
chain. He pulls open the grille, goes into the tomb and,
from inside, fastens the chain and re~locks the padlock.

C
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EXT.
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· From BOND'S VIEWPOINT, we see JAWS move implacably towards
the tomb, his lips parted 'in a deviliQh grin, his metallic
teeth gleaming evilly.
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beam of a spotlight. BOND dodges behind a column, gun
at the ready. The light is suddenly switched off.

:I

A moment later, when a light from a different direction

illuminates the tomb, JAWS has vanished.

I ,:j

I

<

'

'

)

I

('

BOND approaches the tomb and enters.

I

I
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BOND, gun in hand 1 comes down the steps into the tomb.
FEKKESH is lying dead across the stone block near the
side wall of the tomb. His head is bent forward at a
grotesque angle, his shirt ripped away, his head, neck
and shoulders covered with blood.

C
_.,

BOND stares down at him in grim disgust. Then he puts
his gun away and quickly frisks FEKKESH. He finds a ,. .
pocket diary and flips through it. He stops at the page
which obviously covers the current week.
In a CLOSE SHOT of the diary, under the date Tuesday 3rd
September, is written "Max Kalba, Mujaba Club, 9.40 p.m."

•1

BOND pockets the diary and moves quickly to the opening.
l
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BOND comes from the tomb. He takes a step forward and
stops dead. ANYA stands facing him, three or four paces

away.

I l

ANYA
Where's Fekkesh?
He's dead.

C

You killed him.

No.

BOND
ANYA

BOND

He was dead when I found him.

He tenses suddenly as a figure.appears from the shadows
behind ANYA and stands at her side - BORIS, a squat, muscular
heavy. There is a slight sound behind BONO. He turns his
head as IVAN, another muscle man, moves out of the shadows
behind him. with a leap, BORIS rushes BOND nnd brings
him down. As they roll over, IVAN joins the battle. A
vicious punch-up ensues~ with BOND at first getting the
worst of it. But, finally,first BORIS and then IVAN are
Continued
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knocked unconscious and lie still, bruised and bloody,
As BOND brushes himself down, he turns to see ANYA standing
beside the doorway of the tomb, watching him.
BOND

Hope you enjoyed the show.
night.

He turns and walks away.

Good

As ANYA watches him go, all the

lights are. suddenly ext inguis·hed.
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The foyer is a spacious room decorated in Eastern style
with Western chic. Open doors lea,J out to the main
entrance. In one corner of the foyer is a bar, manned by
a BAR.MAN. There are a few ME~IBERS moving about the foyer,
mostly beautifully dressed middl~-eastern men and women .
The restaurant is an ornately decorated room, with tables
around a central dance floor. Steps lead up to a low~ wide
balcony around the room, with more tables, all occupied by
ME!IBERS and GUESTS in evening dress. WAITERS hurry to and
fro.
OPEN on a CI.CSE SHOT of the leading member of a TROUPE OF
WHIRLING DERVISHES, then PULL BACK as the troupe make
their entrance on to the dance floor, dancing as they
come. The men and women of the troupe wear colourful
costumes, some playing drums and other percussion instruments
For a few moments the CA~IERA HOLDS on the spinning and
whirling dancers, then PANS and TRACKS from the Restaurant
through into the Foyer and picks up ANYA as she comes in
through the main entrance. She is looking extravagantly
feminine in a b~aut:iful, low-cut e\·e ning dress.
As she
looks about her, we CuT to BO~D, sitting on. a stool ;:i.: ;: t ~
bar, wearing a tuxedo. Hs sees A~NA, reacts with surprise
and goes across to her.
BOND

An unexpected pleasure.
to the .Mujaba Club.

Welcome

He indicates the bar.

BOND

Allow me to buy you a drink, Major
Amazova. Or m~y I call yo4 Triple X?
They move towards the bar.

Continued
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ANYA
So you recogni~ed me.

BOND

(smiling affably)
I approve of the _gown. A knock-out would that be the word?
ANYA

l

I'm sorry about Ivan and Boris.
exceeded their orders.

C

•I

They

BOND
Good help is hard to find these days.
They sit at the bar, ANYA on a stool next to a long window

looking out on to the side forecourt of the Club. The

BARMAN approaches.
BOND

....

(to the Barman)

,•

The lady will have gin and bitters
on the rocks.
ANYA acknowledges BOND's persptcacity with a slight
inclination of the head.
ANYA
(to the Barman)
For the gentleman, vodka martini,
shaken not stirred.

I

,.

BOND
,

Touche.

(aclmiring)
ANYA

(reciting)
Commander James Bond, recruited to
the British Secret Service from the
Royal Navy. Licensed to kill and has
done so on n~merous occasicns.

lady friends but married only
Wife killed ••.

( :

~-'.~n y
03C ; .

BOND

.

(an edge to his voice)

All right.

You've made your point .

ANYA

You're sensitive, Mr Bond.
BOND
About some things.
He gets off his stool and speaks with seemingly conventio~a

politeness.

BOND

And now if you!ll excuse me, Major.
Tragically, I have a previous engagement.

37
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ANYA
Happily enough, do so I.
Mr Bond.

BOND
Let's say au revoir.

Goodbye,

I have the

oddest feeling we 1 ll be meeting again
sometime.

He walks away. She watches him cross the room with a look
She
that suggests the sight is not wholly unappealing.
turns and looks casually out of the window. After a
moment, she becomes interested in something outside.
I
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Seen from ANYA'S VIEWFOINT on the first floor, we look
down on the forecourt. It is brightly lit ~Y floodlights. A number of expensive limousines and sports cars
are parked. A car moves out and away. A closed van which
-has been moving across the forecourt swings into the vacan~
space. It has a ladder strapped to its roof and a sign ~n
1 ts side reading "PYRA~HD TELEPHONE SERVICES" painted ovti!r
the silhouette of a telephone.

I
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INT.
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The BAR~lAN puts BOND'S and ANYA's drink on the bar iu
front of ANYA. She turns from looking out of the window.
BARMAN

The gentleman

....
?

ANYA looks across the foyer in the direction BOND went.

85A

INT.

RESTAURANT

lnJJABA CLUB

SSA

NIGHT

The WHIRLING DERVISHES are still performing.

BO~'D appears
and comes Iorward to stand beside the ST~WARD. He watches
the performance for a few moments, then speaks to the
STEWARD.

A STEWARD stands at the top of the stairs.

BOND
I'm looking for a Mr Kalba.
STEWARD

I·

(with dignity)
Mr Max . Kalba is the owner of the Club,

sir.

Continued
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lle gestures discreetly towards a table further along the
balcony.

(

From BOND'S VIEWPOINT we see KALBA sitting at the table a swarthy, cruel-faced man wearing a white dinner jacket,
a carnation in his lapel, At the table with him are three
beautiful GIRLS in evening dress.
They are all watching
the performance on the dance floor below them.
BOND moves along the balcony until he is standing at
KALBA's side.
After a moment, KALBA becomes aware of
him and looks at hi~ with cold eyes.

i

I

BOND

I

I

I

Continued

· Mr Kalba?

My name is Bond.

James

Bond.
KALBA
(after a moment)
What of it?
BOND

You had an appointment with Mr
Fekkesh,

Well?

KALBA

BOND
He won't be joining you.
Then KALBA gestures to the GIRLS to leave him,
l'hey get up and move away along the balcony. KALEA nods
to BOND to sit, then turns away, watching the perfor.na.nce.
BOND sits at the table.
A pause.

I

For a few moments, we watch the WHIRLI~,G DERVISHES spinning
to the rhythm of their dru~s, their robes swirling arcund the~

Then KALBA turns and looks at BOND.

C

KALBA

Well? What can I do for you,
Mr Bond?

BOND
You have something I!m interested
in buying,

From behind them, we hear ANYA'S VOICE.
I
I
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Continued
ANYA'S VOICE
(overlaid)
I would like to bid for it, as well.

They turn.
ANYA comes to the table. She is carrying her
drink and the drink BOND ordered in the bar.

C

ANYA

You forgot your drink.
She hands it to him with a charming smile.

BOND takes it.

BOND ·
Thank you.

ANYA raises her glass to him in a silent toast. KALBA
looks from one to the other of them, then gestures to
ANYA to sit. She does so. KALBA permits himself a
thin-lipped smile.

KALBA

It seems you have competition, Mr
Bond.
And from where I sit, I fancy
you will find the lady's figure hard
to match.
BOND

Might the contestants at least be permitted to view the article for
sale?

A moment, then KALBA puts his hand into his bre~st pocket
and takes out a small microfilm container. He holds it up
between his finger and thumb. Then, with a smile, he
drops it back into his pocket and turns to watch the dancexs.
BOND and A'N'IA exchange looks ot cold appraisal, then they
also turn and watch the show.
We see a few moments of the performance.
to BOND and ANYA.

C

Theo KALBA · turx~s

KALBA
Well, now - who will start the
bidding?

Before either BOND or ANYA can answer, the STEWARD appears

at KALBA's side.

STEWARD
Excuse me, sir
the telephone.
An urgent call. ·
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KALBA nods.

85A

The STEWARD moves away.

KALBA smiles at

BOND and ANYA.

KALBA

Before we begin, let us see what
this new contestant has to offer,
shall we?
He rises and walks away along the balcony.
ANYA watch him go.

BOND and

The CAMERA PANS around and down

to the WHIRLING DERVISHES.

'I
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There are a few ME.MBERS talking in the Foyer and at the
bar.
KALBA crosses the Foyer to an opening.
A sign over
the opening reads uTELEP-rlONES".

I I

It
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NIGHT

Against one wall of the room are twa phone booths, each
with a door opening outwards. There is a table with
phone books and message pads and a couple of comfortable
chairs.
In one corner 1s a tall, curtained window.

As KALBA enters the room he sees a bulky figure kueelint?
on the floor outside the first phone booth, wearing overalls
and a peaked cap pulled low.
The booth has an
"OUT OF ORDER" sign on it. On the floor beside the figure
is an open tool box and around it a variety of tools w1re cutters, pliers, screwdriver, hack-saw, etc. KALBA
passes the figure and goes to the second booth. As he

I II
I
I]

enters it, the overalled figure looks up and we see the
bared, glittering steel teeth ~f JAWS as he grins with
malevolent anticipation, He gets to his feet.

I

I I
I
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As KALBA turns to close the door of the booth, he comes
face to face with the towering figure of JAWS. A great
hand thrJsts him back against the wall of the booth,
KALBA opens his mouth to scream.

89
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OPEN on the VT1tIRLING DERV!S~:ES building to the climax
of their performance.
In a CLOSE SHOT we see BOND and ANYA watching from their
table on the b~lcony.
After a moment, BOND looks along
the balcony, then glances at his watch. He looks at ANYA.
She 1s engrossed in the performance on the dance floor.

C

From ANYA'S VIEWPOINT we see the WHIRLING DERVISHES bring
their show to an exciting finale.
As the audience applauds, BOND gets up with sudden decision
and walks away along the balcony.
ANYA watches him go with speculative eyes.
90
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BOND comes into the Foyer, looks around, sees the sign
over the entrance to the Telephon~ Room and weaves his
way through the few 1iE~IBERS towards it.
92
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BOND comes into the room and looks around.

It ap~ears
to be empty,
Th~ door of the first booth is aper-,
with the "OUT OF ORDER'' sign hanging on the door handle.
The door of the second booth is closed.
BOND crosses to the second booth and pulls open the door.
KALBA £alls in a crumpled heap at his feet. There are
bloody bite marks on his neck.
BOND locks dcwn at him
with repugnance, then ~risks him, looking for the microfilm container.
He finds nothing. He takes the "OUT OF
ORDER" sign from the door of the first booth_ and droos
it on KALB..\' s body. As he straightens up, he sees the
window in the corner of the room. The cur~ains have been
roughly pulled aside, the window is wide open.
BOND
crosses to it, looks out, then scrambles up on to the sill.
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BOND, standing in the open window, measures his distance
· to the ground - about ten feet - and jumps.
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BOND lands on the ground, recovers his balance, pulls
bis gun from his shoulder holster and looks about him.
From BOND'S VIEWPOINT we see the ranks of cars pa.:-ked
_.j.n the forecourt. A dark shadow moves between t~o of
the cars.
BOND sees the movement and starts to track it, ducking
between the parked cars, using them as cover.
We see the shadow approaching the parked van la~elled
"PYRAMID TELEPHONE SERVICES". The huge bulk of JAriS
appears round the side of it. He is still weariD;
overalls and peaked cap and carries the box of tools.

• I

I

BOND, moving silently, dodges between several parked
cars, closing in on the van.

JAWS goes round the van, pulls open the door of the
driving seat, flings the tool box across on to the
passenger seat and climbs in.
BOND now

has

only one car between him and the van.

He

ducks round it and reaches the back of the va~.
I~ has
double doors. In the driving seat, JAWS starts ~P the

engine and_ revvs up.

' I

I

EXT.

BOND, gun in hand, grasps the handle on one of t~e doors~
jerks it open, jumps in and pulls the c:mor shut.
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BOND, gun in band, sits in the semi-darkness on tne
floor·of the van amidst a welter of telephone e~~ip~ent.
He turns his head, listening to the sound of JA~(S
revving up the engine.
Suddenly, one of the doors ot the
van is jerked open. BOND swings round, gun levelled. to
be faced by A~·Y..\, also with a gun.
For a r::o:::.e-:::. :::~ ·:
freeze, guns pointed at eacn other. Then, as t~~ ~~n s~~= :~
to move, ANYA scrambles in. BOND pulls the dcor sr.u~.
ANYA sits on the floor, facing BOND.

l

I

I

I

I

(
BOND

How long can we go on meeting like
tbis?
They are jolted as the van swerves, gathering speed.

OOND casually slips his gun into his shoulder holster,
but ANYA keeps her gun levelled at him.
Continued
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·continued
ANY/~

Kalba was called to the
'phone • ~':hat happened?
BOND

He got cut off.

Permanently.

ANYA
(reacts - then; - )
The micro film.Where · is

it?

BOND
(smiles - spreading his arms)
Search ~e.

' !

ANYA

(gesturing at the driving cabl
He must have it - or you
wouldn I t be ~
-

BOND
Listen, Major - do you know
who he is? He's on our
records:-- A professio.1al kill er.

ANYA
(nods)

Called Jaws.
A

moments' silence.

Then:Al~YA

(strongly)
Make no mistake, Hr. B•:,nd.

I want that micro-film and I'm going to get it.
BO)ID

Unless I get it first.
96

INT.

DRIVING CAB

JAWS I

VAN

96

NIGHT

OPEN on a CLOSE S~OT of a small speaker set into the
dashboard. From it comes ANYA'S VOICE. As she speaks
the CN-IERA PANS up on to JJ..~·iS, crouched over t:ie whael.

ANYA'S vorc::
(overlaid)
You find Fekkesh dc~d - you
find Kalba dead ••••
96A

INT.

JAWS 1 VAN

!IIGHT

96A

DONO and NJYA sit, as before, on the floor of the van.

Revised !.9th November 1976
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'

96A

Co:i.tinued

ANYA
{con~inui!'.g)
You're alway3 too late,
arn't you, Mr. Bond?

1:

I!
I

BOND

-

Tnue.

96B
I-

INT.

DRIVING CAB

JAWS I

V.;;N NIGHT

JAWS, hunc~ed over the wheel, changes into a lower gear.
peering ahead.

I

I
I

I•

I
I

11

j:

I I·
I
I
I
("

'

I·

But always one step

ahead of _,
vou MaJ'or.

I I

f

96A

l

I

I
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97

EXT.

JAWS' VAN

DESERT ROAD

NIGHT

97

The van is on a road running across a vast expanse of
desert. A minor road forks to the left. The van swerves
OD to' it.

(

98

INT.

JAWS' VAN

NIGHT

98

BOND and ANYA are thrown together as the van swerves,
bumps; then speeds up as JAWS changes into top gear
again.

ANYA
I wonder where we're going.
BOND

Wherever it is, when we get there it'll
be every man for himself.

And every woman.

ANYA

BOND acknowlec!ges this with a small smile.

99

DESERT ROAD

EXT.

N·IGHT

99

JAWS' van is bumping along a straight road across a
desert which seems to stretch into infinity.

100

DELETED

101

EXT.

100

(
DESERT ROAD

NIGHT

JAWS' van comes bumping along the track silhouetted
against the sky as the first rays of the sun reach
across the vast expanse of the desert,

101

l02 / DELETED

10:?

1C3

103

104

EXT.

KARN'AK

104

DAY

A general view of the gigantic mass of the ruins of
Karnak. JAWS' van approaches the ruins.

105

EXT.

COURTYARD

KARNAK

105

DAY

JAWS drives the van towards the ruins and into a small
clear area in a secluded courtyard. Then he pulls up.
106

INT.

JAWS' VAN

105

DAY

BOND and ANYA sit tens~d, listening.
They hear JAWS
switch off the engine, get out of the van and sla.r:i the
door. With one accord, they both pull their guns and
face the rear doorE, ready for JAWS if he opens them.
There is no sound.
BOND looks at At,iA, then leans
forward and carefully opens one of the doors a few inches.
Still no sound.

107

EXT.

JAWS' VAN

COURTYARD

KARNAK

DAY -

107

BOND gently opens the rear door of the van a little
further and, gun at the ready, peers cautiously out.
There is no sign of JAWS - no sign of anybody. BOND
opens -the door wide and gets out of the van, followed
by ANYA, holding her gun.
108

EXT.

COURTYARD

KARNA..'{

DAY

108

BOND and ANYA stand by JAWS' van, looking a bour. t:1era .
BOND gestures to ANYA to stay where she is,
He mov~s
rou:id the van, out of sight. ANYA looks at the menaci~g
ruins towering around her. BOND re-appears and beckons
to ANYA. He indicates a narrow doorway in a great sto~e
wall.
They walk towards it.

i

109

EXT.

AVENUE

KARNAK

DAY

109

BOND and ANYA walk along an avenue of gigantic stone
pillars, looking about them with awe - and with caution,
alert to the possible menace ot JAWS.· There is no-one
about.

46

110

"

EXT.

RUINS

KARNAK

DAY

110

,

P.OND and ANYA come round from behind a pillar and stand
staring up.

j

111

J
'

J

EXT.

PHARAOH

KARNAK

DAY

111

From BOND'S VIEWPOINT we see the giant carved figure of
a Pharaoh. It is being restored and is covered in
scaffolding. Platforms on the scaffolding are stacked
with great blocks of stone.
A massive block and tackle
has been erected w1th which to haul up the stones.

{

_t

112

EXT.

RUINS

KARNAK

DAY

112

BOND and ANYA move warily a little nearer to Pharaoh.
In a CLOSE SHOT we see them standing looking about them,
against a background of the scaffolding.
~

113

EXT.

SCAFFOLDING

PHARAOH

KARNAK

DAY

113

High up on the scaffolding, in a CLOSE SHOT, we see a
huge block of stone, cnrved in the shape of a clenched
fist, start to topple forward.
114

EXT.

RUINS

KARNAK

DAY

114

ANYA turns casually and looks up.
She reacts with sudden
fear, screams and pushe~ BOND violently aside, A moment
later, the stone fist crashes to the ground on the exact
spot where BO~D had been standing, raising a cloud of dust.
As BOND_ and ANYA recover, they look up.

I I

115

EXT.

SCAFFOLDI~G

PHARAOH

KARNAK

DAY

115

From BOND'S VIEWPOINT, we see JAWS standing on a platfo~
hig~ on the scaffolding near the block and tackle. He
leaps on to it and it screams hideously as he comes hurtling
down to earth.

(__

116

EXT.

RUINS

KARNAK

DAY

116

As JAWS lands, BOND levels his gun, but JAWS swings the
I

I, '

chain of the block and tackle, It swings, knocks the gun
from BOND's hand and shatters a block of stone behind his
head,
BOND launches himself at JAWS and hits him with a
vicious right to the chin.
There is a metallic "dong" ~s
BOND nearly breaks his fist. JAWS hurls him back into the
maze of scaffolding",
BOND crashes against an upri(;ht and
staggers, dazed. JAWS is about to leap on him, when AKYA's
VOICE arrests him,

116

b

116

Continued
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ANYA'S VOICE

I'

(incisive - overlaid)
Don't move!

f.

JAWS swings round, and we see ANYA standing about eight
teet from him, covering him with her gun.

(
ANYA

The microfilm.

JAWS' head moves from side to side w~th angry frustration.
Then, with surly reluctance, he takes the microfilm container

from his pocket and tosses lt at ANYA'S feet.
As ANYA bends down to pick up the microfilm container, JAWS
kicks a flurry of sand up into her face.
As ahe reacts,
half-blinded, he jumps forward and knocks her gun aside.
BOND has recovered his senses and dives to retrieve his gun,
but JAWS leaps acrosst kicks the· gun aside and grabs up a
short length of steel piping. Wielding it like a baseball
bat he advances on BOND with a menacing grin. ECND backs
off against the scaffolding. JAWS swings at hi~ w~!h the
piece of piping. BOND ducks and JAWS' blow lands au a
scaffolding upright, knocking it out of t:--Je. The entire
structure creaks.
117

EXT.

SCAFFOLDING

PHARAOH

KARNAK

DAY

117

A pla~form high on the scaffolding, built against the
Pharaoh's staring eyes, lurches omincusly. The blocks
of stone piled near the platform's edge rock dangerously.
118

C

:

..

EXT.

RUINS

KARNAK

DAY

118

JAWS swings his piece of piping a gain. BOND duc ks, tut
is trapped on the ground among the scaffolding, With a
steely grin of triumph, JAWd raises his piping tc smash
it down on BOND's head.
BOND rolls aside , kicking out
at a scaffolding upright. It gives way. There is a
menacing rumble. BOND scrambles desperately away as with
a - roar the entire structure buckles and collapses in a deluge
of stone blocks, scaffolding, steel clamps, rubble and dust.
As the dust clears, BOND picks himself up and looks around
him.
The1·e is no sign of either JAWS or ANYA. BOND turns
and moves away.
·
After a moment , there is a movement among the rubble and
one of JAWS' giant hands appear~, the fingers searching for
a hold.

49
123

EXT.

KARNAK

COURTYARD

123

DAY

From ANYA'S VIEWPOINT in the driving mirror, we see JAWS
lumber to his feet and s~art shambling in pursuit,
124

INT.

DRIVING CAB

JAWS' VAN

124

DAY

ANYA looks into the driving mirror again, then, as BOND
pulls his head in, she glances at him with a sudden smile.

C

ANYA
Shaken but not stirred.

BOND grins.
12 5

EXT.

KARNAK

ANYA changes gear and accelerates.

125

DAY

The battered van starts limping along the road.
126

EXT.

DESERT ROAD

126

DAY

The road runs across a wide expanse of desert.
battered van comes along, running uneasily,
127

INT.

DRIVING CAB

JAWS' VAN

JAWS'

DAY

ANYA is driving.
BOND sits beside her, nursing his
bleeding knuckl~s.
BOND
That Jaws character must have his
teeth fixed by a rivetter. By the
way - thanks for deserting me back
there.

ANYA
Every woman for herself - remember?

BOND
Still, you did save my life.
ANYA
We all make mistakes, Mr Bond.
The engine starts to splutter. It recovers, splutters
again and dies.
The van comes to a halt.
BOND and
ANYA look at each other.

127
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128

EXT.

DESERT ROAD

DAY

128

BOND and ANYA are standing beside the open bonnet of JAWS'
battered van.
The radiator is dented and leaking. BOND
wipes his hands on an oily rag and shakes bis head

pessimistically.
ANYA looks about her at what seems to be an endless expanse
of sand.
Suddenly, her eyes widen and she exclaims.
BOND turns to follow her look.
From BOND'S VIEWPOINT we see, distantly above the level of
a s~nd dune, a triangular sail moving along like a shark's
fin kbove water.

I

BOND and ANYA hurry across the sand and up on to the dune.

t
I

129

EXT.

NILE VALLEY

DAY

129

I

As BOND and ANYA str~ggle up on to the dune, ~e see, as
from THEIR VIEWPOINT the triangular sail of a felucca
moving slowly along close to the river bank. An ARAB
BOATMAN lounges at the tiller,
BOND shouts to the SJATHAN, then he and ANYA hurry down the dune towa:.·ds the

river, as the BOATMAN steers the felucca in to a s~all
jetty.
130

EXT.

FELUCCA

NILE

DAY

130

The felucca moves away from the jetty with BOND and ANYA
on board. BOND turns from speaking to the BOA71!A!l in
fluent Arabic and smiles at ANYA.
ANYA

Well?

BO~

I think he finds us a little over-

'.....

dressed, but he's prepared to take
us down river t~wards Cairo.
ANYA gives BOND a frosty smile and makes her way forward to
sit by the mast .
BOND settles down in a shady spot near the stern and takes
·t he microfilm container from his pocket. From another pocket

be takes a slim black cigarette case. He clicks it open
to reveal a supply of cigarettes. He shuts the case, turns
it over and clicks open the back. Next, he opens the
microfilm container, removes the microfilm and inserts it int,
. the back of the cigarette case.
He shuts the cGse, presses
a button in the corner of it and studies it.

Continued
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130

Continued

130

In a CLOSE SHOT, we see that the cigarette case is, in fact.
a scanner, on which the formulae and diagrams on the microfilm now show up luminously.
BOND carefully studies the scanner, then clicks open the
easo, removes the microfilm, puts it back into its contai~er
and, finally, puts both the container and the cigarette
case back into his pocket. He sits back at ease.
131

EXT.

FELUCCA

NILE

DAY

131

The felucca sails slowly down the river.
132

EXT.

NILE

DAY

(EVENING)

132

The felucca sails down the river, silhouetted romantically
against a beautiful evening sky.
133

EXT.

FEL UCCA

NILE

DAY

(EVENING)

133

BOND and ANYA are snuggled together in the chill of the
evening amidships in the felucca, eating figs.

In the

stern, the BOA1'!,1AN warms himself as he cooks fish over
a charcoal brazier. ANYA shivers. BOND nestles closer
to her.

BOND
Is there something I can do to warm
you up?
ANYA

Don't worry about me, Mr Bond. I went
on a survival course in Siberia.
BOND

(drily)

Yes, I believe a great many of your
countrymen do. What did you learn?
ANYA

That it's very important to have a
positive mental attitude.
BOND

Nothing more practical?
ANYA

.

Food is very important.
BOND hands her a peach and moves closer to her.

Continued
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133

Continued

BOND
What else?
ANYA

When necessary - shared bodily
warmth.
BOND slips an arm around her and kisses her gently on the
cht;tek.

BOND

Is this what they do in Siberia?
ANYA looks up at him invitingly.
ANYA
Yes - but not how they do it.

He kisses her deeply.

They break.

She sits up.

ANYA
You're not trying to take advantage
o:f me, are you?

BOND runs a hand lightly along her thigh.

BOND
That, Major, would be totally agai~st
my nature.
ANYA s1n.iles, produces a cigarette case and takes out a
cigarette with sultry grace.

BOND

I didn't know you smoked.
ANYA produces a lighter.
ANYA

Only when !'m feeling very relaxed.
BOND takes her lighter fr~m her, flicks it alight and
holds it out to her.
Putting the cigarette to her mouth,
she leans forward seductively with downcast eyes as BO~D
proffers the light. Suddenly, she puffs a cloud of white
.powder from the cigarette straight into BOND's face.
She turns away fast as BO~"'D gasps for air, ~hen slumps

forward unconscious.

I
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134

EXT.

..

1...ANDING STAGE

NILE - DAY

134

OPEN on a iHOT of watei lapping against the side of the
felucca,
The CA:,tERA ~,tOVES UP to reveal BOND sitting a.::i.idships, recovering from the effects of ANYA's knock-out
powder. He feels his throat tenderly, then searches his
pockets fruitlessly for the microfilm container. It 1s
clear ANYA has taken it.

Seeing BOND recovering, the BOATMAN comes forward fro~ the
stern, gabbling in Arabic,
He gestures, jabbing a forefinger into a clenched hand, then placing both hands agains ·
the side of his head as if sleepin~, obvicusly suggesting
that BOND has merely overslept after an exhausting night
of love-making.
BOND gets to his feet, angrily pushes some money into the
BOATMAN'S hand, and clambers on to the landing stage.
i

13 5

EXT.

TEMPLE OF RA~lESES I I

LUXOR

135

DAY

The great ruins dwarf the car that drives through the:m.
towards the entrance to the Tomb of Raceses II.
136

EXT.

TOMB. ENTRANCE

TEMPLE OF RAMESES II

LUXOR

136

DAY

The car, with BOND driving, pulls up outside the entrance
to the tomb - a stone doorway set in a hillside. BO~l'D
gets out a~d goes to the doorway. A flight of steps leads
down into the heart of the hill, BOND goes i11.

137

INT.

STEPS

TOMB OF RAMESES II

LUXOR

DAY

137

I

BOND comes down the long flight of steps that lead to the
burial chamber.

(_

138

INT.

BURIAL CHAMBER

T0MB OF RAMESES II LUXOR

DAY

138

The chamber is large and lofty, carved out of the rock
deep in the hillside.
Around the walls are age-old rock
paintings. BOND appears in tne opening from the steps
and crosses the chamber.
On the wall is a rock painting, the centre figure being
a nude Egyptian dancing girl in a typical pose.
BOND
touches a hidden button and the girl's legs spread wide
open - they form, in fact, the edges of a pair of double
doors. BOND steps through between the girl's legs.

139

INT.

ANTEROOM

DAY

M'S H.Q. EGYPr

139

Like the burial chamber, this room is cut out of the rec~.
There are similar wall paintings, but they surround an
entirely modern office.
MONEYP.E:t,;NY sits at a stylish desk, ul tra-modorn telephones
at her elbow .
BOND comes through the double doors. MONEYPE~NY looks
with interest at his dishevelled ·evening clothes.
MONEYPE?-."NY

Welll It must have been quite a
party, James.
BOND

It was, Moneypenny - and I'd like
to get my hands on one of the guests.
140

INT.

OFFICE

Y'S H.Q. EGYPT

DAY

140

BOND comes through the door and stops dead . Sitting ~t ~
Behind him, also
in uniform, stands ANYA.
As BOND freezes, M comes !re~
behind the door,
desk facing him is GOGOL, in uniform.

M

(breezily)
Ab, there you are, James. We've
been expecting you, There's been
a change of pla~.
(he indicates Gogol)
You probably recognise my opposite
number at the K.G.B. - Colonel Gogol.

BOND and GOGOL nod formally,
M

And I believe you.'re fa:niliar with
Major Am.asova?

BOND

(stiffly)
Enough to know what brand of cigarettes
she smokes.

our

M

respective governments have agreed
that we sh~uld pool our resources to
find out what happened to our submarines.
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Conti~ued

140

GOGOL
(smugly)

We have entered a new era of AngloSoviet co-operation.

He beckons to ANYA,

)

GOGOL

i

I

And as a sign of Russian good faith,
I am prepared to make available to
you the microfilm recovered by Agent
Triple X.

t

ANYA takes from her bag the microfilm container.
A..'iYA
With considerable ease, I might add.

I

I

She holds out the container to M.

.,

BOND
(to M - decisively)

Don't bother with it, sir.
useless,
boat.

I

I

I

It's

I. had a look at it on the

ANYA
(firmly)
can assure you it's quite genuine.

BOND
Except that all the vital technical
information's been taken out. It was
only intended to whet our appetites.

I I

M
(drily)

So much for detente.
BOND takes the aicrofl. l m container from ANYA and holds it up .

)

• I

BOND

I
I .

· unless Q and his boys can co~e up
with something from this.

I

t
141

INT.

Q'S WORKSHOP

ll' S H.Q.

EGYPT

141

DAY

A door opens and through it we see a male figure in Arab
dress seated back to us on a pouffe . Immediately. the
figure is shot into the air, cracks against the ceiling
with sickening force and falls to the floor, lying in a
lifeless heap.
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Ccntinued

141

Q leads BOND from the door across the room.

As they pass
the Ara~ figure on the floor, we sec th~t it is a du~~Y ,
its head now shattered. From the pouffe there protrudes a.
powerful spring - it is, in fact, a large jack-in-the-box.

As Q and BOND cross the room, we catch a quick glimpse of

a TECHNICIAN aajusting a hubble-bubble containin g a ta9e
recorder. Nearby a 2ND TECIL~ICIAN presses a but~on on a
camel saddle, releasing a knife blade which would stab the
rider.
Q and BOND move on towards another door.

142

INT.

OFFICE

EGYPT

lf'S H.Q.

DAY

142

A viewing screen has been erected at one end of the room.
Eight or ten feet in front of it a projector has been
mounted on a stand. Beside it is Q.
On either side cf
the projector are several chairs. M, GOGOL, 001'.1) and
ANYA are sitting, watching the screen. On it is being
shown a slide of a section of a blue-print of so~e cooplicated scientific apparatus, with various parts captioned.
Q

We're pretty certain this blue-print
wa~ draughted in I~aly. The size
corresponds with Venetian Octavo, and
the type-fac~ is an Italian one - note
the slight upward stress on the
transversals.
BOND looks hard at the screen.

He points.

BOND
What's tha~ mark in the top left-

hand corner?
Q

Probably a show-through ot something
the blue-print '.\>as re:::;t1ng ou when it
was photographed.
It must have been
done in a hurry.

OOND
(keenly)

Can you enlarge it?
Q

Just a minute.
i.

·\

He adjusts the focus on the projector and we see the mark
in the corner of the blue-print getting larger. So:ue
lettering becomes visible - ORATORY, followed by a design
ol a squat fish standing on its tail.
Continued
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Continued ·

142
M

(puzzled)

It looks like part of a letter
heading.

t ,
i
!

,

"Oratory"?

OOGOL
What is that?
OOND

It's another name for a chapel.
Q

(staring at the
screen)
It looks a bit like a bishop's mitre.
M

(drily)
Perhaps we should consult the Vatican.
ANYA

(with sudden excitement)
It's a fish! That's the symbol of
the Stromberg Shipping Line.
Q

Karl Stromberg?
M

One of the richest men in the world.
ANYA
(to Gogol)

One of the principal capitalist
exploiters of the west. sir.
BOND
(snaps his fin gers)
Of course! ~ot oratory. L~b oratory! Stro~be rg has a marine

research laboratory.
(to M)

In Corsica, I think sir.
M
Good work, Double-0-Seven.

ANYA
(to Gogol)

,

Actually, sir, it's in Sardinia.
GOGOL beams at her. She turns to BOND and they look at
each other coldly.
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142A EXT.

COUNTRYSIDE

ITALY

NIGH'!

142..\

An express train is travelling fast through the night .

142D EXT.

II

TRAIN

NIGHT

142B

As the train travels , in a CLOSE SHOT we read the board
along the side of one of the carriages. It reads, in
Italian - "RO:\IE - SARDI NIA EXPRESS".

!
(_-

:l

142C INT.

CORRIDOR

NIGHT

TRAIN

142C

The corridor in a first class sleeper coach.
The door at one end slides open and BOND appears,
a bottle of wine. Behind him comes ANYA. As the y
along the corridor, BOND cnecks the numbers above
doors. Half-way along, he stops at a door, opens
stands aside.
They are both in a new, friendly, relaxed mood.
smiles her thanks
then ••• ·

.t

.I

'i

I ' .

carrying
m'lve
the

it and
ANYA

ANYA
That was a delicious meal. Thank you.
She goes through the door.

,

142D DELETED

I

142D

TRAIN

142E INT.

ANYA moves into the sleeper.

NIGHT

142E

BOND, holding the bottle of

wine, stands in the doorway.

BOND
I didn't know you had such a hea lthy
appetite.
ANYA
(amused )

Neither did I.
It mus t be travelling
by train. I always enjoy it. I

(..

She stops and looks thoughtfully out of the window at the
passing countryside.

j

' ..
.,

t

''

I.

remember • • •

BOND
You remember what?
ANYA
I was going· to t::a.lk about a mission.

Silence for a moment .

Then
Continued
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142E

142E Continued

BOND

It's silly, isn't it - that we can't
talk? We're in the same business.
ANYA
But with rival companies.

BOND
Not rivals at the moment.
ANYA

(with a little smile at him)

'•

No,

BOND holds up the bottle of wine.

BOND
A nightcap?

On the firm?

,·

I,

ANYA sha~es her head.
BOND

(persuasively)
Corton Charlemagne seventy-one.
I bought it specially.
ANYA
(meaning it)

I'm sorry. I've an idea tomorrow's
going to be a busy day. I must sleep.
She unbolts the door and opens it.
BOND shrugs philosophically, moves across and turns in the doorway.
BOND

Sleep well.
ANYA

And you.

l

\

He goes through
bolts it. For a
the bolt. Then,
slides the oolt
142F INT.

into his sleeper. ANYA closes tne c~or a~d
long moment, sne pauses wit:h her ~1a:;.c on
smiling to herself, she slowly and quietly
aside again.

BOND'S SLEEPER

TRAIN

142F

NIGHT

BOND 1s standing close to th~ communicating door betv,een

his sleeper and ANYA's, listening intently.
with a small smile. he turns away.
142G INT.

ANYA'S SLEEPER

TRAIN

NIGHT

After a ~ament,
142(

ANYA unbuttons her suit, takes· it off and tosses it ~n the
bed. She stands looking thoughtfully out of the window as
she starts to unfasten her bra.

60
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143_147 · DELETED

148

TRAIN

EXT.

NIGHT

148

The train is on an embankment, travelling more slowly now
up an incline.

148A INT.

BOND•S SLEEPER

TRAIN

NIGHT

148A

BOND is standing looking out of the window. He has thrown
his jacket on the bed and is now unstrapping his shoulder
holster with his gun in it.
He takes it off and drops it
on a chair.

(

149

DELETED

150

INT.

149

ANYA'S SLEEPER

TRAIN

NIGHT

ANYA is now wearing a chiffon nightgown.
lying on the bed. She picks up the jacket,
wardrobe and slides the door open. Facing
crouched, arms spread, a grin exposing his
teeth. As ANYA screams, he leaps from the
grabs her.
150A INT •

B0~1)' S SLEEPER

TRAIN

150
Her suit is
turns to the
her is JAWS,
glea~ing steel
wardrobe aod

NIGHT

,.

150A

BOND is standing by his bed as he hears ANYA scream. He
leaps to the communicating door and wrenches -it open.
151

DELETED

152

INT.

ANYA'S SLEEPER

151

TRAIN

ANYA 1s struggling with JAWS.
her unconscious across the bed
bursts in from his sleeper. As
BOND wrenches the hinged table

NIGHT

152

He swings his hand, knocks
and leaps on her as BOND
JAWS gets to his feet,
from the wall and crashes i+.

down on JAJ·, S · i~ead.

The fight continues, made all the more desperate by the

(.,

,

confined spa~e. At one mom"mt ,· JAWS throws BOi'i"D on the
floor and gets his teeth into BOND's shoulder. BOND

manages to kick himself free, but the blood seeps through
bis shirt sleeve. The bedside light crashes to the floor
and smashes. BO~D grnbs it up.
The bulb has gone, the
lamp's terminals are exposed. As JAWS comes for him again,
grinning viciously, BOND thrusts the lamp into JAWS' mouth.
There is a blinding flash as the terminals connect with the
steel teeth. JAWS is flung violently bnckwnrds ncross the
compartment, crashes straight through the window and out
into the night.
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152

Continued

152

BOND picks himself up, peers out of the window for a
moment, then turns to ANYA. She is struggling up on to
her elbows on the bed.
BOND goes quickly to her, sits
beside her and puts an arm round her.

You all right?

l.

BOND

ANYA nods dizzily. She sees the blood on the shoulder
of his shirt. She kneels on the bed beside him.
ANYA

You're hurt ..• Is he dead?
BOND

I doubt it.

He's probably eating

the rails for dessert.

Let me see it.

I

ANYA

Gently, she helps him get his shirt off.
are two fine prints of JAWS 1 teeth.

'

On his shoulder

ANYA

We should clean that up.

BOND
Later.

Let's worry about you now.

He looks around the wrecked compartment.
BOND
Not the cosiest of bedrooms, would
you say?

,i

He gets up, takes her hands and pulls heT gently to her
feet.

l

BOND
What did they teach you on that
survival course?

ANYA
••• a positive mental attitude
I •

...

He turns, unbolts the communicating door and opens it.
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153

INT.

BOND'S SLEEPER

TRAIN

62

NIGHT

153

BOND draws ANYA to him through the doorway and takes her
in his arms.
BOND

..• and shared bodily war~th.
They kiss memorably.
ANYA

You saved my life.

Thank you,

James.

He winces as she accidentally touches his wounded shoulder.
ANYA

I'm sorry.

Let me look at it.

She moves -to the bed and sits, pulling him down beside her.
ANYA

What can we use for a bandage?

BOND
How abo"ut this?

He touches her slip then pushes the shoulder ~traps aside.
They kiss again and sink down on to the bed in a close
embrace.
154

DELETED

155

EXT.

'TRAIN

154

NIGHT

155

The train roars through the night.
155A EXT.

DAY

155A

OPEN on a Cl.DSE SHOT of a carozza - a horse-drawn carriage.
The DRIVER whips up his horse. The carozza tr~vels fast
down the road. In the carozza are EOND and ATIA, their
travelling grips stowed at their feet. BOND points aside
and below them. A~-YA looks. The CA~fERA PANS away and
down. BEI.DW is the sea. The CA~!ERA picks up, distantly
approaching, the car ferry which plies be~ween the mainland of Italy and Sardinia.

lSS/ DELETED

157

156/
157
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158

EXT.

SARDINIA

SEA

158

DAY

A CLOSER SHOT of the car ferry sailing through a calm sea,
approaching the coast.
158A EXT.
r

1

'

MOUNTAIN ROAD

SARDINIA

15SA

The carozza, with BOND and ANYA, comes down the road,
approaching the ferry dock.

'-

159

EXT.

SARDINIA

FERRY DOCK

A notice board,

159

DAY

prominently placed on the dockside, reads

"SARDINIA CAR FERR~'.

OPEN on a shot of the carozza

driving on to the dock and pulling up.

BOND and ANYA alight.

The CAMERA PA~S on to the car ferry, now berthed a~ the dockside. The doors are open and the first car is just being
driven down the ramp on to the dock. It is bright red. This
is the Lotus Special. We see that the driver is Q.
He sees

BOND and ANYA, waves to them and drives the car into a
parking space on the dockside.

As the carozza moves away

from them, BO~m turns to ANYA.

BOND
Just a minute.
He leaves ANYA and goes across to Q who has got out of the
car. ANYA stands waiting a little irritably. From A~YA'S
VIEWpOINT we see Q showing BOND the controls of the car.
BOND puts his grip in the car, then they walk round it
together with Q seemingly pointing out the excellence of
its design.

Then BOND walKS towards ANYA, signalling to

her to come to him.

As they meet, BOND gestures to the car.

BOND
Q's brought this for us.

Isn't that

kind?
He takes ANYA's grip from her and puts it in the back of

the car with lis own.
Q

(fussily)
You will take good care of the equipment,
won't you? There are some special

accessories
BOND
(blandly)

Q - have I ever let you down?
Q looks sceptical as BOND gestures to ANYA to get into the
passenger seat.

160

EXT.

MOUNTAIN ROAD

SARDINIA

DAY

160

The Lotus Sp~cial, with BOND driving and ANYA beside him,
weaves its way through the beautiful mountain scenery.

161

EXT.

FORECOURT

HOTEL CALA DI VOLPE

SARDI~IA

DAY

161

A two or three storey, modern luxury hotel built in
traditional style, set on a hill overlooking the sea.

OOND, with ANYA beside him, drives the Lotus Speci3l up to
the entrance.
A DOORllAN steps forward and opens the door
of the car.
i

162

I I

I
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INT.

HALL

HOTEL

CALA DI VOLPE

SARDINIA

DAY

Spacious, airy, luxurious. A few holiday-making GUESTS
stand and : i t around. BO~D and ANYA enter and go to the
reception desk. The RECEPTIONIST - a beautiful girl greets them.
RECEPTIONIST
Good morning, signor, signora.

I

t

BOND

I have a reservation.
Sterling.

The name's

The RECEPTIO~HST looks at the hotel register,

RECEPTIONIST
Ah, yes - Mr and Mrs Sterling.
Booked from Cairo.
BOND

That's right.
RECEPTIONIST
We have Suite A Five for you.
rocm - and two bedrooms.

(

Sitting

BOND looks aside at ANYA with a small amused smile.
BOND

Moneypenny being a little o•Jerefficient.

-

ANYA suppresses a smile.
BOND
(to the Receptionist)

Are there any messages for me?

162
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Continued

162

The RECEPTIONIST takes a note from the pigeon-holes behi nd
her desk and hands it to BOND. He reads it quickly, th en
smiles at ANYA.
BOND

Excellent.
audience.
· 163

EXT.

SEA

We've been granted an

SARDINIA

DAY

163

A powerful motor launch travelling fas~ .-4 STRO~ERG-'-,J.s at
the wheel, with a !_CRE~\:},L~Noes"icfe-him.
·•-·· --NAOlII stands forv.·a-:r-d? iookiiig- rather like an old-fashioned
ship's figurehead. The CA1!ERA PANS with the launch and
we see that i t is heading towards a landing stage below
the Hotel Cala di Volpe.

164

EXT.

LANDING STAGE

SARDINIA

164

DAY

BOND ar1d ANYA are waiting on the landing stage, ca.sually

dressed , looking out to sea at the approac hin g launch .
BOND registers appreciation of what he sees.
The launch cuts its engines, d~ifts in to the landing
stage and the two CREW.MEN steady her . NAO~1I looks up at
BOND smilingly .

NAOMI
.Mr Sterling?

BOND
(smiling)

That's right.

NAOMI
I'm Naomi. Mr Stromberg sent me to
coi.l~ct you.
BOND helps her ashore, studying her with a.Ppreciative ey<=s .
He indicates ANYA.

BOND
This is my wife - and assistant in all things .
ANYA and NAOlII weigh each o.ther up appraisingly.

BOND
I do appreciate Mr Stromberg seeing
me .at such short notice . I take it be
beard from the President of .the Royal
Oceanic Society?
Continued
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164

NAOMI
Yes,

He doesn't usually receive

visitors, but I think he found Sir ·
George's letter more persuasive than
most.

BOND
It seemed too good an opportunity
to miss.

NAOMI
You're on holiday here?
BOND ·

{smiling, with a
glance at Anya)

Business and pleasur~. Where there's
an ocean, a marine biologist is never
on holiday. Can I offer you a drink
before we go?

No, thank you,
busy man.

NAOMI
Mr Stromberg is a

His time is precious.
BQ:t,1)

Of course.

NAOMI gestures to ANYA to go aboard.
the launch.

ANYA steps down into

BOXD puts out a hand to NAOMI and gallantly

helps her aboard.

BOND
What a handsome craft.

He looks appreciatively at NAOMI's luscious figure.

BOND
Such beautiful lines.
As he follows NAO:.II aboard he catches ANYA I s ccldly

disapproving .eye.
The CREW~~ revlt
up the engine an.d the launch moves away

C

gathering speed.

,.

165

EXT.

LAUNCH

SEA

SARDINIA

The launch is travelling fast.

DAY

BOND and N~o~rI stand side

by side, ANYA is seated behind them, in the stern.
NAOMI points ahead. BOND. looks with quickly mounting
interest.
~ , - . ,... ~~-.:.,.,. \
.•
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166

EXT.

ATLANTIS AND ISLAND

SARDINIA

166

DAY

From BOND'S VIEWPOINT we see that we are approaching a
small island, rising precipitously from the sea. A
quarter of a mile off-shore there rises the massive
structure of Atlantis, with its huge pillars and ~urved
dome.
167

EXT.

LAUNCH

SARDINIA

SEA

167

DAY

BOND looks aside at NAOMI. She looks at him and smiles.
He returns her smile. ANYA watches with c~ld eye~. f ~ - T

~-v

168

EXT.

CONTROL ROOM

ATLANTIS

168

DAY

Behind a window, STROMBERG can be seen looking out.

169

EXT.

SARDINIA

ATLANTIS

DAY

169

As the launch nears Atlantis, the dock doors open.
launch reduces speed and
170

EXT.

BOAT DOCK

mo•1es

The
through the doors. .. .... .,

ATLANTIS

~

r....-

.,.,,...-4

DAY

170

-~~:.--

The launch travels.:S lowly to the landing stage between
the great pillars supporting the dome structure.
We
see CONTROL }IEN watching from the CONTROL ROO~r ~bove.

NAOMI steps out on to the landing stage. ANYA and BOND
follow. They look around them. They see the Control
Room. At various vantage points, GUARDS are posted.

BOND
Very impressive.
NAOMI leads the way across to the open doors of an elevator.
She turns to BO~D.

(_

B01-t"D
While I'm with Mr Stromberg, perhaps
you could show my wife around a bit.
NAOMI
01 course.

·ANYA looks at BOND coldly as he enters the elevator.
(to Anya)

BOND

See you later, darling.
bother· to Naomi, now.

Don't be a

Continued
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Continued

NAOMI
(to Bond, discreetly)
Oh, by the way - Mr Stromberg
prefers not to shake hands.
The elevator doors close.
'

.

171

INT.

SITl'ING R0011

ATLANTIS

DAY

171

The doors of the elevator open and BOND steps out.

He
looks around him with interest and some surprj_se at the
elaborate decor and the fish tanks on all sides. He
realises he is alone. He walks across the room to one
of the tanks and examines the brightly coloured tropical
fish swim.ming around. STRO)[BERG'S VOICE comes from the
shadows on the other side of the room.

STROlffiERG'S VOICE
(overlaid)
Why do we seek to conquer space ... ?
BOND turns and peers across the room.

From BOND'S VIEWPOINT as STR01!BERG continues spcaK1Lg, his
fig-Jre appear~ dimly from the shadows between two of the
fish tanks.

.
STROMBERG
••• when seven tenths of our universe
remains to be explored ... ?

STROMBERG moves forward into the light towards BOND.

...

STROMBERG
the world beneath the sea?

BOND
You seem to be well equipped to repair
that oversigh·::, :,rr Stromb~rg. l11y name
1s Sterling. Robert Sterling.
Be starts to hold out his hand, then remembers and 11astily
pulls it back.

BOND
It's very kind of you to receive me.

STRO~!BERG
Not at all. It's always a pleasure to
welcome someone with a mutual interest.
Continued
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171
Ho loot~~ ~t th!! fish t;.!r.k. An unL1sunl fish swims no~r
the ~lass.
s·i.:W.'.;B:i:,,.;G ooints to it.
51 RO.·.J:Lt-:G
You r~co;nise th~t varie~v, of

course.
BO.i'.D loo!-cs carefully at the fis:1.

ST:..C::.:a~.iG

There is a !on';' sile:1ce ..
watches BC:,"i.> \dth unblinkin~ eves.
Th•.?n •••

BCND
Oh yes.

A lion fish.
STR~!B~JG

(cor.desce~din~lv)

I·

\~11, that is one of its - con~on

r

names.
ECXD
(srnoot h ly)

Or, of course, pternis volitans.
(pronounced - terr-£-iS v~litans)
Other fish avoid it.
(he points at the fish's S?ines)

I

Those dorsal spines ar~ laden with

venom.
He turns to ~Tl1Q:.,E::2.~...:G, his eyes for a moment re.stin; on
ST.iW~\;B.::;-~G 1 S webbed hand ..

EO~D
Handsor.ie~ but deadly.
5Ta~:BEriG, seemingly casually, ?Uts his hand behind his
back.

I see you

STR01!:SE~~G
ycur subje~t, ~.'.r.

k.'10W

Ster-ll.n~.

(

One tries.
(h? looks arou~d hi~)
You have a r~~ar~able establish~ent
here, ~.:r. Stro::?beq; ..
STJC:.:BS!!G r.ioves slowly ro:.ind the room.

50'.\"D ;oes with him.

31'~W:\:3~JG .

I'm sor.,e~vh.:it of a recluse.

I wish

to conduct ~v life 6n FlY own ter~s
and in surru7~ncl in.:.s •:; i th. \",•h ich I can
identify. That ii.a privilege of
\VCalth.
bOSD
You cluu't ::1i.:,;s tl,e out.side \';oc-.!.d?

r
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171
STHO:,l~L{(;
i+""or r11e, t ;1is i-5 all th!! world.

He points to a shoal of beau'tiful, bri :::htly coloured· fish

in the tnn~ they ara op;o5ite.
ST2C~:32.{G

There is b2outy •••
)

He points to n hiueou31-.· ugly fish.

I.

STR0\1 8~~G

I

There is u~lines3.

I

Ue see a fish with a head of a s~all fish 9rotrudin; from

its mouth.
STRC~,lBE:tG

And therJ is death •

I

.As he turns mvay, the r.ienaci:ig- grey sl1ac!ow of a shark
a~pears behind thg Ilass with a gli~pse of murderous
teeth. BC~D wa~ch~s it as it s~oC?s down and u~ a~ain.
seer.:in:; to direct o::..\!..) '.::; attentiun to the bottom of the
tank.
Lying tt1ere i~ n female hand wj_ th, on it, the
rings a.nd brac2let.s \-;e ha-.e seen worn by t;i-: ASSI S:'.:( ,T.
BC);D turn.s at the SO'lnd of Sr.L•ctC_\;c::.t.C:' S VOICl!: behind h i,:i •

..

s·r,~G)!B2 ..~G

•

I

(overlaid)
I thin~ you will find this interestin;,
~lr. Sterling.
BO)m sees that ST~C.:B2::G is lockin; into o. bi::: -:z;la.s.s c~.se.
DCXD crosses to lti~ sid~.

The c;;i~e contains a :-:1odel of a.r.
unrJerw~ter citv, with circr1lar do:-ied buildin-:s .sc~t.:er'?d

about the s~a-bed, connected by tubnlar corr-1.f.ors,
do:':linatec by the -7;re1Jt :-:1a.:;s of At 13.Il tis it~~ lf.
An uncier,.v a! •~r ci.tv.
STRC~IB~~G

The only hLpe for the future of

mankind.
bC:'~D

( l i :~htly)
~ie all have our drea:ns.
STl?m;~~ G
No drea:-:1, \!r. ·Sterlin;.

Soon, a

reality.
(continued)
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171

Continued

There is n low blcco, nnrl a green li~ht n:;.on r;s t a n,mc l
·or li ~hts on the wall stnrts flashin~. Th'? tension is
bro!,en.
S1'1~1:-.!HE'tG
And now, I'm nfraiu, yuu must e:~cuse

me.

I have business to attend to.

He moves to the open doors of an elevator besid e one of
the tanks.

STRC:.iB~tlG

You will find the Indies waiting
for you.

BOXD steps into the elevator.
STaO:.ibe:~G

Goodbye, ~;r. Sterling·.

If we don't

11

meet a ga in, I wish you luck with
your research.

i.

The glimpse you've afforded ne tod ay ,
Mr. Stromber~, encourn;es ~e to
re-double my efforts.

am;o

STR~)EzgG nresses a but ton . Thg elevator ~oars close.
The CA:,t2:<A.).l0V5::5 I~ to a ClC3Z S:!QT of ST~1C'' '. RS:~G'3 broodin-;
face.

171. A

INT.

130ARD RCO:.!.

ATLA:iTIS.

DAY

OPiN on a CI.OS:J; SHITT of the elevator doors.

17 .

They open.

BO;.;D steps o•.1t a:1d finds .:t:.Y.-\ and :iAD:.n waiting for hi'.1.
BO~D looks around the ro om with interest .
NAC:·.11
(smilin~)
~;O\~ - if you'r·-~ re.:1c!y, ~1.r. St erlin ·;- ,
we 1 ll go back to the launch.

r

i

r
r

•i.....-

She leads the way to an op~ning on one side of the room.
In nn nlcov~ i s a scale model of a ;iant tonker. BOXn
and A.\Y.\ e~amine it \..- ith interest.
~AC:,!I

This i s the LiDnrus. The latest
addition to the Strornnerg Line fle~t.
~uun ched nine munth5 a~o. At six
huncr~d thuus:rnd tnns, it 1 s the
big~cst tanker in th~ world.
Ai\YA

After the Karl ~.:n~~<, of course.

BO~D takes her arm.

no~m
acally, ~~rlin~ - what araJzin~
. itc;ns of infor:nation you do store

away.
BO:-:D ancl .:\~~A follow.

172

D~l.£T2D

173

Ii\T.

.i.TLA.\TIS

DAY

173

STtW:,I.S~~G st:inds star-in::; into one of the tanks.
ST~D:.\lB~RG

Were they the two on the train?
He turns to look aside and we see JA\'iS towerin~ r:t~nacin1ly

in the shadows.

2e nods.
STRmlB2HG:

James Bond.

And the wo:nan is :.faj or

Amasova, a Russian a;ent. L2t them
gat ashore ••• th9n kill them!

I

' I

He turns and looks into the tank.
dra~atically.
174

EXT.

FCRZCOU~T

A

shar!r swirls past

}iOTSL CA?L4. DI VCLIB

SARI:Jn:rA
D.\Y

The tyr3s of BO~D's Lotus Special squenl as the cor lenos
forward, sw i:-i:=;::. cut of the f or~court anj .:icce fer:1 te.s n.·:,3.y.
BC1\D is driving, r,ith .·l..}~rA beside him.

175

It-iT.

LOTUS SF!::CIAL

,:)
1--

Bo~·o stares ahead, absorbed.

A.\Y.A loo!,;:s ~t him.

A."\YA

You!re being very secretive.
are ,.,.e go in:;?

~here

iJG~D

I wnnt another look .:n that Stror-iber-g

laboratory.
ANYA

{puzzled)
\'/her~ f' ro::1?

oO~D
Let's say from a cHffer~nt angle.

Before ANYA cnn query this, . BOND continues:-

uo:-.- D

U I you rec!,;on h~ coulcl oper.1. te the
tracl,;in.; sysLc::1 from there?

-~- -

-

•
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175

-

ANYA

It's possible, I suppose. Locate
our submarines -and then what?
Sink them?

I

II

Who knows?

(
(

two nuclear sub~arines are missing.

.

·.ANYA
(with emphasis)

'

l

'

BOND
All we•re sure of is th~t

Ancl their missiles.

BOND
And their missiles.

r

Right.

Silence for a few uioments, then •••

ANYA
What did you make of the model C>f

f

that tanker?

I

BO:f\D
(with a .frown)

I

There was something funny about the
design of the bows, wasn't there?
I've been on to 1t to check her out.

I
I

,,

176

EXT.

COAST ROAD

SARDINIA

DAY

The Lotus Specal comes past at speed, passin~ a lav-~~.
A motor-cycle and sidecar swings out of the lay-by a~~
accelerates i~ punsuito
The RIDER wears a crash he!~e~.
The sidecar is empty.

I.

I·
I
I_

-1-,=;
I.,
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177

,

INT.

LOTUS SPECIAL

SARDINIA

DAY

177

ANYA is looking into the wing mirror. She turns and looks
back through the rear window. She turns to BOND.

I

ANYA

James - that motor cycle

11

tI

CORNICh"E ROAD

(
l

.'

•
i

•••

BOND

••• bas been following us for the

last mile.
I

•

He looks up into his driving mirror.

\

He accelerates •

i

178

I

~

I
I

I

I

CORNICHE ROAD

B:iRDINIA

178

DAY

The Lotus Special, accelerating, comes round the curving
road, with below a sheer drop into the sea. A moment
later, the motor-cycle and sidecar, also accelerating,
follows round the curve, the RIDER leaning sideways to
balance the combination.

I

I

EXT.

179

EXT.

CLIFF ROAD

SARDINIA

179

DAY

The road runs straight for some distance.

On one ~ide,

the cliff face towers above the road. On the other side
a low stone wall, with beyond, a sheer drop of three
hundred feet into the sea.
The Lotus Special comes fast round a corner and into the
straight, accelerating fast.
J

I

!

180

. I'I

LOTUS SPECIAL

CLIFF ROAD

BOND's eyes narrow as he looks ahead.
tenses.

I

' !

INT.

(

181

\

EXT.

CLIFF ROAD

SARDINIA

SARDINIA

DAY

180

Beside him, ANYA

DAY

181

From BOND'S VIEWPOINT we see the road stretching straight
Some distance away nn articulated lorry is
travelling in the same direction as BOND. He is gaining
quickly on it.

ahead.

182

INT.

LOTUS SPECIAL

CLIFF ROAD

SARDINIA

DAY

182

BOND glances up into his driving mirror.
In a CLOSE SHOT of the mirror, we see the motor-cycle and
sidecar, now only a hundred yards behind BOND, the RIDER
crouched low.
BOND looks ahead again.•

74

183

EXT.

CLIFF ROAD

SARDINIA

183

DAY

From BOND'S VIEWPOINT, we see the articulated lorry,
nearer now. On the b3ck of it we can read the caption
in Italian, painted over a picture of a bed with a
striped mattress and pillows .••
fflE MANDAMI llATTRESS COMPANY

TIJRIN

From ANOTIIER ANGLE we see the motor-cycle and sidecar,
now only fifty yards behind the Lotus Special.

184

EXT.

CLIFF ROAD

?r!OTOR~YCLE

SARDINIA

DAY

184

The RIDER operates a switch on his handle-bars. Jets
start blazing from the back of the sidecar. The RIDER
double-twists the throttle. The sidecar becomes detached
from the motor-cycle and starts to zoom ahead like a jetpropelled rocket, ·straight for the Lotus Special.
185

INT.

LOTUS SPECIAL

CLIFF ROAD

SA.lWINIA

DAY

18.5

BOND looks in his mirror, sees the sidecar gaining on
him and accelerates.
186

EXT.

CLIFF ROAD

SARDINIA

.......

DAY

.1.00

The Lotus Special, accele=ating, comes up behind the
lorry, with the sidecar close behind it.

187

INT.

LOTUS SPECIAL

CLIFF ROAD

SARDINIA

DAY

187

BOND, with the lorry right ~head of hi~, tu r~s the
ANYA is holding on to the dashboard, he~ f~ce
tense with fear.
whee l.

0

188

EXT.

CLIFF ROAD

SARDINIA

DAY

188

The Lotus Special, only about three feet behind the lor~y,
pulls out sharply.
From BOND'S VIEWPOINT we see another big lcrry coming t~e
other way, straight towards BOND.
BOND swings the Lotus Special back again, cutting in rigat
in front of the lorry going his way.
·
The DRIVERS of both lorries sound their horns angrily.
The sidecar, jets blazing, hi ts ~he back of the art icul:i: e •:
Contin:.:ed
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lorry. There is- a violent explosion and th~ air is filled
with debris and a huge cloud of feathers.
The motor-cycle roars into -~he chaos, the RIDER-being
immediately ·enveloped in .the dense mass of faath e rs.
Blinded, he swerves , crashes thruugh the wall and he and
the motor-cycle go somersaulting down into the sea three
hundred feet below.

189 EXT.

LOTUS SPECIAL

CLIFF ROAD

SARDINIA

DAY

189

BOND has pulled up, some distance ahead of the wrecked
lorry.
He sits looking into the driving mirror. A~YA
has turned and is looking back through the rear window.

BOND
All those feathers and he still
couldn't fly.

190 EXT.

ARTICULATED LORRY

CLIFF ROAD

SARDINIA

DAY

190

Tbe LORRY DRIVER, bemused, has his head out of the window
and is looking back.
The CAMERA PANS and we see that the cloud of fea.thers has
cleared sufficiently to reveal that although his cac is
intact, behind him is nothing more than a mangleds~eleton
of what had been his lorry.
191 EXT.

MOUNTAIN ROAD

SARDINIA

DAY

191

The road winds down the mountainside, sometimes in the
open, sometimes through treeE.

The Lotus special comes into v!ew, travelling down the
road. It takes a corner through trees. As i t disappears,
a car pulls out from the trees and follows the Lotus
Special.
The car is driven by a STRO~rBERG HEAVY .
Beside
him sits JAWS. In the back seat are two ::-:ore STRO~.ffiERG
HEAVIES. They are all dressed to look like toi.:.rists f

I

t

even JAWS. He is wearing a li~ht-weight straw hat.
JAWS winds down his window, lifts an automatic rifle and

rests it on the sill.
192 INT.

LOTUS SPECIAL

MOUNTAIN ROAD

SARDINIA

DAY

192

ANYA turns frora looking in her wing mirror and looks back
through the rear window.
ANYA

James • • •
Continued
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192 Continued

192

Don't tell me.

BOND

As he swings the wheel, there is the sound of gunfire several shots in quick succession.

193 EXT.

STROMBERG CAR

SARDINIA

MOUNTAIN ROAD

The Stromberg car comes down round a corner~
firing from the passenger window,
194 EXT.

MOUNTAIN ROAD

SARDINIA

DAY

193

JAWS is

DAY

194

the Lotus Special swings round a corner and starts down
a straight stretch of road with a sheer drop on one side.

l

The Stromberg car is only about thii·ty yards behind.

I •

JAWS

fires several shots.
.... ,.

..

195 INT.

TA)TUS SPECIAL

MOUNTAIN ROAD

SARDINIA

DAY

195

BOND presses a button on the dashboard.
196 EXT.

LOTUS S~ECIAL

MOUNTAIN ROAD

SARDINIA

DAY

196

From th.e back of the car com~s a powerful jet of white
liquid Ce!llent.

197 EXT.

STROMBERG CAR

MOUNTAIN ROAD

SARDINIA

DAY

197

The jet of liquid cement ~its the windscreen of the
Stromberg car and blots it cut, solidifying immediately.
198 EXT.

MOUNTAIN ROAD

SARDINIA

DAY

198

The Stromberg car swerves crazily, str~ightens, then
swerves again and plunges off the road in a spectacular

dive, disappearing from sight.

199 EXT.

FARM COTTAGE

MOUNTAIN ROAD

SARDINIA

DAY

First, a CLOSE SHOT of a weather-beaten COUNTRY11AN. He
is standing on a patch of rough ground a few feet away
from his cottage, looking up, ~cratching his head, his
mouth wide open with astonishment. The CAMERA MOVES
QUICKLY UP and we see what he is looking at.

Continued

199

77
199

199 Continued
The Stromb~r~ car is half-buried, nose first, in the
cottage roof: its back wheels still slowly turning. The

STRO:,IBERG HF.AV! ES who were in the back of the car are
hanging half out of it very dead.
The STRO~lBERG HEA \"Y who

i
~

f,
-'
'i

t,,

,,.
i

•'-

,I

\

was driving is sprawled across the ridge of the cottage
roof, also obviously dead.
The CA~i:ERA ~:.OVES QUICKLY DOWN to the front of the cottage.
The front door is bashed cpon violently and JAWS comes out.
He bangs his hat free of dust, puts it on and lumbers away
past the COUNTRY~IAN, who watches him go with wide-eyed
bewilderment.
200 EXT.

COAST ROAD

SARDINIA

200

DAY

The road comes down from the hills and runs along the co~st.
The Lotus Special, travelling fast, comes down the road.
As it nears the coast, a helicopter sweeps over the hills
from behind it, dives and attacks the car with machine gun
fire.

201 INT.

LOTUS SPECIAL

COAST ROAD

S'ARDINIA

DAY

201

ANYA crouches in

BOND is concentrating on his driving:.
her seat beside him.

BOND
O'you ever get the feeling that someone doesn't like you?
He puts his foot down on the accelerator.
202 E:X"T.

COAST ROAD

SARDINIA

202

DAY

The helicopter has banked and now coffies screaming down
at" the Lotus Special ag:iin~ r:1acbine [:;'J.r. blnzin!:';.
The
bullets blaze a trail along the road beside the car.
A
tunnel cut thro~gh a piece of cliff appears and the c~r

disappears into it.
203 INT.

The helicopter banks, climbing fast.

STR01IBERG HELICOPTER

SARDINIA

DAY

We see that the pilot of the helicopter is NAOMI. She
looks down, watching for the Lotus SpELial to emerge from
the tunnel.
In front of her is the helicopter's machine
gun, fixed to fire straight ahead.

203

78
204

EXT.

COAST . ROAD

SARDINIA

DAY

204

The Lotus Special emerges from the :~~nel and speeds
down the road which now runs stra~~~: along beside the

sea, with only a low wall between :=c road and the water.
The helicopter comes swooping dow=. a;ain.

~

Ii

.
~

fI

I

0

205

INT.

STRO~ffiERG HELICOPTER

DAY

205

From NAO~U 'S VIEWPOJ:NT, looking t::.=-o::.gh the sights of
her machine gun, we see the Lotus 5;ecial racing along
beside the sea. Her eyes gleam as s~e gets the car in
her sights. She presses the butte= z.nd the g1.m fires
a stream of bullets.

l

i

206

EXT.

COAST ROAD ·

SARDINIA

DAT

206

The bullets trace a pattern on the road just ahead of
the Lotus Special as it speeds. alc=g beside the sea.

207

INT.

LOTUS SPECIAL

COAST ROAD

SARDINIA

DAY

207

From BOND'S VIEWPOINT we see, ahead of the car, a wooden
jetty running out into the sea.

I

I!

l

I

BOND

!

(laconically)
Hold tight.

J

He slows,swinging the wheel sharpl7 •

.ANYA grips the

dashboard.
I

'1

208

EXT.

COAST ROAD AND JETTY

SARD!>"ll

DAY

208

The Lotus Special does a fast slcic. turn from the road
on to ·the jetty. It speeds along ~o the. end of it and

plunges into the sea.

0

209

INT.

LOTIJS SPECIAL

UNDERWATER

DAY

209

Seen from below, the Lotus Specia: sinks through the water.
210

INT.

LOTUS SPECIAL

UNDERWATER

210

Lights come on in the car. ANYA :..s sitting apparently
paralysed with fright~ BOND reac~=-S under the dashboard
· and at once the entire dashboard =~~olves revealing an
entirely new set of dials, etc.
~~esses a button on
the new illuminated control pan~l.

=~

ii

I'
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211

Di'.mErWATER

DAY

(LOTUS 7)0S. 3 & 4)

211

From the back nnd sida3 of the Lotus Snecial we see fins,
a rudder ~nd pro?ell~rs e~erge as, simultaneously, th~
wheel~ retr2.ct.

I

I

EXT. LOTUS S?CCIAL

.

212

INT. LOTUS SPECIAL

UNDE~~-:ATER

DAY

{STUDIO)

212

\

ANYA watches in ~~oarer-tlv stunned silence as BOND ~res~es
a button and a oe~lscooe ~ornes do~n from the roof of the
car. He fli~ks· a swit~h and there is a hum of enqines
starting up.
213

BXT. LOTUS SPECil.L m:DER.1:·:ATER

DAY

(LOTUS r-m - 5)

213

The propellers turn an-:! the Lotus Spe.:ial, now a submarine,
starts to move forward.
(Manoeu7:ce into position - r. to l.}
214

EXT. STRO:,tBEP.G HELICOPTER

Sil.RDI?-:IA

2lt.

DAY

The helicopter swoor,s low over the jetty.
215

INT. STROMBERG HELICO?TER.

SARDr!IA

Dl>.Y

NA0!-1! looks db:-::i at th~ calm sea below as she banks the

helicopter stee?lY.
216

INT. LOTUS SPECIAL
BOND

him.

She s!rl.iles t!:'i'.lm!)hantly ~
mmERi•lATER

DAY

(ST-:JDIO}

is absorbed with the control. panel.

A.~YA

2 li

watches

Then ••••
ANYA
James ••••

BO:•JO

Hold it. I'rn just about to s~y
goodbye to an uninvited guest.

e. ·

He flicks a switch and a small sophisticaced tar~et display
screen slides up fro:ri the control oanel. He turns a knob
artd the screen light~ up. He flicks another switch.
217

INT. LOTUS SPECL~L

U;rnERi·iATER.

o.~ Y

{LOTUS z;o. 4)

21

A panel at the back of the Lotus Special slides nsine,
revealing a missile launch~r.
218

EXT. LOTUS SPEC:Cll.L

urmEm•;ATER

DAY (LOTUS NO 4}

The mi5sile l a uncher moves un~il it is nointinq at its
tar<Jct.

2)

..
80

219

EXT.

STROMBERG HELICOPTER

The helicopter b.J.nks round.
down at the sea.

220

INT.

LOTUS SPECIAL

SARDINIA

D•.\Y

2

--.

◄-..

i;Ao~,iI can be sean loo:;::.~;

u~mERWAT.ER

DAY

BO:-iD is watching the Tn.rge t Display screen. He :·tdj:.!s:s
the missile launc~er control, ~aits a morn e::i t, the~, ~~ t~
decision , presse5 the ~issile firin 6 switch.

221

EXT.

LOTUS SP.ECIAL

DAY

t'NDERW.:\TER

22 1

The rocket leav~.s the missile launcher.

222

EXT.

SE..:\

SARDI~IA

DAY

The. rocket leaps from the

223

INT .

222

sea.

STRO)!BZRG HELICOPTER

·DAY

NA01ll is looki::ig do,:,;n at the se:i..

223
On her f ace •;,·o se,a

a sudden look of horror.
224

EXT.

STRO~"BERG iiEL!COPTER

DAY

The helicopter disinte~rates as the rocket hits it.
~

225

INT.

LOTUS SPECIAL

UNDERWATER

DAY

BO~D and ANYA watchin 6 the Target :Ci$pl:iy screen.
rt
hn.s gone blJ.:-: '.-: •
.=::0~;:, f::.i c!:s t·.::o or tr.::.- e2 ::;··,:.t -: :: ·c. ~ -- ·

the scr3en sinks into :~e control p~ne l.
AflYA.

l

he s~i:25

BOND
~lone at 11st.

And now •••

( ha wa.ves a hand

around)
••• welco~e to Wet Ne llie .

I
would."l' t call her that in .front of
Q, by the ·way.

~=
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226

EX':'. LCTUS · SPECIAL

UNDE:R\•1A'l'ER

DAY

(LO'I'U ~ NO .

S}

The Lotus Speci~l Z•toves through th e sc~.
225a

EXT. LOTUS Sl?ECL~.L

UNDERl'lATER

DAY

(LOTUS NO. 5)

226

The Lo tus Special moves out to sea over sandy bot tom.
226b

EXT. LOTUS SPECI;;L

UNDERt·:ATER

DAY

(Lnrus

r-:o .

5)

The Lotus Special passes co=al heads, etc.
226c

EXT. LOTUS SPECIAL

-:JNDER:·ihTER

DAY

(LOTUS NO. 5}

P.O.V.

from Lotus - por t side.

226d

P.O.V.

from Lotus - sta rboard s ide.

226:

225e

P.O.V.

fro m Lotus - bow

22F ·

227

I~!T. LOTUS SPECIAL

UNDERWATER

DAY

(STUDIO

&

MODEL)

2 27

BOND a nd ANYA sit looking around at the passinq u~derwater lif1= anc. vegetation. ANYA suddenly leans fo=-.•rard,
startled .

BOND
That's what ~ e•ve corne to lcok at .
228

From BOND rs VIE'ii'POD: T we s ee , r ea ring : up from the s eabed ,
the gia nt pilla:.cs sup!)orting the main structure. All
~round are rocks and fantastic ~asigns of c oral. The
LOTUS SPECIAL slo·,:ly mcve s closer, travelling t h rough
between the pil lars . The main s truc ture o f i\ tlan tis
comes into vie~-,.

228a

EXT. ATLAtrTIS

The Lotus Special passGs

l

229

DAY

u:~i:JER;·i;\TER

INT. LOTUS S:?2CIAL

1

(LOTUS NO. 5)

223,

Big Eye', r. to l.

mmERWATER

DAY

(STt'DIO

&

PLATE)

BO~ D and ANY.!\ ar-e l ooking about then as BO~!D steers the

Lotus S!'ecial bc t ·....:~en the underwater structure o.f Atlantis.
He points ahead ~nd u~ .
BOND

Look there .
230

,j

EXT. /\TU\r{TIS

TJXDER'.-1!,TF.R

. C:\Y

(STUDIO)

230

From BO~m I s vn::!PO n!'!' we see the g l.:i.ss-f ron tcc1 hri 11 L"ln tl yli t Control rmo:.1 of Atl.:mti:; , Fiqnrc:; can he !;CCn movLnC"!
~bout behind th~ glnss. Ccn trQllv i~ a la~~c m~n o f th e

world.

J\1~
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231
232

231
INT. LOTUS SI>Ecr,·.. L

l.'~::i.SRt·lATE~

DAY

(STUDIO}

The Lotus Special i'.'o·.,es sloi-;ly on, B'J~!D and A~!YJ\
are studying the Atlantis Co~trol Room.

"i
I
ii
'I

I

I !•

)

r ·

\

,.

l

I

I

I

I
I

.I

I

I

I

232
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233

Oi::LE'i2

233a

EXT. ATLAUTIS

u;~DF.2::lATER

DAY

(

'

The Lotus Special n:o. 5) passes by 'Bia Eve'. t~ftcr
i t passes, the eye O?ens ~nd the y~llow ·su~marine exits,
233b

fol lo·:1cd by TH?.E:E FRO~:•: EN

on scooters.

EXT. ATLA!lTIS

DAY

UNDER~·7ATER

The yellc~ submarine and scooters flyinq in

formation.
233c

EXT. LOTUS SPECIAL

2l3,

(LOTUS NO. 5)

Several cuts of the periscope turning fron forward
to rear, right, to left, etc.

(Pause between each

action).
233d

EXT. ATLANTIS

UNDERt·lATER

233

DAY

Plate of attacking yellow submarine.
234

INT. LOTUS SPECIAL u:mE:m'!ATER
ANYA

234a

DAY

{STUDIO)

grabs BO:-m 's ar;.! and points.

EXT. LOTUS SPECIAL

(LOTUS NO. 5)

The Lotus Special speeds up.
234b

EXT. mmERWATER

D.;.Y

TWO ~ROGHEN sp lit off of formation in h ot pursuit.

234c

EXT. UNDERWAT:::P.

DAY

(LOTOS NO. 5

&

SCOOTERS)

The Lotus Special disappears behind coral h9ad.
TNO FROG:•IBN on scooters follow it.

The Lotus Special is moving fast, but has driven
into a box canyon. It turns to confront the
FROGMEN.

(
235

EXT. ATLANTIS

UNDERt·IA.TER

DAY

23

THE T1·:o FROGNE~-! approach to manoeuvre into a firinq
position.

236 ·

INT. LOTUS SPECIAL

UNDERWJ\'i'ER

DAY

(STUDIO}

BO~D presses a button on the Control" panel.

87.a
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237

237

We see two harpoon guns appear £:=om the front: of the
Lotus Speciill.
238

DELETE

238a

EXT.

ATLhNTIS

u;-.:oz?..w;..~::'.R

DAY

23/h

THE FROG(·~EN fire.
238b

EXT. m-:DER!'iATE.R

DAY

2381

The Lotus Special fires (? 4 ti~es)
238c

EXT. UNDERWATER

D:lV

THE FROG~lEN • s '2issiles miss - explosions.
238d

EXT. UNDER~•iATER

DAY

23Ac

ONE FROG!·!A~i, hit by ro,::ket fro::n Lotus Special, is
thro•:m upwards, bloo-:! strear:i.ing from his face.
238e

EXT. ONDERHATER

o;._y

238,

The SECOND FROG:-~::-...::7 is hit by a Lotus rocket -

'I

explosion

(
'--

.

he -floats upw~rd, his vet suit in shreds.

239

DELETE

239

240

DELETE

240

\ I

• I
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241

DELETE

241a

EXT. UNDERWATER

DAY

(LOTUS NO. 5)

241

The Lotus Special moves forward.
241b

EXT. UNDEP.~·IATER

DAY

(LOTUS NO. S & FROG~mN)

241

The Lotus Spacial tur~s corner of coral head and
confronts the THIRD FROG~ffiN on £COOter. The Lotus
fires two rockets - misses.
241c

INT •. LOTUS (STUDIO)

BOND
T~ose were our last shots.
Hold on.

He pushes the throttle forward.
241d

EXT. UNDERWATER

DAY

(LOTUS NO. 5)

241

The Lotus Special surges forward.
241c

EXT. UNCERWATER DA.Y

241

THE TiiIRD FROGY~~N manoeuvres to a firing nositi~n
as Lotus Spacial bea~s dc~vn on him.
THE FROGI•TA.N

cannot raise the nose of his scooter to pro?er
elevation quickly enough. Re is hit by Lotus.
He is knocked over the too of Lotus. His ro6ket
fires harr;,.lessly away.
~

242

DELETED

242

243

DELETED

21,3

244

DELETED

24~

245

DELETE!)

245

245a

EXT. ATLA"t~'i'IS

,,,-

U:iDER!·:.:::..T2r?. DAY

-

--r __

ThP Lotus Special (No. 5) moves along, but looming
up behind is the yello,,, submarine.
246

INT. LOTUS SPECIAL

UNDEm·7ATER

DAY

(STUDIOj (& PLATE)

ANYA sees the submarine coming at an angle.
points. BOND loo},s.
24 7

· EXT •.~'!'LANTIS

UNDERl·!ATER

She

DAY

The submarine manoeuvres to point directly at the
Lotus Special, th~n ejects a missil~. It s~ee<ls
tow,1rc!s the Lotus Special.

2J7

~3u
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248

INT. LOTUS SPECIAL

TJr:!'JER~·/A'fE:?. · Dl\Y

BO~D sees the missile coming straight for him.
wrenches the wheel hard.

249

DELETE

249a

EXT. UNDER\"TATER

He
2

LCTUS ·SPECIJ\_t.

(NO. 5)

Lotus Special keeling over, turns sharp ang.le.
Missila misses, but ex9lod~s near by, shaking up
the Lotus. Bubbles begin streaming from seams.

250

INT. LOTUS SPECIAL

UNDERWATER

DAY

BOND fights to keep control of the Lotus Special
and get away. Suddenly ANYA leans ac:::-oss hin and
flicks down a switch on the control panel •

,

.

t

t:

;I

.,

'I

.. .
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251

r:x·r. LO'T'US S!'ECL".L

rn:or::m,::'\TER

D.l\Y

]51

From the two points on the Lotus Special where the back
bumper had been a.tt<J.chcd there is no;,; c1nittcd .J. double
cloud of blu.ck liquid which acts as an un<lerwatcr sr.lo:-Ze

screen enveloping the pursuing submarine.
251a

INT. LOTGS SPECIAL

(STUDIO)

251

ANYA pulls a lever.
251b

EXT. UNDER;•7~\.?ER

251

DAY

Insert - mine drops out of Lotus.
251c

EXT. UNDERWATER

251

Dl\Y

The yellow submarine disappears into a cloud of ink.
251d

EXT. u""NDERWATER DAY

251

The mi~e sinks to bottom by ink cloud.
bottom.

'

2Sle

EXT. mmEm·lATER

It hits
25]

DAY

' I

yellow pieces of debris.

Ink cloud explodes
252

INT . LOTUS SPEC:D\L

mrn:::Rw;...TER

DAY

BOND glan=es asid~ at ANYA

BOND
(astonished)
How did you know ab{"'\•1 t

~

that?

ANYA

(with a small s~ile)
I stole the bl~ep=int of this car

two years a~o.
(the Lotus l~rches d~ngerously)
Can we make it?
BOND
The sooner we beach here, the better.
253

EXT. UNDERWATER

DAY

The Lotus Special moving sluggishly along under
the water (several cuts).

r::·
2 ;)
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254

EXT. BEJ\CH

HOLIDAY CE~TRE

S/1.RDINIA

DAY.

A typical holid~y scene - BATijER$, CHILDREN buildin~
sand castles. GIRLS in bikinis, MEN in b~thina trunks
lying on mats, suntanning, ELDERLY MEN and ~,:o:mN on !:>~ach
chairs, volley-ball PLAYERS.
'A GIRL in a bikini is lyirig on a mat.

Her BOY FRI:SNO is
about to ply her with suntan cream. He looks towards the
sea and his mouth opens in am~zenent~

t
255

EXT.

SEASHORE

HOLIDAY CEN'l'RE

SARDINIA

DAY

The BATHERS are swir:i.r..i.ing and rorr.ping. Suddenly, in the
midst of them, the roof of the Lotus Speci~l anpears,
moving shore•..;ards. - 'l'he BATHERS stumble out of the wav
and stand staring as the Lotus Special emerqes, moving
forward towards the beach. It is battered and full of
holes, with both wir.dscreen wipers going.

l

25

85

256

EXT.

BEACH

HOLIDAY CENTRE

SARDINIA

DAY

256

The BOY FRtE=,"D , gazing seawards, exclaims in ::tmazcment.
His GIRL FRIE~ sits up - · and he slaps the suntan cream

into her f=ice.
A LITTLE BOY, building a sand castle, looks up and sees
the Lotus Special approaching him out of the sea. He

turns to his .\!OTHER, a large woman lying on a beach !:lat
He shakes her, pointing to
the sea.

t- .

with eyepads over her eyes.

{

LI'I'l'LE BOY

Mam.~a!

t
l

(excitedly)
Mamm~! Guardi!

The MOTHER lifts a hand and gives a gesture of impatient
disruissal.
As the Lotus Special drives out of the sea, on the volleyball court a ball bounces off a PLAYER'S head as he stops
and stares iu bewilderment.

I

257

INT.

BOND'S SUITE

HOTEL CALA DI VOLPE

SARDINIA

257

DAY

An attractively tousled BOND enters the bedroom from the
bathroom wea~ing a blue towelling dressing gown. There
is a knock at the door . He opens it. The RECEPTIONIST
is outside, holding a piece of paper. Her cleavage plunges
seductively.

RECEPTIONIST
I ·have a message for you.
BOND looks at her appreciatively.

BOND
I think you've just delivered it.
(he takes the paper
from her )

Thank you.
!

'
J

He smiles at her a little w~stfully and closes the door .

He reads the message, considers it for a moment, then
crosses tee room to the communicating door between his
suite and ANYA's. He taps on the door. ANYA calls from
inside the room.

Come in.

BOND

opens the door.

ANYA

86
258

INT.

ANYA'S SUITE

HOTEL CALA DI VOLPE

258

DAY

I

~

I

l

From BOND'S VIEWPOINT as he stands in the open door..zy
from his suite we see ANYA. She is on the bed, lyi~g
back against a pile of pillows. She is wearing a silk
wrap and has been reading a book, which she has put
aside as BO~"D enters. He comes forward to the bed.

BOND
Sorry to disturb your siesta.

ANYA sits up and touches the paper in BOND's hand.
ANYA
I

'·

A reply to your cable?

I I

She sits on the side of the bed.
BOND

Yes. I asked M for a · list of all
the ports the Stromberg tanker had
called at.

ANYA gets ~p and crosses to the dressing table.
ANYA

And what's the answer?

.,
I

BOND moves towards her.
BOND

In the nine mon~hs since she was
fitted out, there's no record of
her having put into port anywhere.
I

I

ANYA turns and looks at BOND with a puzzled frown.

ANYA
That's very odd - if i~'s true.
BOND
(bluntly)

We don't make mistakes of that sort.
ANYA

(laughing)
You sound just like a Russian!
She puts her hands on his chest, looking up at him. He
smiles and kisses her. She turns away to the dressing
table and picks up a cigarette pack.
ANYA

I think we should take a closer look
at that tanker, don't you?

Continued
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258

258

Continued
She finds . the cigarette pack- is empty and tosses it back

on to. the dressing table.

BOND
Yes, I do.

He takes his cigarette case from his pocket. ·
ANYA

Shall I contact Gogol?

BOND
No need.
it.

M1 ·s already offered to fix

He holds out his case to her.
ANYA

Oh.

Good.

She takes a cigarette. So does he. He takes ou~ ~is
lighter and lights her cigarette. She holds his hand to
look more closely at the lighter. We see it in CLOSE SHOT.
It is slim and elegant, with a German Aagle embossed on its
side.

t

ANYA
Very nice.

BOND

(casually)
It's Austrian. I bought it in
Bernga.rten.
He lights his own cigarette.
looking at him.

ANYA is suddenly quite still,

ANYA

Berngarten.
BOND

Yes.

I was doing some sk1-ing.

ANYA turns away to the dressing table.

ANYA
(:flatly)
When was this?
\

BOND
(puzzled)
About - three weeks ago.

Why?
Continued

258

Continued

258

ANYA turns to face him, a wallet in her hand. She flips
it open and holds it up in front of BOND. We see that on
one side of the wallet is a photo of a young man - the
man we saw lying dead in the show. Now ANYA's eyes are
cold and her voice hard.

ANYA
Do you recognise him?

BOND takes the wallet from her and studies the photo.
ANYA
Berngart en - three weeks ago.

BOND stares at the photo, frowning, remembering, realising
what must be in ANYA 1 s mind.

BOND

Perhaps.

Who is he?

ANYA takes the photo and, looking at it, speaks with
sudden gentleness.
ANYA

A man I loved.
A moment's pause, then she looks up at BO~'D and her voice
is hard again.
ANYA
Did you kill him?

BOND looks at her angry, bitter face.
but with conviction.

He speaks quietly,

BOND
When someone's behind you at forty
miles an hour on skis trying to put
a bullet in your back, you don't
always have time to remember a face.

ANYA turns away to the window.
BOND
It's a deadly business we're in,
Anya. People~ killed.
know that. So did he .

We both

. ANYA is silent, ur.m.oving.
BOND
So what if it was him?. What if I did

kilt· him?
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267'

DAY
U.S.S. WAYNE
267
CAPrAI!f' S C.\BIN
INT.
A small but comfortable cabin, with a desk! dining table,
easy chair, bookshelves, etc. Through an open door can
be seen the sleeping quarters - a single bunk, a shower
behind i frosted glass door. CO~~~NDER CARTER is sitting
behind his desk. There is a knock at the door.

CARTER
Come in.
The door is opened by a young LIEUTENANT. He stands aside
and ANYA enters, followed by BOND. CARTER stands up. As
be speaks, BOND and ANYA remove their helmets.

BOND
Commander Carter?
CARTER

(to Bond)

That's right. Welcome aboard.
And you, Major. I ..•
He breaks off ., staring as ANYA shakes out her hair.

CARTER
Oh, I'm sorry. I ..• I hadn't er - expected you'd be a woman.

ANYA
On board this vessel, Commander, I
am Major Amasova of the Russian Army.

CARTER
(hastily)
Yes, sure
BO:t-.'D

It's good of you to help us out.

CARTER
Hell, it's our problem as much as
yours. We've got more submarines
to lose. By the way - there's a crate
here arrived for you.
He indicates a square crate by his desk.
BOND
Oh yes - I know what that is. Thank
you.
CARTER looks at ANYA, still slightly thrown.

CARTER
Well! now - maybe you'd like a
shower and get into a'change of
clothes.
(to Anya}

Major - you're welcome to the shower
in my quarters.
He indicates the door to his sleeping quarters.
Continued

91
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267- Continued
ANYA

You don't have to show me any
special favours, Commander.

J

'

CARTER
(wryly)

-,,
C

All the same - I think it might
be better if I did.

268

~

EXT.

U.S.S. WAYNE

DAY

SEA

268

T~e Wayne, trave lling on the surface, starts to submerge
and, in a few moments , has dis appeared .

f

269

,.1

IN1'.

CAPTAIN' S CABIN

U. S.S. WAYNE

DAY

269

CARTER is s itting at his desk , . writing . The door through
to his sleeping quarters is open. There is a knock on t he
door.
CARTER

I

Come in.

.

,1

I

The door open-sand a U.S. SAILOR comes in.

He salutes

and comes to the desk.

U.S. SAILOR
Signal from base, sir.
Be hands CARTER a slip of paper and waits. As CARTER sits
studying the message there comes the sound of running water.
The SAILOR looks around casually and his eyes wide n with
astonishment.
From the SAILOR'S VIEWPOINT, we see through the open door
to CARTER's sl eeping quarters . Beyond is t h e frosted glass
door of th e shower room f rom wh ich t he s ound of r u nning
water is coming . Dicly se~n t t rou;h t he fr os! ed ; lass 1 s
the und oubted :fe~inine shape of A)t'Y..\' s bo dy as she t akes
a shower. The SAILOR stands st.a ring, mouth open, transI'ixe d.

0

CARTER
Right.

That'll do.

The SAILOR turns to CARTER , looking dazed .

-

.

CARTER
What's the matter , Sailor? Haven't
you ever s e en a Major taking a shower
before?
270
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EXT.

UNDER~ATER

271

DAY

The U.S. S. WAYNE mo•,ring through the water at speed •

-

.

.
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EXT.
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279

INT.

CONTROL ROOM

U.S.S. WAYNE

DAY

CARTER, EXECUTIVE OFFICER and other PERSONNEL are oresent.
BOND and ANYA stand a little aoa~t from the others. 20th
are in corr.bat dress. ANYA is handling her revo lver.
CARTER
Stand by second observation on the
target. Up 'scope.

I

He clicks his stop-watch. The PERISCOPE ASSIST;?..~;':' c;~>er a t.es
the ring and, as the ?eriscope coraes hissing u~ cu~ of t~e
well, snaps dc·.,m the handle?s. CARTER kneels or: t:-.e d eck,
grasps the handles a nd glues his eyes to the e ve-~iece,
getting to his feet as the periscope rises.

I

:

l

I '

280
I

2i3

DAY

stern.
In a CLOSER SHOT we read her name on her bows.

(

l

I

SEA

A LONG SHOT of the Liparus going at full sryeed. She is
a Super TanY.er of awe-insnirinq ler.qth, with her bricce,
radar, aerials and other technical e~uinment all at the

•I

t
I

LIPARUS

I

EXT.

SEA

DAY

280

The periscope of ~le Wayne breaks surface and cuts

thro~~~

the water.
281

EXT.

SEA AND LIPARUS

DAY

Fro:-:; t:1e v~::::·.-:?OI:::- c : t ~.e :·:J.yne' s rer i s-.:cr;e , ·.,: e se e -::--.-2
Liparus, distantly, ~ar~ly obscured for a norne ~t ~s ~~e
sea washes over the periscope.
(. ~81A

EXT.
A

281B

LIFhRUS

SEA

DAY

CLOSE SHOT of the Liparus.

INT.

OPERATIONS ROOM.

LIPARUS

DAY

7.RlE

We see only a corner of the Oneraticns Room. The
L.IPARUS CAPTAIN sits at a <lesk . In front of him is a
console, incorporating a micro ohone and a speaker.
speaks into the microphone.

He

Continued
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q2A

Continued
LIPARUS C.=-.PTA.IN

(into mic~oohone)

Sir - we now have definite sonar
identification.
United States
submarine at periscoDe c9oth.
On a direct course tc~ards us.
STROMBERG'S VOICE comes from the sneaker.
STROMBERG 1 S VOICE

(overlaid)
Well, Captain?
LIPARUS CAPTAIN
. t o !71.1Cro-o,.cne
.
\.,
'1
( in
If she surfaces and orcers us to
heave to - what then?
STROMBE~G'S VOICE
(overlaid)
That situation will ~ot arise, Cantain.
Make ready to activate S-Ray proqrar:t.~e
at six thousand yards.
281C

EXT.

SEA

DAY

The periscc!)e: of the Wavne cuts through the water.

II

282

INT.

CONTROL ROOM

U.S.S. WAYNE

262

DAY

CARTER is looking through the oeriscoue.
BOND and ANYA
watch him, still standing a little apart from the others.

CARTER
Target bearing • • • :--tark !
Mark!

Range

Down 'scooe.

He clicks his stap-~atch as the ~eriscooe sinks into the
well.

.-
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Continued

262

ANYA
(grimly)
I've never failed on a mission,
Commander ••• Any mission.

ANYA slaps the clip of bullets into her revolver.
BOND

C

In that case, Major, one of us 1s ·
bound to end up gravely disappointed.
Because neither have •.•
He breaks off as suddenly, the lights flicker and the submarine shudders violently. Everybody clutches at anything
handy to steady tnemselves. The submarine lists heavily,
then rights itself. Urgent VOICES come over the P.A. speaker.

1ST VOICE
Sir, the inertia system's gone haywire.

3RD VOICE
Sonar 1 s on the blink, sir.
4TH VOICE
Radio's out, sir,
BOND
(to Carter)
Take us up, Captain, while we can
still get there.

CARTER flicks a switch and, into his microphone, barks
an ord~r to the Chief Engineer. As he does so, another
shudder shakes the sub~arine. ANYA is thrown against BOND.
She pulls away from him.
CARTER turns and looks into the periscope.

He moves it to

and fro.
. CARTER
(puzzled)

Where is she?

C

He swings the.periscope round almost half a turn, stops,
comes back a little, stops again. Then •••
CARTER

(bewildered)
She's behind us!
ram us!

Sae's going to

(he tenses with
sudden shock)

Good God!

94
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EXT.

LEPARUS

283

DAY

From the VIEWPOINT of the Wayne's periscope~ a shot of
the Leparus coming dircc~ly at the submarine. As it
comes, the bows open like giant double doors.

284

EXT.

284

DAY

LEPARUS AND WAYNE

A side shot of the two vessels. The WAYNE is directly
ahead of the LEPARUS and stern on to it.

As we watch, the Leparus, her bow doors open, overtakes
the Wayne.

From a different angle, we see the huge bulk of the
Leparus enveloping the Wayne. The submarine floats into
the dark interior, the one great vessel seeming to swallow
the smaller one, rather as a whale swallows a small fish.

285

EXT.

LZPARUS

285

DAY

As the Leparus proceeds on its way, its bow doors slowly
close.
286

INT.

DOCK AREA

LEPARUS

286

DAY

The vast dim interior of the Leparus is suddenly brilliantly

illumj.nated as giant floodlights are switched- or.i . Almost
the entire width of the vessel and a considerable proportio~
of its length is one huge sea-filled dock. The middle
portion of the dock is now occupied by the Wayne.
On either side of her are berthed the British submarine

Ranger and the U.S.S.R. submarin~ Potempkin • .
Along the length of ·the dock, on both sides , are ga~gways
with steel stairways and elevators running up to catwalks
extending the length of the vessel, connected at intervals
by cross-•halks.
Between the dockside gan ~;ways and t h2
hull runs a hover-ca.r track, enc losed in a t ube !"unnin~ the
full length of the vessel on both sides of the do ck. There
are gaps in the tube 4t certain points to allow access to
the hover-cars •
Stationed at every vantage point on the dockside, catwalks
and stairw::i.ys are STRO~IBERG GUARDS armed with sub-machine

( ....

guns.

As soon as the floodlights have been switched on, there is
considerable activity as STR0:\1BERG CREWMEN work to secure
the Wayne in posi~ion.

287

INT.

OPERATIONS ROOM

LEPARUS

DAY

One long side of t~e room is almost entirely taken up by
a long window behind steel louvres. Running along und e r
Continued
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287

Continued ·

287

the window is an elabor~te operations console, with a
central chair for STRO~IDERG, and chairs on either side
oct:upied by OPERATORS, each facing a panel of switches,

I
I

dials, lights and other gear.

)

•
j

:

In another area of the room is a long bank of T.V. screens
connected to closed-circuit cameras placed in strategic
positions, so that any activity anywhere in the Leparus
is under constant observation - as can be seen now. In front
of these screens sit a team of MONITORS, watching attentively
Centrally in the room is mounted a big globe of the world,
lit by spotlights and itself having lights flashing on its
surface, signalling various Stromberg operations. A door at
the side of the room slides open and STROMBERG enters,
followed by the LEPARUS CAPTAIN. He walks forward to the
window, touches button and the steel louvres open. He
surveys the scene.

c·-

l

~ ·

1.1

288

INT.

LEPARUS

DAY

288

From STRO~IBERG'S VIEWPOINT we see, from on high, the entire
interior of ~he tanker, with its huge dock now housing the

,,t

three nuclear submarines.

~-'

289

INT.

OPERATORS ROOM

LEPARUS

289

STROlffiERG turns to the LEPARUS CAPTAIN.

h

STROJrlBERG

t

l

(ice cold)
Pro~eed with the disembarkation
process.

)

J
l

Yes, N-umbet

t'.

t/

DAY

290

<. . .

INT.

CONTROL ROOM

LEPARUS CAPTAIN
ene. ::d"
U.S.S. WAYNE

DAY

290

CARTER, BOND, ANYA and the OFFICERS stand waiting, prepared

for anything.

I

~

t,

291

INT.

DOCK AREA

LEPARUS

DAY

291

Two STROltBERG GUARDS hold a gun aimed at the hull of. the WaynE

A VOICE comes over the P.A. system.

VOICE
Number one gasbolt - tire!
Continued
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Continued

The gun fires with a considerable kickback. A bolt cracks
into the side of the Wayne with a metallic thud. From the
bolt there protrudes a hollow metal tube. The VOICE comes
again fromthe P.A. System.

VOICE

t

Secure hose.
TWO STRO~l3ERG GUARDS cln.mp a hose on to the bolt.
hose leads to~ big cylinder of gas.

(-

t

I
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INT.

The

292
DOCK AREA

LEPARUS

293

DAY

The VOICE comes over the P.A. System.

VOICE
Attach limpet speaker to submarine.
Two STRO:,:CERG CRE';n::EN" are swung down in a cradle from above

on to t~e deck of the Wayne, carrying what looks like a
circular suction clamp on a long lead. They slap it on to
the side of tli.e Wayne's conning tower and are hauled aloft
again.

r
' i

294

INT.

OPER.~~.rIONS ROOM

LEPARUS

294

DAY

STROMBERG is looking down through the window at the Wayne.
A VOICE comes through the P.A. Speaker.
VOICE
Limpet speaker in position, sir.

STRoimERG flicks a key on the console and speaks into a
microphone.
STRO~,ffiERG

Commander - you have precisely two
min~tes to open your hatches and
surrender your ship.

II

295

INT.

CONTROL ROOll

U.S.S. WAYNE

DAY

295

CARTER, BOND, ANYA~ the EXECUTIVE OFFICER and other OFFICERS
listen to STRO~BERG'S VOICE coming through the hull of the
submarine, muffled but audible.
STRO~IBERG 1 S VOICE
(overlaid, muffled)
The alternative is extermination - by
cyanide gas.
Continued
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295

Continued
They all look at each other.
EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Issue gas masks, sir?

CARTER
Forget it.
cyanide?
Against

.!

Be looks at BOND.

BOND
Play it their way - for the moment.
He turns to ANYA.
BOND

We'll keep around you. Stay close to
me. If the chance comes maybe we
can duck out.
ANYA nods.

'I

I

.l

299

300

INT.

OPERATIONS ROOM

LEPARUS

300

DAY

STR01ffiERG and the LEPARUS CAPTAIN are looking down at the
'[ayne. STROlIBERG speaks into the P.A.mike.

I

STROMBERG
You have one minute, Commander.

I

I

296/
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296 ./ DEL'E:TED

301

IN·r.

GAS GUN

DOCK AREA

LEPARUS

301

DAY

The G:RO)IBERG GGARDS p,:epare to fire tlle gas gun.

302

DELETED
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INT.

302

CONNING TOWER

U.S.S. WAYNE

LEPARUS

DAY

The conning tower hatch opens and CARTER appears.
STROMBERG'S VOICE is heard over the P.A. System.

I

I

I

STROMBERG'S VOICE
(overlaid)
So living still appeals to you, Commander.
Very well. Assemble your officers and
men, unarmed, on deck. At once.

303

In a CLO$l ~;iO'!',
liH..1,:i~nt

c;,.:rrS1~
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catnol~3, th~ stair~ays,
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Fror.1 S1':t~~:.;~ .::,,·G'S vr;:r,-;;:c·r:-.T in tha Oparati:-;r:s :1oo~, ·.::P. se~
the O??IC~;:.5 2nJ C. :i., stn.-t e;;ier'.~in ~ fro:7 .. ~e ·.fr:i.y:11: .'l;.1~
asae::.~.lin:; alo;.1 •·; t i1:! cn:i L-1 :;.
They look ·;.b out t.h~;:;, s 2~in~
\",ith o~·., ild c: rm<?nt the j ,h;i..s t and i":t1s.si an. sub~ci r i n9s
d oc..:~d uu ~ i th~ r s id 2 uf L1!.?::t.

LIP,L;US

32C

o.w

STl~C:.,Ll;.t;.~~ lo~ks nt the cloc~ on the wnll and 5nea!~s to the
LI~; AHl:S C.l!:lf .~I;,.

STt?C:·.:B~!:?G
Our ti~e is ll~ited, Carytain.

Con~ence

ooar.:itions rort!1with.

Yes, sir.
Ho flic!::= a switch n ncl s nf;!ak5 into a P.A. !'.'li!{e.
L IP;\iW.3 c.~ .Yr- .\Ii\;
Attenticn nll p~rsonn~lo Stro~ber;

Crc·.~s One and Th u - e::11.r nrl~ your
sub'.'.'!ar ines. .~c :-,e..:it - Cre,·,·.s Cna end
Two - c~~ark you~ $Ub~n cines.
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321 ·
On hoth sir.es of the Li riarns, STH~:"E~ ·<G ~:2:'\ come runo in;
along t!1e u;,per c;itwnlh:s.
321A

DAY

DECK OF U.S.S. ·,·;AY~2

32U

The OrF'ICS::s nnd C'.~Et', with r;r,~,l) .:lnd ..\XYA, ore assemblin~
· on the c.-isin~ in orderly r~ril~s. She is bein~ kcnt out of
sight .:is r.mch ns pos =ible.
BCXD looks up, t?1en turns to
A~YA.

(

LDXD
Don't look up.
up there.

There's a satdlite scanner

LIPA.;.cUS

~21B

321E

In ,a CLOS;:: SHOT, ,~·e see the glc.ibular T.V. scnnner moving
aldng its tr::1c!c, r unning centrally hi g;h up a long the

length of the Liparus.

J.I

DC:lSTZD
LIPA;1US

D.-W

sr:~C':.:2£ ~~ is ·.~·~tchir.g a T.V. screen ,~·hich shO\\·s on
overhec1tl shot of the ;·,-a,yne ere\\. lined u:-, on the c.1 eck
of their st1:..J"::ar-ine. i!e turns to the LI T-\~i-1es c;d:"f.-HX.
ST?lC',:I.:8:~G

i

Put the A~eric~ns in with the
others, Captain.

.

I

I·
I

1'he LIPA.it:S Cj1-->T.AI!\ flicks a switch and speaks into his
1u icrophonc.

I

LIPrl.lWS c.~PT .;rx
fie~ove prisoners.

(

ST.W~-,n~_,G Gli.-i.:(!;_3 start directin~ the C:.:S·', of the ·..-~yne off
t.he suL::1.irine nnd alun:.; the c oc!-..s ide tc,w~ rds the stern of
the dock. C.L\Tiit ~nd his CFFIC~.(5, \dth EQ~~D cinf .·1~·.Y •.\,nre
still on deck, ,·,Qitin,; to l:~ the last to s-o. Tile LI!>;~;-:.lS
c.;PT...u:,•s \'(IIC£ co::rns over the i'.A. Systci:-:.
Lli'J\1L'S · C,~{'T.\ !'\' S \'f.'ICE
(over.laid)

II
I

I

BCXO looks ciown nt the clocksidc, ,:atchin.~ closely.

100

ttcv i~ed ~~rd :~ovcr.1u!;!r l!l7ti
(H~vision of yullow pa;;e l•!th ::3eptcr:ibe1· 1D7G)

326

DAY

ThT.

Froo. C:J~;~'S VIS ,V'·I~;T we sec a !'olaris 1:1i.:;:;i.1~ !rnin,t;
tr.:rnsportccJ o:-i t\vO hov ~r-cr:?ft nlon; the c!ocksicl:::?.
326,

326A
S1'.W~.:Bs;:.G ~
.:Z:: ara :::ov in-; nuic!,ly down· the stair•.•;a_v s,
alon,!; the cloc~ a nd u;..; th~ steps to th~ subi10.r-ines
.:-ian.;~r and :-~::; t r:!::ipkin, \·,hose ha tchcs are open.

(

(

SL.1ultaneously, the last C;{I::·;; rae:ilhers of the ·\·in_vne are
filin .·.;; alo11.-;; the dock, esco.rted oy .3Ti!CX. ;.::L.::.~G GU,.,, :·;DS.

DAY

325b

CA.:(f.::.ki, BC:--;i::l, A:.;YA and t11e 0:'~•·1cs.~s start to r:rnve alOn"!'.
the ca~i ..1;.
A:-./fA :nove ...; t.o try to !rn~D cut of ~ic;ht hehind
BO~D.
A ST,~C::~:J~dG Gt;•.;._~D .~rabs her arm.
ST!W~.,B~HG GUA.:m

Get in line, youo
Her ca~ falls off and h~r hair
4 C:-~D hits
hie hard a~d he colla;s2s.
•

He pu$he£ her rouxhlv.

tunbles dow~ • .As 1:he ST~':C: :Ef:::i{G GV.LW re:icts,

327

D2U:T8D
32S

LIP.UUS
ST?.C~.:B~f?G i:: standing watching t!1e row of closad-circui t
T.V. scre~ns. His attention is t.:au;ht ~y one of them.
He leuns forward to stare nt it ~ore closely .
In a CLC32 SHGT or the scr2e~, ~e see ~~XD and A~YA as
they s trui;;le with two ST'.W:,i3E.°''~ Gli.:'\~:DS.

328.J.

LIP.-LWS

DAY

As BOND and A:\/YA are held by the ST).C.\ ,1:EHG GC'.A:rns, the
Lif1.A1,US C.\l.,.i'.~L.'S YO.!CS cor.1es· ov~r the P.A. System ..

Continued

Revised 6th Ilcccmbcr 1976
Cuntinucd
Lli',\l{L'S C..\PT.-.\I~ Is VOIC~
( ov·e r 1 o id)
Drin~ those two prisoners here.

lIP;u<US

I:\T.

DAY

bO~LI and A\YA, with ~uns in their bncks, are nnshed
along the deck b,y S1':{C:.,bt:11G Gl:,ti.US. ·

330

D.-\Y

IZ...T.

S1'H0.,;b~.,:,:G is standing on the upper level of the
Operations ,i:00::1, beside the f;lo!Je of the \rorld. Below
him, in frunt of the windo"s, stands the Lil'AHU5
C..\PlAI~.
They are both look in; down at the sub:T!arines.
tehind STlil\\ ..:_::::,G, the t!oor opens ond BO!\D nnd ..;.~;y_.i. enter,
with the GLT_\'.(r.;S' ;uns still in their backs.
ST :.:".):-1 8£\G
turns to thern os they are thrust across the roan
tO\'. ,!rCS him.
ST~0.'-.iBE .:G

(mock in~l.\')

~ell, well ••• Janes Bond. And
):ajor Jua.s av a
You ta,·e ce r-tain l_v
been nersistent. Very "ell - no~
your curiosity cnn be satisfieo.
a

He turns and i11dicatcs the subnarines below.
S1 .<0;,'.82:~G
Obse1·ve, 1,ir. ~ond .... the instrur.1ents
of .:.rma ~e d ti or~.

I J

uCi\'l.) and ,\!\YA look down at the Sllb:narines.

Ii\T.

Fron L10i\1J 1 S VlC:\.P(,Ii,1' ,,.c se~ the subr.1n.riues •
comes fru1i the P.A. speaker.

.A VCICE

Vi'IC8
(ovt?rln id)

Both cre'.\'s nboard, C;iptain.

;,'.i~silc

onload co~nlcted.
DA\"

O~•'.'\JJ nnd A\YA stnnd with S'f1-lf':.~E~HG loqkiri~ down nt
the sub1"..1rines.

330!

I

Uevi$cd Gth Dcccm!Jcr 1976
33CD

102

Continued
STHO.'-IHE!<G

Soon thev will leave. Thcv hnve .
alreucly been c;i\'en their t □ r~ets.
At t\\Clvc noon they \\ill huve reached

their firing positions.

bO!\U and A,\YA \\atch liir.t as he turns to the globe.
STiW!,iB:.:. ~G

\,ithin minutes, i'iew York nnd !/oscow
will cense to exist.

'

Facing the ~lobe, he lifts his arms wide, webbed fin~ers
extenc1ec.
S'l' Re:.' eE rtG

Inevitably, ~loLal ~estruction ~ill
follow. A ne~ era will begin.
BCXD and AXYA look at each other, real isin,; the full
horror of ST!W:,.LS::G 1 S madness. HelO\'.' then, the lI!l_..\fH;S
c:.FL~ Ii\ s ric aks in to the P •..\. mi crG phone.
LIP.Alms C.;PT,\ r:,

SubIBarines One and Two - commence
departure drill.

oUi,U

All ri~ht, Stromberg, you•ve made
your point. lim, mucn do you \';,mt?
STk0:,:E:2 'tG

Bow much?
~fr. Bond?

(blandly)
l,hntever do yoLJ mc,m,

B~~,D
Tile price fer not firin::; ·c hcse
nnclc2r r.iss ilcs.

C

STii:~.:c~:iG
You c1rc d:?lu<lcd, ~.:r. Bond.

1 1 '.'l not
interested in extortior.. I intend
to chan;;e the face of h istor_v .A~YA

B~· destroyin~ the ,·.orld?
S1' HC•.! 1.;.:;: ! <G
By cre:1tin ,:: a \·.orld.
A ne\\ and
\\Oncerful \,orld bcnl'ath the sea.

1C3

Conti 11~1c LI

i:..C:\D
.t'.:10 yot1 'd kill countless r:li l l .icns
of ;:-,~o:ile ir: ct.:r \,arlti t.o du it'!

ST l~O:.: .e~ :~G
Toan,·, civiliso.tiun, n~ \, e kn m\' it,
is corrur.t - dececent. I:1 CV it tl ~11,\•
I am me l'C l.v
it will cicstro~ itself.

ecceleratin~ the process.

(

_4.=,:~~: A
That doesn't justify mass murder.
~fTRO:, :b~ ~Ci
For that, ?,.ajar~ I will accept the
jud 6 ~ent cf posterity.
A VOICE comes fro~ the sp~aker cv~r the centre! cons0lc.
\"CIC£ ·
(ever laid)
Submarines OnE and Two ready for

ciepe.rture.
The LIPnRL'S C.;:?T;.IX speaks to the OP22ATC.RS ;::it the ccn~rol

console.
LIPARt:.S C.:.?T.-U"\

Open bow c;oors.
The O?E~AT03S press buttons and flick switches.
331

DAY
F'ro'.71 E~!'\D'~ YTEWPOI\T, hi~h uu, we look the len~th of :;-,eLinarus. Slo~lv at the fe~ en~, the ~re2t bow ~oors ~£rt,
revealing ~a~li5nt an~ the open sea.

DAY

332
,..

'-

BC~D, X,YA and ST:t(:.~::::;2~.G star:d ,,·ntchin~ thre•Jg:il thz \'.i:·.~:0,·;.
The LIP.;:-d.::: C..U·T'1i~ speaks into the r.1icrophone? abo,·e ~::e

console.
LI.?Al~l"S t:.i.i/1'.,~L,
~umc~r C:H~ Sd,:::.:.:;·ine
proccl!C: to :;en.
:,uwL'-"r T,,..i £ut.:;ari11e - fi;llc.,, i1, line
ahead.
D.;.1

'fhe Eri t ish S!.lhr.arine :--:Hncer r:icvcs out thro!1r:!1 the 1:c,·:
doors. The i::•J.!:S:ian sul:.:-::2.rir.e starts rnovin'".' to follo1·.-.

1\ SJ!;~ S!:c-·i_c~· th:: t,•·o sut'"'r!riri<J~ c-:;cr_•·.int~ fru: ti:!: 0:'1..n
bow cuor~ of tl:c Li:w.rt:s LJ::u r.!ovin; in lir1c n!1,:,;ic!.

A HICE s~;~· us if frc::-: the !:;c\·:~ of the li.;H~rL:s uf the
t \', o s ut:-:.::r in~=" :::G\" ing awz11.· f ru1:-: us in line -:!l:l!ud.

I.

I

D.tY

(
\.

BO!\D, Al\'i.,.; .mo ST!..:C.-:BSr1.G have betn \';.:i.tching; the
sut.::ari1~es • c;e;-:arture. ST.i"t:.\.in~:;G turns to n GlJ:,:t~
and s~l~at-:.s ,·.-it :1 ..s,,arp ouU,O!, it~·.

Put this =an with the rest of the
prisoners.
The GVA.i.w watching OVc!r ,,:;,;,\;YA motions her to riovc.
lock.s a! her ar,d s □ ile:::.

Ko.

The ledv will be trevellin~ to

.Atlc.r.t is \\ i ~!1

rr:c>.

(toGuard)

Bring her!
STR0?,'.5E?.G starts: to rnc,·e towards the door with thE::
GuAi-<D bringin;: A\.YA.
STRrn,iBSH G

That ,·:ore hus,
I muBt adcit, a welco□ e ring of
permanency about it.

Farewell, l,:r. Bond.

BOXD
Au revoir, Anya.
A.'i.YA lo(sk.5. as if she i.s 2bcut to re::!._..,, ?:ut 'the Gt1;~:1:.::·
pus:ies h~, ~cw,,rd.:': t.he acer- • •!. Gt.:AP..D prcrls i:.:C':;D wit!, i:is

gun, so i.hl!.t :.~ is l'orcec.;

1.0

fol.low S7ti.C-.,:~:_2-._G ~'nd .:.:.,:Y;.•

105
337

INT.

OUTSID£ OPERATIONS ROOM

LEPARUS

DAY

337

A staircase leads down to.cock level.

BOND comes to it
escorted by GUARDS. He looks down as STRO~,IBERG and A"SYA
descend th e stair s. ANYA turns to look up at him~ bu t
STROMBERG s eize s her arm and pulls her towards the hovercar tube.

(

338

INT.

HOVERCAR TUBE

LEPARUS

338

DAY

From BOND'S VIEWPOINT we see STRO~IBERG follow ANYA into a
dart-shaped hov e rcraft in the hovercar tube. A GUARD
is at the controls.
STROllBERG climbs into hovercraft
and raises hand in mocking gesture of farewell to the
watching BOND.

339

INT.

OUTSIDE OPERATIONS ROO~

LEPARUS

DAY

339

From BOND'S VIEWPOINT we see STROMBERG sl1de shut the- door
of the hovercraft. It moves away, gathering spee d ver y
fast.
A panel in the side of the Leparus slides back.
The hovercraf~ swerves and heads for openir.g.
340

EXT.

LEPARUS

340

DAY

The open panel is just above· sea-level. The novercraft
leaps through the opening and accelerates away ac~oss the
sea.
341

INT.

STAIRWAY AND DOCK SIDE

LEPARUS

DAY

341

BOND is escorted now by THREE GUARDS. Prodded by
one of them he is brought down a stairway to the dock
level where the brig is situated. They reach th e bottom
of the stairwa y and s t art ::i. l on g t owar ds th e bri g . ..\ he.::-.d
of them, s tandin g a~ai nst a gird e r upr ight, 1s a troll e y
loade d with the gas cylinders and the bolt g un u sed on the
American submarine. The trolley consists o f a base on
wheels; with four tubular uprights, one at each c orner,
between which the gas cylinders are stacked. As BOND and
the THREE GUARDS come level with the trolley , BOND grabs
up the bolt ~~n, at the same time kicking out with his
fo~t at the trolley. One of the tubular uprights is
dislodged and the cylinders come tumbling off the trolley
and rolling along the ground. The GUARDS s t umble over
them and fall. BO~D starts running along the dock side
AS the GUARDS pick themselves up and give chase.
Other
GUARDS start fir1ng at BOND from the upper c atwalks.
Bulle ts sing off the metal sides of the tank~r. BOND
reaches the shelter of a steel partition, turns and fires

Continued
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34i Continued

341

the bolt gun ~ack at the ~hree GUARDS chasing him in
single file.
The bolt rips through the three bodies
and hits the steel side of the tanker with a metallic
clang.
From behind them, we see red stains spread across the
backs of the three GUARDS before they fall.
BOND runs back, grabs up an automat_ic dropped by one of
the GUARDS and returns the fire from the GUARDS above
him. One of them, on a high gantry, is hit and falls
somersaulting down into the water of the dock.
BOND beads for the brig area.
A shout from a GUARD is followed by a. burst of gunfire.
BOND levels his gun, pulls the trigger and realises he
is out of ammunition.
He turns, leaps into a hovercar
and sets it in motion. We see it at intervals as it
speeds along the dockside towards the stern bulkhead.

,
t

342/ DELETED
346

347

INT.

342/
346

BRIG AREA

LEPARUS

DAY

347

The hovercar, with BOND in it, comes to a halt opposite

the brig. A GUARD is on duty at each of the three doors.
BOND is crouched in such a position that he is visible
only to the FIRST GUARD. The GUARD looks and-sees BOND!s
gun pointed at him.

BOND
Dro-p it!

The GUARD drops his gun. As the other· TWO GUARDS turn~
BOND jumps from the hovercar, throwing hls empty ~Jn
aside and grabbing up the GUARD' s gun, all in one move.
The GUARDS raise their guns to fire, but not quickly enough.
BOND fires and the three GUARDS drop in quick successicr..
BOXD turns th~ •.vheel on the first bri~ dco:t ;;ir..d ,;:m}.13 i::.:

open. The first man we see is CARTER, followed by TAIBOT,
the Captain of the British Submarine.

(

BOND

Get those other doors open.
The CREWS of all three submarines are struggling out of
the first c.ell.
TALBOT, with another _OFFICER and SEAMEN, ts opening the
second door. A squad of GUARDS come round a corner.
Seeing the freed CREWS they open fire. Men fall, but
others leap on the GUARDS and they are overwhelmed. A
hovercar comes along. moving fast. In it are several
GUARDS. It slows, then speeds up again and away.

Continued
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Continued
BOND

(to Carter)
We've got to get to that control room.
348
j

I

INT.

OPERATIONS ROOM

LEPARUS

DAY

348

There is the sound of gunfir~ outside.

I

LEPARUS CA PTA IN

Seal Control Room!
I

An OPERATOR presses a button. Bolts slam into position
on the doors. He presses another button. The steel
louvres on the window close.

l

II

349

INT.

DOCK AREA

LEPARUS

DAY

349

OPEN on a melee of struggling a~ms, l~gs and bodies.
This rasoives into a dozen or more SEAMEN - British,
America~ 1 Russian - in a desperate fight with as many
GUARDS.
The fight is going on around the base
of one of the stairways up ~o the catwalks. Some of the

I

ii

GUARDS still have their automatic rifles and the SE..\!r!E.'i
fight to get the~. A.GUARD starts clambering up the
stairway. A SEA1u\N goes after him, grabs. him. lifts
him bodily and hurls him into the dock. Then the SEA~IAN
leaps down on to the back of another GUARD. A GUARD
clubs a SEA1IA~ down with his gun, then is felled
by a blow from the fist· of a giant coloured American

I.

I

I
11

SEAMAN:.

A big party of SEAMEN fight their way to the Armoury
and get the door open.
►

350

,I

I

q

I

I

l

AR3!0URY

LEPARUS

DAY

350

The Armoury is stacked with weapons ind ammunition.

The SEAMEN come piling in, grabbing up guns and rifles.

r-.......
351

'1

INT.

INT.

DOCK AREA

LEPARUS

DAY

351

Weapons are being passed out from the Armoury to SEAMEN
outside.
Now we see struggles expanding·all over the deck area on the dock side, the stairways, the catwalks. There
are bursts of gunfire, men being hurled from the catwalks into the dock arid on to the dock side. Apart from
guns, anything suitable is being used· as a weapon - pieces
of pi~ing, heavy tools, trolleys, etc.

108
352

INT.

DOCK SIDE

LEPARUS

DAY

352

BOND, CARTER and TALBOT are crouched behind a pile of
equipment cases. Around them, SEA~IE..~ are rounding up

STROMBERG GUARDS and leading them off to the brig.
CARTER
We're winning down here.
BOND

(

But we're still no nearer that
Control Room.

TALBOT
I'll take a squad up there. We'll
storrn our way in.
BOND
Right.

353

INT.

We' 11 cover you.

DOCK AREA AND STAIRWAY TO OPERATIONS ROOM
LEPARUS

353

DAY

TALBOT leads a squad of twenty BRITISH S.EA)IE~ up the
stairs leadin~ to the Operations Room, firing as they go.
GUARDS on the catwalks return the fire. From the dock
side, BOND and C~\RTER, with other BRITISH and A1!ERICA.N
SEAMEN fire up at the catwalks. There are casualties

on both sid~s, bodies falling on the stairs and from
the catwalks.

354

INT.

OPERATIONS ROOM WINDOW AND CROSSWALK

LEPARUS

DAY

354

The crosswalk stretches across from one side catwalk to
the othe-r, immediately in front of ..-the steel-louvred
Operations Room window. As the BRITISH SEAMEN near the
area,panels in· the louvres on the window slide open. the
barrels of ~achine ~~ns appe~r and unle~sh a murderous
fire. SE.l.~,!Di f :1 ll like skittles, the few survivors are
forced to retreat.
TALBOT, firing from t~e hip, charges forward. As he nears
the louvred windows a column of flame spurts from an
aperture in the louvres, engulfing him. He staggers back
and falls, a blazing torch, down into the dock.

(·

355

INT.

DOCK SIDE

LEPARUS

DAY

355

A hail of bullets from the Operations Room machine guns
force BOND, CARTER and other SEAMEN to crouch low under

cover.

Contim.:C?d

J:wvi~cc tit.ii ~·ec<.•r.1bcr 1s~;,;
(Hcvision of yellow png-c,. l~th ScpLembcr 1U7G)
Cont j

H;:.-:

::!!Cd

Th~t n•:;our ~!.it.in:.:; un tt:erc ~11st

be inch~s thic~.

We'll never ae~ thro~c~

i~

EC~I.J nods-, t lien lovks .::crcs~ to a stn t icrH:ir_\' hovcrc,"1r
furth!:!r ;:den'! the cock~idc.
Corne on.

He dashes for the hcvercur, with CA.~TeH. close belli nd
DCC!( Sii;S

DAY

BOXD scramble:: in to tl,e driving sent.

C/1.1SS,t le.; ns

i~

beside him.
BOXD

If we can ga~ to the armo~ry •..
He operates the hovercar controls.
CA~TER
\',bat d 'you reckon to fi!:1d there?
EC~D
A nuclear missile.

As CARTER 1 S face expresses startled surprise,-the hove~c~r
speecs cmay.
;355B

LIPA?l'S

DAY

The hovercar moves fast ~long the dockside and d1sapnenrs
into the tunnel below the Onerations hOOm.

Ll ./.y

EOXD, C.n2TE?. and t\·.-o .ri.lf,::;rREF:.S -

or.e British, vne -~-2ric.=1:-! -

are ~rouned aro~nc one of the Polaris mis~iles or. i~s r.~ir
of wl~eeied craciles. In the back;round, si" 5':'..t' S:-:- st~.:.~ bv
for orcers. J,.n nir of ten$iun :Jr(]Vi.•ils. 'fh::- tl'.O .~.-~'.<':_·~=--~
are crcuc!:ed in front of a sm.ill rect:rnp;ular r.l~te on -::-e
sice cf t~e rds:;ile, !'?e;~:- the :::<.;i.rit 1·:hcri: the :·ir~t st···-::;:i
(tile r.oEe section) i:: ~t~r:C:\Cd to t!??. ~eccr.f ~t~:-c.
_;··,:-.•1;
11
1
the nlate are stenci l.!.ec t~:o ,·.-crds
:-'L\S.!' ST;.. ;~· :-:...::!..~.:~~:::
l'~IT•. The 1st .-L~.'".'t:'.-~.:>: is Chrcful ly t:.:rni:.·~: ~: ~c:-e·.-- (.~
the r.latc. There is a sued en cl ici, nod th~ ti i~s o!

esc~nin; co:-:i·res~ec nir.

He,. i ~ c ci u t Ii I:- ta: c I.! i:-: !H..• r 1 ~ 7 G
(.~c-.·i~ic,n of _ycllol\ ;w;I? 1 l•Hh :;:1,1ntc•::bl'r l!)7G)

35S

11 D

Cc;r.:.inuud

That 1 s it.

r

'

He si;no.ls to the si); .s::_.\..:,:i.:::\ to cuwt: for\•,urc. T\':0 tc.kc ur:oosition one on ec.:c~1 side al t!H~ no::e sccticn of the '.':jssilc.
'l"he,· u1~d the two .-:.i:~.;CL:?£:<S ;ri:J the d1cclcC: C!"'i1C:le. The
other fuur ss.,·.::z:\ ~o to the rear section, t\'.O on ea.ch !::icle,
and grip the cr~clc firc:1s.
Right, take it steady.

Se9ar~tc.

The four Si~.'.~::,; .slowly wheel the rc.:1r cr;;dle Rr.av, sep:-.ratin"Z"
the t~c sections cf the missile until there is a sap of
about .si~ feet.
Then •••
C.A?.TEH

Rold it!
.As 4tbe fear SEPJtrE:': stop mo,"i.r:g 7;bt1 ":rad]e, P.~7~D 8r!.c1 C...!,:-/l
come for . .~a~e. Sir:::;l-:anec1.:sl:..·, ~i,e c.~. ::r~./1 ~~~~\-~S r:\· to a
CLCSE SEC-:' of ~he interior of the front secticn of the
missile. ~e see a com;lex cf ffiulti-coloured nires and other
. -&ec.?:-.....1ical ecu.i mr;ent.
BOXD peers in
th~ mi 55. ila with a thou;htful frc.a•;n.
C.A..~TC:R and r he two A2,,:s:GJ!"'t.2.HS wn:t c!1 him €r.q u i.r ir: 1!,· 1.y •
Ti:ie n: 1

~~~

to

BO~D
.All I need uu-: cf ti1ere is the detonator.

CARTER
Are you sure you know whnt vcu're
d o in; , ,J arr: e s ?

.. ·_ .,;.J

::!A''""

There's ;at tc be a first tin:e for
everything·.

He puts an e~~loratory tend into the mis~ile.

•.\►~-~:ct:::t::~s lcot

Cr✓z;:

.it

The two

each c!.her wit.:1 sc~i:: nlar:n.

on n C!...:::S.: Si.G":' of STi~C::.n.:.:.~:;•s f;1.ce • •as hand, ,,ith
its \\ebbea f ir.;ers, is cnressin; his check <!S he loo~~.s
d<mn at so::1et!li1:; v!·r screen.

Rcvis~d Gth Lccechcr 197G
("cvision o.r )·c1low llGA .:,,,d ori;;in:ll 111)

: 35SA

111

Continued
ST :-<0~ ;!Ji2G
I'rr. scrry if ~-ou 2:-e lr~s thnn
cc~fcrt~blc - but you have a
ter.0enc.v to v i(;lence th.:: t must
be corarollcc.

..

He takes his hand fra:n his face an~ we see th.it there c1re
an;!"y scr-otcil ::-.:;r!.s c:: !1is cheek.

\

The CJ.:.'.:~'.i♦-~ 1-..:_~\S D:a"'.\" to re\·eal ASY.A Etro"!:;necl to n hii:hback<:~: cb~ir. ,ie see nO\Y t.hat she is facirJ ,' ; the tanl= in

~hich the stark t~ists and turns, it5 teeth b~red ~enaci~;ly.
A buzzer sc~nds and STdO~.~S~G moves tc a table on ~hich is
a cc!~sale • .t.:e flicks a sv.itch and a telcvisicn screen en
the '-e.ll i.r, front of hi;:;. li-;hts u;i. i,e have ~ ~aad-P.n.cJshoulc. e rs vie:·,,. cf t!1e LIFu.t:S c.~.r·r.1.1~;.
STi-.:~;>.1::::2~-.G speaks
into a micropncne.
STRO::BE;i=.G

~hat 13 it, Ca~tain?

On the T.V. screen, the LIPA.RVS c;..PLi.I:"; speaks.
•

,. LIFA?.L'S

,..
~ ~rr• ' -rt·
\,,,,r.::-'..,. .~,4•\

I ha~e to repor~ a sli;tt disturbance,
sir. A break-out b~• s O~!f! of ~he .
prisoners.

;558B

INT.

LIPARIJS

DAY

The LIF.:..R[S C.A?T),I\ sits in front cf a T.Y. screen on ,·.hic:11
the head 2nt shoclders of STRO!:~~~G apne2r.
L!P;.R;.:s c .• 7:i'.~1:':

(~ith f2lse confi~ence)
However, \, e cow have the sit ua ti 0:1
under cuntrol.
O.n the T. V. sere en 5THC!-~~..::~-:G speal:s.

I'm ~l~ri to h~~r it.
aS!::.J'7",e,

You 2re, I
ii! no r,cr·sonal d~r~~c-r?

trr.'.:.~n:s

C/,!"'T ,u~;

~one \,h.:itcv~r. The 0:)nc :·:.itions
?.co'"! is r11it~ i•~:,re~::f\iilc.

ttc,· L.;cd lith i:i'c:.:r-·L~r l97G
(HevisiL,n of ,\Cllc·:. P81~ !12.)

.,.
•

lL.:

IXT •

J

") :J •

ST~'~:. ~~:::G is loc-;~ir.~ coldl)~
C~-~?J.~.-\J::\ er: tj~e T.\·. sc~ean.

rit

tt1e f~ce o.f tl'!c i.Ir;,:?~.:~~

ST RC:· :ES: ~G

(col~lv snr~cnic)
Then 1·.8 ~ust i::c,;1e·~ Car:.t~ir., t:1:1t \'OtJ
will suffer no further - mishap.

l

I

t
iie ~et£ u~ ~:in ~~:c\·~s to ..:.:~·tA.5.!~c is sittir!~ st[!!. . i&.~
h-.·,mc~ic.::.li\' "~t t:H: tank. 1r;c siicrl, ::\•,i.r.;s close to t!~c
gl~s.::, te~ti1 b~re.:. ·S·.1.1,G:.~i.2:·~G loo:~s .:tt ~\Y,~ witll a s:::ile
of sadistic ple&sure.

Seen you ~ill co~e to love my worle.
Af~er all - there \-:ill be no otbcr.
~~D

)

: :--~s

)

:. :-i:;

)

-J

DEX'l'ED

INT.

'.i60

#

LIPARL"S·

DAY

B0=-.1), CARTE?. and the t,ro A~~·r•_qz~..S are s'tunc: in~ :..;.rour:c ::.
wcrkbencr1 set up ne?.r the part-disr:,a'ltlecJ ~olP.ris ~is~il.e
on its trcllevs. On the bench is & clutter of tcols ~~d

electrical ec~iprnent. and a s~all container hold in~ rcu~
white ba;s of explosive.
~atched bv the others, ECXD neers into the interior of t~c
fron--r. secticn of t.ne :r:iE<:il~: he re,:cile.s it,ta it, touci:es
one of the wires, ~nen pauses, frowning.
~hat's the prcble~?
B~~:D

I've i;ot to !.JKe om. t!;c det-o:::itc:withcut tc:..:c:iir:s the i!i'.'Julsc c;;;icucter

circuit.

And if you de touch it?

r::~D

j

l:

It I! l

so

(still pecrir:.·.; into th':! ~issil(')

cff.

..ts the others stone tcr.sc ~r.d ~at i0nlc~.:=:, EC\!), ,··i th e:--t re-.e
cmztior., rc~1c:-!es irto t!:~ r:i~:dle ~nd, inc}\ l;\· inci-, lirts
out t:ic r·etor.2:tor, :Jn o-:-:-~n llo~-likc ::;tructu!"(~ C\:::t.~ir:ir:·: ,:
Cc:"".tli2~ o~· clcctrc,1,ic cir-cui.~rv, •,•iti1 r.:iilti-cGlt.ii:-1.:"r: •.iI'l.t=
lc..:din·:: to a nlu.c;.
:Its c:.!~c u. li.!ir's brc.-~~c!tll rr~,i tLc

360

Continued
sur~ound.inq i:icci~.:rn.1sm of. t!-.r: mis.sile,

BOND lifts it clc1r,

puts it town gantly on the workbench.
mo~ent everyone relaxes.
turns

~n~

For a

BOtm

Get the explosive ready.
As the two AKt-:Ot:?.:22S lift out the bags of explosive, R0'"D
is cutting the le~ds on the detonator, freeing it from
the plug. As he works, he speaks to CARTER.

I

EO~:n

Got the fuse there?
CARTER turns to a box of fuses on the bench, takes one cut
and shows it to BOXD.
BOND

How long does that give us?
CA~TER
Twelve seconds.

BOND nods, then starts to pack the bags of explosive arcu~c
the detonator.
361

INT.

OPERATIONS

RCO!-!

LIPA"RUS

DAY

361

The LIPARGS CP.PTP.IN is: moving along behind the J 1 0~HTOF!S

who are watching the bank of T.V. screens which shew the
action in the Liparus.
361A

INT.

T.V. SCAN?-.TER

LIPARUS

DAY

361.A

As the globular scanner moves along its track, we see the
cameras pointing do~mwards; surveyin~ the dockside.

361B

INT.

CROSS CJ--Tl•;;..iK

LIPARUS

DAY

361?

As t!'-..e sca:--.:-:er :-ea:::;_es :-.:,s end of its run, we see FO::D
and C~R7ER c:-cuched on the cat~alk above it. C~?T~~

holding the bor.~.
The 3canner stO?S and BO~D lea~s down on to

it, holdinq

on to the bar from which the sca~ner is susncnded.
reaches un and C~~TER passes the bo:nb down to him.

He

CARTER.

Twelve secon~s =rom pulling the pin, okav?

BOKD nods. The scanner starts travellinq back towards
Operations Rcorn.

t~~

114

3GlC

EO:;~ is attachir.:; the to::-.b to the scanner ris it tr.:ivcJs

to~ords the Oner~tions Roe~.
)
)

)
\

365

LIPM'H.JS ·

IX'l'.

DJ.'l

365

•
I
•
, - •r
.
•
The ~.'.OXI- :C:-.- ~.:: ar ~ wat.c l:• 1:1~
tr1~1r .1.v. :sc::-ecns~ :: !"!c,•; 1n~
pictures of the doctside an~ stair~a~s frcra various
angles.

I?-;T.

The sct:nner is a!=;;roachin; the e~d of its run. The L o:-.:;
is nO\, fir~ lv a:tacheo to 1:ne scanne r. As the scanner ~~ .;~:: .
alir.o.st atra ins1. the cer1tral louvres cf the Gne;rc."C ion.:;; ;:, cc:: • .
BO:\D reaches. cp aLC detaches the plu5 on the c ~l.Jle th;::. ~
ccn11ects 1:.l:~~ cri.... i.::;g: r.-o·..;c:- unit ~:1 tl!e sc ~r;:ie:c. T!ier: h::
tarns t.o "th e bocb, s\•:i -:.c!1es ~n t. h,; fu!:e c.1: d, jus t as "t :~ .:motor uc.i t starts IIiOvi:i g away, he gr~sps it a.::d swi:1;s

The fuse Etarts ticking.

·himself cff the scanner.

L!PA?.US

:365B

D;.Y

The L1PA,-qt.;S C.!.P'IlIX, movie:; al on_; the line of T. V. s C!"'? e ~--:: s.
stops behind a !~C•~TIO?. who suddenly leans for\':f-1 ::--d, frc ·::r: i::-.:.

LIPARCS CAPTAIX
(sharply)

ijbat is it?
!-~0~ITOR

The camera's not moving.
The LI?..;!~L·s c;.:"L~::~ l e~ n ~ f c rw 2 !"d .?. nd rm t .~ lds : in~ ~!·
a switch on t.i'ie c cn.s o le . in f!"'ont c t the ~,•J \ I 'i :-: ,L

~65C

INT.

LIPAJCS

BC:\D is cli!"?.,;in1 t c :!H! r.:ctcr i;.nit. It stop~ r:n·.,in;
a jerk, leavin; bO:\J uan~lini; six feet fror.1 the bor.:b
the scaP.ne r.
r.e loo ks de::pc r;..;.t.Jly .:it the bcr.:ti.
In a CLG.:::S S:~CT we see the bomb -

mH~

he.~r it t ickin~.

BOX~ s~in;s helple~ ~ly fro~ the -motor unit.

Hu\' i::: 1.: tl Gt ll Ve cc1::~_,c r l ~7G

(~cv i ~ iun

or

114)

3651)

The Ll :-'..'.,.:XS C,.\.?T.:~1:--; , his !Hrnd sti.!.! on the switch, is

loo~i~ ; clo~cly a t the T.V. scre~n.
~o~

LIPA:<CS c_.:.. rT.-.r:'i
novic;, you say?

365~

LIPAii.l;S

IN1.

The ~ otor ~ni~, ~i th BO~~ c lin~ i n~ to it, sturts ~ov in~
ag.1in.

ECXD le,o~s to\rarcs the bomb, then bclO\~- hi8 ..

ric

is nearly abcv~ a cat~alk. He s~in ; s his tcdy , l~ts ~c of
the noter ur.it e~d j u5t ;:.anages to land on the Ct!twf?ll~.
As he flin;s hicsclf flet, the bomb explotes ~ith a blindic;
flash and a shattering roar.
366

INT.

DAY

DCCK

CA~TSR leads a sc~ad of SSPJ:S:\· up a stairway tO\•;;irds the
O?erntions Rue~.

INT.

LIP.-1.Rt:S

DAY

A g:aping hole hes been blm~·n in the centre! Lmvres,

which are new buckled and twisted.

There is s~cke end

flar.;e evervwnere. CAI~T2 r< and his s2;,.. :2x cb.::r-;e a lon ;;
the croeswal k aad scrac; ble r hrcu_g!1 i.:: to t he ('ne rat ions
RooC":. Ben ind co~e~ BO:,D, le ad in~ anoi:her s o uad cf SS;.:-,:::::,:

LIPAHV.S

DAY

CART.E:R and the S2;.~:E!\ crash throJ::::11 the broken louv!'e ~.
o •··•·,. .,...,.,..••-• -,
.. t s a g-un r-r em a ullr.!~'
"T~•-·n .
cA;--....T~c.:,-... ~ \.,.-,,r
.1..\ g.a
The Ll.~H.
fires enc t.he Lii.~..:.r:.t.:S c;.?'f;.I;\" fells mcrta2.lv ,,.ounded.

"'h e ("\~•
~ ••l"\"
"I""r, • - .:.l""r.i.
". . - b'CC!~,
.
h, ut .t ,•e
~
. I
~-....~......•'"("\·•··
1...-:i.=. al")..,.,
.......\>'--!'.::
•: ~!"e e!.t,1er.shct or clubbe d unconscious . - Part of the O~e r at ions L.ov7:
is c.;n fire. ::.C\.J a ~:1~ 2.r s 2.nc. :: roc: s ~n 0 :?::':·:-'.':'(;;~ ,, ith t1.i. ;:: i:-;:; :--:.
,j,

EC'.\D

., .....

Get the doors open.

I

The C'P2~_;':0:? g-oes to tile ccns<,le, ~res!:e~ t!~c t~t tt cn i'.:1 ic h
boltet3 t.he cc ors. s~;..:.,S\ o-r.ie!"\ the cioors and 1:!ore S1.~:. -~~~ er.te
EC~!J l c c~:s .::: t t.:~e LI.P.'~~r.s Cs~?:.'-_.:.:r:·~, s lu:.:pce in .:i c:rn ir, £it

rlenth':: coor.
I.I?.~;•'.L°S C.\?T,~r;-:

(weul~ly)

You are too lntc.

t

l

ic \' i ~; C (1

(; i: ii

(ICC\' i ~ i c fl

., l' C ~· r·1 i; C t'
Of 114)

j

11·1 !!

;j IL•

Contln'Jerl
:,t the ; l(:uc.
i:_·..;·:,JJ l(jcks nt it. Ur. it m2 ~~':?
Yer:; c::,c ;,.c,~cor; ~=-e rir.~;ect 21:d tri•::ht l_y 1.l!. ~:-:--~.-:-.:.cc .
,..Lhe C.~,.~~;_1 ,'.:C'. t:~ I:'- fa s t to ~ Ct.O~:..: S 1~C1~ c,f tl!o ,\tl~r:t:.c.
Far ~r,uri;, n.o s..-:.::11 n;cc'C?l sucr.1uriJ1cs .::re ;Jtt"'cllcc '1:C ·~:,e
glcue, c,~c:1 sil!!O:..l:!:t~d ty :). rir:.~ uf bri~·!~t li:.;!:t. : :,~~are r.crke c: "ST:t0:·.::.;.:3~~ 1" and "5T~;C:.:::~~:G 2 11 •

He lcui~s

thc!t

,,.?r.-

1

\

r.r P.!.f-~c.s

c~~ ~~T

xrr-.;

Our sullr.,~rir.:~s ar~ ~~rCt!tly or. st~l.l en.
i'.ith an effort he turns ar.c loc1(s l?!' at the ,·;all clcc!:.
The ti~e is aft er four minutes to t~clve.
Lif>A?.t:S CA!"'T;,IX

In fcur mi~utes the ~issiles will be
launched. There is notiing you can do.

1.·

I
-I .. .

I

115
368

Continued

368

BOND turns to CARTER, then looks quickly at a desk bes.ide
the main console. BOND nods at it.

BOND
Printout Transmission Unit.
you work it?

.I

'

(

:.

Can

. CARTER

Sure.

11

')

He sits at the desk. Standing beside him, BOND operates
a calculator built into the desk.

t

CARTER

J

(urgently)
James - we have three minutes!

I

/1

BOND looks 1.lp.
BOND

If I can work out the positions of
the two submarines I m~y be able to
re-programr.1e them.

f
I
I:

CARTER
· (puzzled)

I

,
t

To do what?

BOND
To destroy each other.

II

He turns to study the g)obe and checks the instrument
panel, then operates the calculator again.

l

BOND
I'll give you the position of the
first submarine and you pass it on
to the second as a target.

CARTER
.
(getting the idea)
And vice versa?

Exactly.
369

EXT.

BOND

SUBMARINE STRClIBERG ONE (RANGER) UNDERWATER
DAY

The submarine is motionless.

369

370.

INT.

CONTROL R00~1

116
SUB~lARINE STROlffiERG ONE (RANGER) 370

DAY

The ~TRO~ffiERG ONE CAPTAIN is reading the new target coordinates appearing on the screen.

STRO~IBERG ONE CAPTAIN
(into mike)

Missile control, we have new target
co-ordinates.

371

EXT.

SUBMARINE STRm!BERG TWO (POTEMPKIN) UNDERWATER

371

DAY

The submarine is motionless, lying at a different angle
from Submarine Stromberg One.
372

INT.

CONTROL ROOM

(POTEMPKIN)

SUBMARINE ST!tO:l.ffiERG TWO

372

DAY

The STROMBERG TWO CAPTAIN reads the new target co-ordinates
appearing on the sc~een.

STROMBERG TWO CAPTAIN
(i.:i.to mike)
Missile Control
373

INT.

OPERATIONS ROOM

LEPARUS

373

DAY

CARTER is looking at the Telex machine.

BOND
Right. Now we keep our fingers
crossed,
Re looks at the wall clock.
0

374

1

Th~ time is exactly twelve

clock.

EXT,

SUBMARINE STROMBERG ONE (RANGER)

374

DAY

Tbe nuclear missile bursts from the open tube.
375

EXT.

SUBlfARINE STROMBERG TWO

(POTEMPKIN)

DAY

375

The nuclear missile bursts from the tube.

376

EXT.

SEA

DAY

The Stromberg One missile leaps from the sea and climbs.

376

117

377

EXT.

SEA

DAY

377

The Stromberg Two missile leaps from the sea and eli~bs.
378

INT.

OPERATIONS ROOlt

LEPARUS

DAY

378

BOND, CARTER and all others present are watching ~~e
globe.
.
In a CLOSE SHOT of the globe we follow the flight of the
two missiles by a moving dotted line of lights. 5:~rting
from .the two submarines the missiles travel in reYerse
arcs to their summit, then fall, each dropping tc~ar~s the
other's submarine. As they almost reach their tar~ets

(

379

EXT.

SUBMARINE STROlmERG ONE (RANGER)
DAY

UNDERWAl;...2.

379

The submerged submarine suddenly disintegrates wi"tb.
enormous violence.

380

EXT.

SEA

380

DAY

These& erupts as the submerged submarine is shattered.

381

EXT.

SUBMARINE STROMBERG TWO (POTEMPKIN)
DAY

tn•m.O°i1""..\TER

381

The submarine explodes.
382

EXT.

SEA

DAY

382

The sea erupts in another violent explosion.

l

383

l.

INT.

OPERATIO~S R00~,1

LEPARUS

DAY

383

BOND, CARTER and the others are watching the g:!..c'.:e- .
Suddenly, the missile lights and the lighted sub:irines
vanish.. New York and Moscow remain brightly ill~:c.ated.

CARTER
(to Bond)
We made it!
A violent explosion reverberates through the whole ship.
Everyone in the control room clings on to any ob~ect that
presents itself. The globe trembles intimidatingly.
BOND

We'd better think about saving ourselves.
He crosses to the shattered door and looks down at the
scene below.
·

118
384

I:NT.

DOCK AREA

LEPARUS

384

DAY

From BOND'S VIEWPOINT we see that the entire dock nrea
is filling with black smoke.

The tanker is listing and

water from the dock is already rising over the gangway
on one side. Bodies of STRO~IDERG ~tEN and SEA:,!EN are
lying around. British, Ame:ric~n and Russian SE~\~tEN are
helping their wounded comrades down the stairways. There

is a sudden flash of flame.
385

HIT.

OPERATIONS ROOM

LEPARUS

DAY

385

There is another big explosion, this time from right
underneath the Operations Room. Part of the back wali
shatters and smoke pours in. Through the louvred window,
flames can be se~n. BOND flicks the key of the P.A. system
and speaks into the microphone.
BOND
Attention all personnel. Get
aboard Wayne immediately. All
personnel aboard Wayne im;nediately.

There is a shattering ~xplosion from above the Operations
Room. Debris rains down. The control console is wreckeo.
BOND is flung across the roo~ and against the wall.
CARTER goes to hi·m and pulls him to his feet.
BOND looks
across at the wrecked console, then pushes CARTER ahead
of him out of the room.

386

INT.

DOCK AREA

LEPARUS

DAY

From all directions OFFICERS and SE~MEN - British,
American and Russian - are making for the Wayne and
clambering aboard, fighting their way through the smoke
and the flames that are getting fiercer every minute.
The tanker now has a ~onsiderable list and is lower in
the water - so low ~ha~ eorae nee are naving to swi~ to
get to the submarine.

{

The lights are flickering.
Water is coming iu through
ventilators. Corpses are floating. BOND and CARTER
come running along the catwalk from the Operations Room,
down a stairway, then leap from i t on to the deck of the
Wayne. All the hatches are open. SEAMEN are clamb~ring
down into the submarine. BOND climbs the ladder to the
conning tower hatch, with CARTER behind him.
For a
moment, BOND looks at the bow doors of the Leparus, then
-climbs down into the submarine. CARTER looks at the bow
doors with a worried frown,. then follows BOND.

386

119

387

INT,

U.S.S. WAYN~

DAY

387

Every inch of space is crowded with SEAMEN - British,
American and Russian. CARTER and BOND struggle through
them towards the Control Room.
388

INT.

CONTROL ROOM

U.S.S. WAYNE

The Control Room, too, is crowded.
speaks to CARTER.

DAY

388

The EXECUTIVE OFFICER

EXECUTIVE OFFICER
All personnel aboard, sir - all that
are leftJ that is.

CARTER

Shut all hatches.
389

INT.

DOCK AREA

LEPARUS

DAY

389

The tanker has listed still more.

The water is higher,
the entire area filled with billowing smoke and flames.
The WAYNE swings in the swirling water.
390

INT.

TORPEDO FIRING CHA1mza

u.s.s.

WAYNE

DAY

~90
,.

The TORPEDO CREW stand beside a torpedo loaded on a
carrier. The hatch of the torpedo tube is open. CARTER'S
VOICE comes through the speaker.

CARTER'S VOICE
(overlaid)
Load conventional armament.
The l'ORPEDO CREW load the torpedo into the tube.
391

(..

INT.

CO:N'TROL ROO~I

U.S.S. WAYNE

DAY

CARTER is at the periscope.
CARTER
Hold her steady ...
Everyone stands motionless, waiting.

Fire!

CARTER

Then ..•

391.

120
392·

INT.

LEPARUS

DOCK AREA

DAY

392

The torpedo is ejected from·the tube and speeds through
the water.

393

EXT.

LEPARUS

393

DAY

SEA

The Leparus lies deep in the water, listing heavily,
smoke and flames pouring from her.
Then 1 at her bows, there is a great underwater explosion.
The bow doors are blasted open, leaving a great jagged
hole.

I
394

INT.

LEPARUS

DOCK AREA

DAY

394

A tidal wave swe~ps back from the hole in the bows and
hits the Wayne.
395

INT.

WAYNE

DAY

395

The submarine shudders v.i.olently. The crowded SEA:.l:EX
are thrown down and against each other.
396

!NI'.

CONTROL ROOM

U.S.S. WAYNE

396

DAY

CARTER, BOND and the other OFFICERS are getting to
their fee~. CARTER grabs the periscope and looks i~to
it.

I
I

I0

397

INT.

DOCK AREA

LEPARUS

DAY

397

From CARTER'S VIEWPOINT through the periscope we see the
jagged hole in the bows of the Leparus, with the great
doors hanging drunkenly open.
398

INT.

CONTROL ROO:.t

WAYNE

DAY

398

CARTER turns from the periscope.
CARTER

'I

(triumphantly)
Take her out!

399

EXT.

LEPARUS

SEA

DAY

399

From the shattered bows of the listing, smoking Leparus the
Wayne emerges and moves ahead. An explosion nenr the ster~
of the tanker blows'half the bridge superstructure a~ay.

400

EX1'.

CONNING TOWER

U.S,S. WAYNE

DAY

SEA

400

The conning tower hatch opens and CARTER and BOND climb
out. They look back at the sinking Leparus.

401

EXT.

LEPARUS

401

DAY

SEA

The Leparus is wracked by another great explosion and
starts to keel over.

(
402

EXT.

U.S.S. WAYNE

DAY

SEA

402

From the conning tower, BOND and CARTER watch the Lepar~s.
403

EXT.

LEPARUS

DAY

SEA

403

From BOND'S VIEWPOINT, we see the Leparus, enveloped in
smoke and flames and steam, sink out of sight.

I .

I

t

404

EXT.

CONNING TOWER

u.s.s.

WAYNE

404

DAY

BOND turns to CARTER.

,i

BOND
Where do we go from here?
CARTER
I must send a signal.

Tell 'em
Get some orders.

where I am.

BOND
404A EXT.

nods.

u.s.s.

CARTER gestures to BOND to precede him below.
WAYNE

SEA

DAY

404A

The submarine is travelling on the surface.

C

40-1B EXT.

ATLA.N TIS

SEA

DAY

404B

A distant view of Atlan~is - some five miles away - as

seen from the Wayne.
404C INT.

CONTROL ROOM

U.S.S. WAYNE

404C

DAY

BOND is looking th1·ough the periscope. The EXECUTIVE
OFFICER is standing beside him. BOND turns to the
Continued
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404C Continued

404C

EXECUTIVE OFFICER.
BOND
How far away. would you say?
The EXECUTIVE OFFICER looks through the periscope.
404D EXT.

ATLANTIS

DAY

4040

A distant view of Atlantis, as seen through the periscope.
404E INT.

CONT':lOL ROOM

U.S.S. WAYNE

DAY

404E

The EXECUTIVE OFFICER turns to BOND.

EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Around ten t~ousand yards.

BOND
Less than six miles.
CARTER appears in the doorway.

CARTER
Commander •••

As BOND moves to him, CARTER turns to go out - again.
404F INT.

CAPTAIN'S CABIN

CARTER enters) followed

U.S.S. WAYNE
by

BOND.

DAY

404F

CARTER crosses to his

desk.

CARTER
I've just had this signal from the
Pentagon.
He

c.,

l

picks up a piece of paper from his desk.

CARTER
On instructions from Security Council,
destroy Atlantis - and fast.
BOND
What does fast mean?

CARTER
We'll be on target in ten minutes.
Continued
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404F Continued

BOND glances at his watch.

BOND
Eleven hundred hours.

With torpedoes?

CARTER nods.
BONI;>

Carter, he's got Anya there.

(

CARTER
I know.

I'm sorry, James.

BOND
I've got to get her off.
hour.

Give me an

CARTER

(tapping the paper)
Hell, this comes from the top.

BOND
Forty minutes.
For a·moment, CARTER he:3ita.tes. Then, with a quick grin

CARTER
You'll get me court-martialled.
Okay - an hour.

BOND swings round to the crate beside CARTER's desk.

BOND
Give me a hand.
Between them, they break open the crate 1 pull out the
separate parts of a jet-ski and start to assemble them.
404G EXT.

U.S.S. WAYNE

SEA

DAY

The submarine is hove to.

CARTER stands in the open
conning tower, watching BOND on the j~t-ski as he travels
away from the submarine, gathering speed fast.

405

ATLANTIS

DAY

405

There is no sign of life as BOND 3ppears, riding the jetski, he:.tding for the open dock doors.
In a CLOSE SHOT we
see him looking up at th~ silent, massive structure.

124
405A

EXT.

IlOAT DOCK

ATL\NTIS

405A

DAY

BOND, on his jet-ski, travels to the landing stage and
steps out on to the dock. He walks across t~ the clev1tor.
As he reaches it~ STRO\IBERG'S VOICE comes from a hidden
loudspeaker.
STROMBERG~$ VOICE
(overlaid)
Good morning , 1Ir Bond.

I ' ve been

expecting you.

406

406)

407
408

407) DELETED
408)

409

INT.

BOARD ROOM

ATLANTIS

409

DAY

STROMBERG is sitting at the head of his long table,
sipping a glass of red wine, In front of him the table
is laid for a raeal 1 the silver gleaming, the crystal
glass sparkling.
At his hand is the console with its
rows of switches and controls.
He spealts into a mike c::.

the console.
STRO~mERG

Stay where you are. I'll send the
elevator down for you.
He looks along the table to the elevator at the other e=~
of the room - the elevator in which the ASSISTANT - tte
traitor - went to her death. STRO~ffiERG puts a hand out
and presses a button on the console. We see the web be~~een
his fingers.

r

409A EXT. "BOAT DOCK

ATLANTIS

DAY

BO:!'lD is standing by the elevator,
The door opens.
.~.
moment's pause, then he take3 his gun from his shouic~=

holster and steps into the elevator.

r
r

(

..

410

DELETED

411

INT.

BOARD ROO~l

410

ATLANTIS

411

DAY

STRO~mERG flicks a switch on the console and we see the
Romney painting on the wall slide away to reveal the T.Y.
Continued
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411

411

Continued

screen with its picture of the shark tank. At once, ~he
shark swims into view,· curving close to the glass, teeth
bared menacingly.
STRO~IBERG smiles grimly as he stretches
out his hand, with its webbed fingers, to the console.
STROMBERG
Adieu, Mr Bond.

In a CLOSE SHOT we see STRO~mERG's finger press a button.
Above it, on the console, is printed the word "E.JECT".

STRO~mERG sits watching the tank, head forw~rd in eager
anticipation. The shark swims past.
STRO~!BERG's smile
turns to a puzzled frown. He jerks his head q' ickly as
the elevator doors at the other end of the room slide open.
In a CLOSE SHOT we see BOND in the elevator. He is standing,
bis gun levelled at STRO~IBERG, with his legs wide apart.
Between his feet, in the floor of the elevator, is the open
trap-door through which the ~SSISTANT slid to her death in
the sh~rk tank.
BOND steps out of the elevator. He looks across at the
T.V. scre~n. The shark swirls past. BOND looks at STRO~!BERG

BOND
I gather you ~anted me to drop in.
He walks forward to the end of the long table.
At the
head of the table, STRO)lBERG sits motionless, watching
BOND, one hand on the table near the console.
BOND

I

Whe!'e's Anya?
with her?

What have you done

STROMBERG
(sarcastically)
Well, well!

A British agent in love
Detente indeed!

with a ?-ussian agent.

BOND moves so that he is standing in front ~fa high-backed
chair at the end of the table I his gun levelled at STRO~,I-

BERG.
BOND
Your time's running out, Stromberg.
In a CLOSE SHOT we see STROltB£RG•s hand below the level of
Continued
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411

411

Continued

the table.

Mounted below the table is an explosive-

head harpoon gun.

STRO~lOERG' s

finger tightens on thP-

trigger.

STR011BERG'S VOICE
(overlaid)
Yours, too, Mr Bond - yours, too.
STR01U3ERG is looking at . BOND along the length of the
table.

STROMBERG
And faster than you think.
In a CLOSE SHOT we see his finger press the trigger.
The harpoon streaks along under the table,

Simultaneously, BOND hurls himself aside and on to the
floor. The harpoon hits the centre of the high-backed
chair and explodes, leaving a smoking, gaping hole.
BOND gets up on to one knee, an arm resting on the table.
~ at STROZIIBERG who has re.m ained in his
cbai r , ur..movi ng.

Be loo!:s along i

BOND
You 1 ve shot your bolt, Stromberg.
Now it's l!!l tur~.
There is the crack of a shot as, out of sight under the
table, he fires his gun. STRO:\IB.ERG jerks back in his

,

chair, throws his hand up as if to grasp something, webbed
fingers extended. Then he falls for.vard, dead, arms outstretched, sprawled among his meal, his red wine spilling
across the table. BOND geLs tc his feet, moves fast across

the rocm to a door and jerks it open.
412

412 ) DELETED

413

413)

•
~- C.

414

I

INT.

CORRIDOR

ATLANTIS

DAY

414

i
I

BOND comes running along the corridor.

Anya

....
I

He shouts urgently.

BOND
-

He pulls open a door, looks in, bangs it shut and runs on.
,, .

.
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Continued
He reaches a Juor loc!,ed by a central wheel.· It is lab~lli:?d
":£.SC.,i. . ~ .;.::~:..:\,3i { 11
.u~~D r-a~i.stars this. .!e ·100'.,.,· ~~t llis
wutr..t1.
In a .,UIC~ Ct03~ titl'.IT w~ see the watch. Th~ time is 11.55.
oO~,D run.5 un, siloui.ia~ ,::;ai.n •

••-r•,

4

.

•mya ••• !

....

He turns a corn~r and stops d~od. Fncin~ hi~1, a f':!w y~rds
away, is J;\.:S, grinnin; viciou3ly.
?or tl r.tor.ient tr.he ,:~rn
men stare il t each other. T;1en J.--!..,5 leans Gn to 2':;~·,D anJ
scize.s nin i.:1 a O(:!nr's ;,u~, swinging hi:.1 rcund an~ nro'f\~lii!1;
hi~ into an upen area.

415

I~T.

CI'-E:i .:\~Z.\

· Ci:H,'T2

.i:-:D

TA~; K

A':'L·,:-:TI S

:•:I r:-c:~T

..! 15

The elevator chute slopes ~u~n on one side of the tnnk •
. The t~~'1~:: is circular, with hi;h walls. SO::i.! ten f~et
above the r1.:-:t,:r :-1. r.latfocn jut.s out froin :,r:•ich t~e ~h.:-,d.:
or other fish ~n the tar!l, c:=n be fe::.lo
riigh~r s~il..!., ::.
metal rai 1~ d cat•·;alk runs arouna th'? wa 11 of t:19 t o.~k.

In it ~re sev~ral upenin~s.

20~D n?~ears in one oi

ti1e operi.in,~s a::d sse3 J_~·-·.,3, V/ho has ap~e~re.:

ir! ~~other

openin~ fu~th9r ro~nd the tanko J~;s comes run~in~ round
the c~t~nlk towards BU\0, ~ho crouch~s, ~aitin; fo~ the
a ttacb.. J.L 3 1 e :1ps o:i CC:•;D •. Th~~' st :--11~; le. 3'.~\~ b re n. '.,:5
free, l.'::.',:q.1s ov~r- the rail, drops dc~·m orr to th: f•=e,tin•.;
;,latforr:! and r:..rns out to th,! and of Lie plut.(i.H":::, o•,:~r
tile t.:1r1:..:. ;\'o\;, b".!low hi,::, \'.-? se,a thP. fin of the s!~adc
cuttin.-; tl::-0•..::-!1 the \Hl.ter, c..1waitin;r its pr2v.
.-'l5 .J_-L,S
cla1..iber-s C,V .:r - "t!1~ l'ail, i:.:.u:,;D sees above ,JjhS I he~icj a
large, circular alectro-!:1a 5 n'3t, hang-in:; fror.i ~ track
wblch ¼oulti ~arry lt to th~ ~id~le of the ta~k. Ecside
BO~& is a ci:.;r.sole ·,•;itil con:rols to operat~ th2 ma.i;n~to
He move.s a leve!".
The 9lectrc ma:.;net c!e2cencs a:;ov~ J:.-i5

as he cirop~ on to th~ faedin; platfo~rn.

He lco~s u~ a~d,

instantly, is ,ierh:ed uo by his steel teeth on to t~1e :""'.!l'!'ne-c.
EC:\D ::11.>ves a switch ond the r:ta;n~t, with t.!1e str-tt~~lin,; ,;. ::,5
1

han~ln~ fro~ it, ri~es.
BO~;D

How coes that grab you?
ne move.,; a S'.Vitch 2nd lhe ~ci1rn2t s·,\·in~s alon~ it::; tr:1c'.:: 0 1.:t t
the C'.?117:!"~ cf th~ t::inl, • .,riother clic:, of ti1:? s•:,itch~ th~
!:'la.;net is .5~,;itch-Jd oi-:· ,.rnd ,J.\':.S nlnr:::;~~ dcr,-~ i!'lto t(ic \',,:t~r •
..a onc.J, t\1i.:1 sl1~::·:,.: Sl'.;irls ,1cr~.s::; t•le t~0.:~ ;::rod att.•c'.~s. A:;
J.:\'·..3 st-..~cs to f i·~ht d~:-.r:.!~~te.!.y, EC\D d::is'.1es :'lw,:w.

t

------·--·-------·--~---~--·•·· ;

.

'

a~vi:s~rJ ~3r-d \ovi!::tber l'J75

..

(c;:evisic,n of yellow p,1:.:;e l·1t:1·. .::i<l~ltc1:1i.11?r 107G)

415A
CA~t'l.\(.. ,· ·(s 101,kiP.•.:; thruu·::;h the per i.3copa.
wall rc!~Lstars t:1J ti□ a as tw~lve 0 1·c1uck.
St:..l\;i~ .ire at t~wir stations.

• CJ.~ns.1
iiatch bearin~s and s~oot.

ls t SZ.--L\!A.~ .

f

Set.

Shoot?
415B

EXT.

D.\Y

Th~ torpedo is aj~cted from the tube and stRrts spe2~in~
through the ~ater.

--
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415C INT.
...

ATLANTIS ·

DAY ·

415C

ANYA is still bound to the chair in front of the shark
tank.
Her eyes wide with horror, s he is wa~ching JAWS
fighting t he shark in the tank .
The door of the room bursts open and BOND comes in. He
sees ANYA and dashes across to her .
Desperately he starts
to release the straps binding her.

\~ - ;

••

,..,►:
1·

SITTING ROOll

'
l_

James

.,

ANYA

....'

BOND
We've got minutes to get out.
He unfastens the last strap and pulls her to her feet.
For a moment she stands looking at the tank. So does BO!-."D.
The shark swirls at JAWS, teeth bared. JAWS dives, turns ,
throws his arms around the shark and sinks his teeth into
its body.
BOND pulls ANYA across the room towards the door.

415D /
415H

4.lSD/ DELETED
415H

· 415J EXT.

ATLANTIS

DAY

415J

The curved dome on its supporting pillars stands in a
calm sea . At once , there is an underwater explos ion as
the torpedo strikes. A fountain oi water is -thrown up and
the entire structure shudders and begins to keel over and
sink.
SI'l'TING ROOM

-415K INT.

ATL..\NTIS

DAY

415K

There is a second explosion , part of one wall splits and
a gusn of flame and s moke bursts through.
BOND pulls ANYA to the door, jerks it open and pulls her
through.
~

I

..

L.

CONTROL ROOM

415L INT.

U.S.S. WAYNE

415L

DAY

<l15Y

CARTER is peering through the periscope .

...

~

I

CARTER
Fire!

415M EXT.

TORPEDO TUBE

U.S.S. WAYNE

The torpedo is ejected and speeds away.

l

DAY

•
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415N EXT.

DAY

SEA

415N

The track made by the torpedo can be seen as it speeds
through the water just below the surface.
4150 INT.

CORRIDOR

ATLANTIS

DAY

4150

The corridor has a distinct list. BOND and ANYA come
struggling along, fighting to keep their feet.

415P EXT.

ATLANTIS

415P

DAY

As the second torpedo hits Atlantis there is another
underwater e~plosion.
V!ater and debris are thrown high
in the air. The entire structure keels over, becomes half
submerged and starts sinking more rapidly.
416/
422

4 is·; DELETED

422

't

423

INT.

CORRIDOR

ATLANTIS

DAY

423

,I

BOND, with ANYA following him, com~s struggling along
the tilted corridor.
Water is now pouring in through
fractures in the walls. BOND reaches the door labelled

t

"ESCAPE CHAMBER''. He seizes the central whee 1
to turn it. He turns to speak to ANYA.

I

Give me a hand.

BOND
rt·s

and starts

...

Be st9ps dead and staTe~.
From BOND'S VIEWPOINT we see ANYA standing back along the
corridor, her gun levelled at BOND.
A moment, then BOND
takes a step forward.
ANYA fires.
The bullet thuds into the wall beside BOND's head. He pauses, then starts to
walk slowly towards her, his eyes s~eadr on her.

I

ANYA
won't miss with the next one.

BOND
(still approaching)
You couldn't have missed with the first
one - if you'd really wanted to kill me.

ANYA's face is blank.
BOND is nearing her.

Her finger tighte~s ' OD the trigger.

Continued
~
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Continued

423

423

'I
-·.:..·

Anya

! .

•

BOND

...

Her hand wavers. BOND reaches out, avoiding the gun, and
puts his hands on her shoulders. She shakes her heaci as
if waking up. He draws her to him.

(

,_

423A
423B

423A) DELETED
423B)
423C

EXT.

ATLANTIS

DAY

423C

A third torpedo hits Atlantis.

There i.s a final tremendous
explosion and the entire structure keels over and sinks beneat
tbe·sea.
423D INT.

CORRIDOR

ATLANTIS

DAY

423D

BOND is still holding ANYA in the now acutely tilted
corridor. Water is flooding in. BOND turns to the door
of the escape chaobe:, wrenches the wheel round and pulls
the door open.

BOND
Go on ... in!

As be pushes her through the door~ the wall at the end of

the corridor gives way and a flood of water bursts through.
BOND throws himself through the door of the escape chamber

as the deluge of water er-gulfs the corridor.
INT.

424

ESCAPE CHAMBER

ATLANTIS

DAY

424

BOND pulls ANYA in - there is just enough room for both
of them.
He slams the door and clamps it, and operates
the control on the wall. The water begins to flood in.
Clipped to the side of the chamber is an opaque plastic
sphere about two feet in diameter.
BOND grasps it, pulls
it free and ~olds it,

ANYA
Bow long have we got?
BOND

Long enough - I hope.

The water is rising fast around them.
425

DELETED

•

425

131
426

INT.

ATLANTIS

SHARK TANK

DAY

426

The water is stained with blood. As we watch, the giant
triangular fin of the shark breaks the surface,
There is a pause and then the fin keels over, the white
belly floating on the bloody surface reveals that the
shark is dead.

JAWS, bloody but unbowed, rises from the depths.

He bares
his teeth in a triumphant grimace. As he starts to drag himself up on to the feeding platform that projects into the
tank, there is the sound of a fourth torpedo exploding.
Water floods in from above and JAWS is thrown back into the
tank, disappearing in a churning deluge.

a

427

DELETED

428

EXT.

427

ESCAPE HATCH

ATLANTIS

UNDERWATER

DAY

428

The escape hatch opens and BOND and ANYA swim out, BOND
still holding the plastic sphere. They start struggling
up towards the surface,
429

EXT.

ATLANTIS

UNDERWATER

429

DAY

There is a final torpedo explosion.

the entire structure

buckles and disintegrates and slowly goes do~n, disappearing
into the black void.

430

EXT.

SEA

DAY

430

A calm, unruffled sea.

breaks surface.

After a short pause ANYA's head
She gulps for air.
ANYA

Jam.es!
A few feet away BOND ~urfaces, holding the plastic sphere.

He, too, gasps for air.

Anya!

·

BOND

As ANYA swims to him, the plastic sphere opens up like a
flower into a circular raft.

BOND and ANYA start to climb into it.

r
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431

EXT.

RAFT

SEA

431

DAY

BOND and ANYA are lyin~ shoulder to shoulder against the
side of the raft. A mood of relaxed intimacy prevails.
He turns aside, op~ns a container in the ~ide of the raft
and takes out a bottle of champagne and two plastic cups.
He gives ANYA one of the cups and pours them each some
champagne. They toast each other silently and drir.k.
Then •••

· BOND

{_ ..

I thought you were going to kill me
down there.

ANYA
So did I.

BOND
What made you change your mind?

ANYA
Isn't it supposed to be a woman 1 s
privilege?

He raises his drink to her, smiling.
BOND

To the spy who loved me.
She smiles 1 leans forward and kisses him on the ~outh. As

he adjusts his position in order to repay the gesture with
interest, his wrist-watch bleeps. He looks at i t as the
tiny ribbon of tape starts clicking out. He holds the end
of the tape so that both he and ANYA can read it.

JI

In a CLOSE SHOT we read t:he words on the tape:"007 REPORT SOONEST POSSIBLE M"

BOND carefully pulls the wat:ch off his wrist, holds it
over the side of the raft by finger and thumb and lets i t
drop into the sea. He looks at AYYA. She is s~lli~;

,i

invitingly. His eyes lift and look beyo~d her to so~ething in the far distance. He frowns.
BOND

(without enthusiasm)
It looks as if they've sent someone
to pick me up.

I

432

EXT.

•

BRITISH NAVAL VESSELS

DAY

A flotilla of battleships, Ensigns flying, cut through
water at high spetd.
·

..

432

...Rcvi~cd
430 /1.

20th J~nu~ry 1977

ESCAPt CH.-\t.i3ZR . DAY

430 A

The interior of the escape cha~ber is bathed in a

diffused qold~n light filtering through~ semi-op~gu9
windo~ in its c~rved surfnce .

•

BOND and ANYA a:re lying on a com:ortable mattresslike floor. B2side the~ a wall c~binet is ocen to
reveal a small but well~~tocked bar. ~here a~e bottl~s

I

of charn?agne and glasses. BOND puts down his gun, p~c~s
up a bottle of ch~~9agne and glanc~s at it.
(

Bmm
Maybe I misjudged St:::-o~erg.
Anybody who drinks Don Perigncn
fifty two can't be all bad.
He starts to loosen the wire on the cork.
A CLOSE SP.,)T of ANY}\ 11atchi~'.:i h.:.~ coldly.

BOND removes t:1c wire and starts to lcose!'l the co:::-:k.
A CLOSE s:-::OI' of A!,!YA.

She is holding BOND Is gun,

levelling i t a~ him.

ANYA
The ~ission is ave=, Mr. Bond.
A CLOSE SHOT of BOi.,";D 1 S face.

He ii:; ·watching ANYA,

puzzled and wary. There is a suc.=len lcuc. e:~plosic?"l.
The C~-lE~~ PULLS BACK to reveal the champagne fzoth~n;
out of t.~e bottle.
We see

a glir;!;."r.S:.?:" of a s:Ji.1€: on -~~~~A's face. -

She tries to suppress it.

BOND
In my cotmtry, Maj or, the conder..ned
man is al!owed a ~in~l request.
Al.~YA r.ods.

BOND
Let's get out of th9s~ we~ clothes ..

He takes the g~n from ~er.
430 i\2

EXT.

SEA

Sha relaxes, s~ili~g.

DAY'

430 A2

J/1.:ns'

head appears from belo·11 the surf ace of the sea.
He looks around him.then st~rts to swim steadily away.

430 B

EXT.

SEA

DAY

430 B

H.M.S. FEARLESS approaches 3t an unqle. As it starts
to lose speed and turn, we se~ the globular shape of tha

escape chamber floating in the foregr~und.

1

.... '

132D

•

430 C

430 C

BONO ~nd ANYA are now lying side by sid~, close

together, under a rug, obviously having stri~ped off.
They e:,::b::a~o.
nNYA
But, Ja~es - . what would our

superiors say?

t
C

-

BOND

They're never going to know.
He pr~sses her down against the mattress.

430 D

EXT.
H.M. S.

SEA

D~.Y

FEARLESS is tra•1elling aste:::-n tm•r~.:::-ds us.

430 D
:i\c:,

approaches, its stern door is lo~ered. The escaFe
charr~e r floats into pi=turc and i~to the interior of
the Fearless.

1'

it

~cviscd :.!3c·d :\ov ·.Jr.dJ-:! r

lS-75.

(.~.:e vi.slon or y-?!low pt1:~u 1,;ta ::i~atc::?1ber. l~J76)

Th~ c~car>e cha::1btH' is floating in the doc 1dn~ nreu. ~\lun~
eac~-i s ic.l:.! cf t:h"..? a.r ';:;J. r •m..i u r ,1is2d ~:rn~.;,,~1y.
'.{~• n ·!ec! :!lun~
the roil of on.~ ::.,·::i.ni_;:way ,'lrt? :", G~:..iOL, c.;,, G:!.-\Y, the ~!inist~c 1Jf
0.?fcnce ,- c..!tH.l ,! dozen C,•'/IC::;~3. Q is' he.loin; n ::1iniatur ~ r ,"::ot
control unit. ,aun;~ the OtllC r ~~n:.;way r.l:'·.J u row .) ~- ~u rrv:s ..
Tacy a,e n.U. g.:izin ; do~rn· at thf.! escn;:>e cha..;hcr.
GRAY

(;mxiously)

Do you t~in~ ther~•s a d Rng~r of
the bands?

•

Q

We'll soon find out.
He points his rc~ota control unit at the escape c~a~ber and
presses a button.
A circalar section in ~he r~of of the escape chemb~r d~ons
and slid~3 nside.
Everyone <'n : h-a :;2.11-~ way s cbov~ crang s f o::-,vard, pe eri:1g

down.

~e see shoe~ and amazement on the faces of~!, GCGCL

and G.?..-\ Y •

M

.. Do~ble O Seven!

GOGOL

'·

Tr.iple X!
GRAY

Bond!

What do you think you're doing!
DAY

4:3Cf

The he.:.d and shoulders of an aooa:-ently naked EO~u aor:ienr
above a simitarlv a , ~arently na~ed ~~YA. She lu oks ~nderstar.dabl,v an1ll"'.?hens ive. :::ut EO~:D see~s en t. ire ly in com::rnnd
of th~ situatic n ~3 h~ l ooks u~ .

EQ~D
Gentlemen - we have ,Just entered a
new era of Anglo-Soviet co-o!')er-.1t ion.

l

He pr<?s3es a button in the side of 'th:? ch.'.l:nb .? r and the roof
sect ion s l ici!!S bnck in to po.sit ion noove him a nd .l~;YA . .-t; it
d-J<!.3 so, t it;? C.i..•.iii<..; i;IJLL~ ~.\Ci~ up .!OG fast likr.? a rock~t,
see::t in; LO bur~ t throu;h the hull. of th~ ? ear le ss .
4~0Q

SSA

The C.,.i.!E.U cr)ntinu~s ur and ;;wny fr c:, the Fe.:i!" less to the
sound of silip.:i' sirens souncliw; tri.1J1nph.:.mt ly.

